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When the Inland Empire Tv News is ther
'
then so are You!
YOU Ml· 6, NUMBJ.-<,R 10

Inland Empire
Headline News

Inland Empire
Health
.,

The Courtyard To
Be Auctioned
ne o~· Palm Sprrngs' top
tourrst
srghts,
The
Courtyard
on
East
Tahqurtz Canyon Way. will he
auctioned off on Oct. 13.
The property wrll he put on the
block at the Association for
Commercial Real estate's Real
Mart '94 in Boston. The land is
curren tl y owned by TPM
Financial of Las Vegas, w hi ch
stated that the auction is not to
satisfy creditors but because it
would grve good exposure to the
property

0

Inland Empire
Sports

Inland Empire ·
Business
Plus

Looking Inland, Weather, and a Weekly Restaurant Review.

The Inland Empire Tv News can be seen on
Comcast Cable and KZKI-TV.
KZKI -TV* weekdays at 5:30 p.m.
Comcast Cable* weekdays at 6:30p.m.
*Please check your local cable list1ngs for the ttme, day and channel in your area,

TPM bought The Courtyard,
whrch houses a movie theater,
restaurants and offices, in 1993.
The maJOr office tenant is the
Bank of Calrfornia, which is
considering movrng out of The
Courtyard early next year.
The Courtyard is a three-story
retail and office space, with a twostory bank and a 37,000 squarefont theater complex. "'
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Recall Elections: The Region's Newest Trend
h) hJ c Boudre"u

T

he current politrcal climate
has many
incumhent
officeholders nen·ous as
November elections draw near.
The phrase "Throw the bums out"
seems to have echoes rn crlrcs,
counties, and states all across the
country
Many people are
unhappy wrth the current state of
affairs and, rn most cases, they
are blamrng therr political
representatrves for the mess.
When th ose people are also
voters, they can be dangerous to
those rn power.
Perhaps because of the
economic and political problems
of the past fe\> years, the average
citizen has become
more
interested rll how hrs or her
country, state, and city is being
run. Being out of a JOh, or even
heing threatened with mnre ta\e~.
tends to m;lkL people look tor a
rea~on, or C\ en a scapegoat Th,l!

fact has put a spotlight on
everyone in the puhlic arena It
has certainly made it harder for
polllrcrans to ignore the voice of
the people.

Recall Fever Spreading
Crty councils all over the
Inland Empire have either faced
recalls or recall attempts in th e
recent past, or are in the throes of
one at the present time. Many are
unsuccessful for vanous reasons,
but they are always traumatic for
the targeted partres, expensive 111
time and money for all involved,
and drsruptive of city politics. Yet
almost every month, another
threat of a recall is reported in
local papers

office
A unanimous decision of the
frve-member
council
to
rmplement a three percent utility
tax led to the recall In doing so,
the council disregarded a petition
against the tax that was signed by
1,500 citizens
In an interview for the Desert
Sun, a local newspaper, Fred
Engelberg, chairman of the
Committee to R eca ll, sa id
''There's been a kind of e liti s t
Please See Pa!(e I 2

Closeup:
Daa-rell Paulk

A recall c.!lectron that caught
the attention of politicrans all
over Southern California took
placL Ill Desert llot Sprrngs on
Sept 20 The community's entire
Crt\ Councrl \\:ts rcmmcd from

he New Indian Gaming Pastime: Politics

or tum to KZKI Channel 30 on UHF!

T

he t.rihes that wish to bring
casinos and gamb lrn g to
lndran reservations have
spent the last seve ral years playing
their own version of gambling,

Inland Empire Communiities Served by cable
Upland • Montc!Jrr • Ont.mo • fontana • Bloommg n • 'l.tn Bnnardtn• • Hrghland • uJma l1nda • (,rand Terrace • Arltngton • Corona • Home Gardens • Jurupa ll 1lls
La S•crm • M1ra Lorna • N0rco • Pcdlc) • R1\ers1de • Rouh1dou\ • Sunny slope • Phillips Ranch • Pomona • Moreno Valley • Ch1no • Chtno Hrlls • Claremont
P<·rrs • [.<Jke .\1.tlhev. • l•kevtev. • !'/UC\O • Sun Cll) • Wood Crcsl

pourmg money into a pot because
they see a huge jao.:kpot 111 the end.
However, over the last few
months. the backers of Indian
gamrng have had to learn .mother
game politio.:s.
The battle lines tor the Indian
gamrng h:l\ e been drawn 111
Washtngton D.C and Sacramento.
The struggle ts ,n er ., idL'O

Other Communiities Served by cable
La Habra Ills • \\ hillier • Brca • La Habra • D, ond H • l f '" c • R· and !Its. • \\ al 1 • \ \ nul\ lley • lnglcv.ooJ • Orange • Sanr" Ana • Baldv.tn H1lls
!Ia" rhome • Ladera Il ls • Lcnno' • Los Angeles • Playa Del Rey • \ em,·c • \ •cv. Park • Wcstch<-slcr • Wtndsor H1lls • Yorba Lnda • Pasadena • San I\1Jnno • Cyprc"
Sou;_h Pasadena • G"rdc, G·ove • Los A,JI" os • Ross. ore • l·ullc•ron • Placcnl a • Be • Cuhcr Crt\ • Gardena • 11011) ""od • \ 1Jr \'1sta • Manna Del Rey • P.tlms
w est ll oii)\\OOd • List Los Angeles • Athens • Compton • !·Iorence • II \\JHan Gardens • \\rllo"'brook • Bell Gardens • Bcllfio"cr • Dov.ncy • La M1rada • Lynv.o<ld
Maywood • Par . C"unl • South Gate • Soutr. El ~l<'ntc • Sanra 1-e Spr ~gs • Lakt\\OOd • Hunllngton Park • \\ alnur Park • Harbor C11y • Lom11" • San Pcdn> • Torrance
\\ ::11Dglon • Baldv.m P"rk • Bassen • Crty .Jf lndu ) • HaCienda HIS • Pil'O Ri\cra • \'ahnda • \\ e\1
103 • \\ est \\ hlllter • Duarle • co,la Mesa • MISSIOn HillS
Arleta • Nor•h HillS • !'<or•n H,,: ~wood • Pacorma • P.. ~orama Crt~ • Sar. l'en"ndo • Scpul\eda • Sherman Oaks • Srudio C11y • Sun Valle) • Sylm"r • Tolu~a Lake
\'an NU}S • Carbon Cam on • Arlcsra • Cudar.) • Buena Park • La Palma • H l\lonre • Palo'\ erde, • Rolhng H1lls • Arcadra • Srerra Madre • Agc"n Htlls • AliSo VIeJO
Caprstrano Beach • Coto De Coza Can) on • Dana p, 101 • I· T.Jr.> • I· me raid Ba). • Foothrll R"nch • l.1guna N1guel • l.•guna Bc"ch • Laguna Hills • Lake Forest • Tusrtn
Mrss1on \ rCJO • Modjcska Can) on • Rancho Santa .\ l arganta • San Clcmenlc • S.•n Juan Capt>lrano • San Onolre • Stf,crado • S1hcrado Canyon • South lAJguna • lrv1nc
·r rahuco Canyon • Coron.t Oc l\l .tT • 1\cwport Beach • Brentwood • Brenl\\uod Park • Ccntun Cll) • Pac1f1c Palt>.rdes • Santa l\1on1ca • West Los Angeles • Wesrw ood
Alhambra • Chapman \\ oods • Commerce • lAJ C"n"'!J • \ion ova • !ll•ll111bcllo • Montcrc1 PMk • !'lnrwall. • San G.1bncl • South Monrovia • S"n G"bncl • Al wdcna
South San G"b"cl • Tem ple C1ty • Arcad1a • C..rson • Domtn~ua • L<'ng Be"ch • Bc\crl) H1lls • Brentwood Ills. • Canoga Park • Encmo • Sherman Oaks • T"rzana
\\ oodland ll tlls • l~•glc R,,,., • I I Sereno • ll1ghland Park • Los l·cl11 • Anaheim • Anaherm Htlls

c.,,

machines, regulation .tnd contn>ls
over the Indian g.unillg mdustr)
Desprlc pntentral gowrnmcntal
rntertercnce, tribes in Southern
Ca!tfnrma colllrnue to race to get
operatrcnal. (,round

For advertising opportunities, call (909) 391-1015
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A t Deadline
Pomona Valley Medi cal
Joins PrimeHealth

I

n a move that is a dramatic
c hange 111 healthcare delrvery
in Southern Californra,
Pomona Valley Hospital M edical
Center jo111ed forces wrth some of
the premier hospitals on Los
Angeles and Orange Counties.
PrimeHealth ts the area·~ first

lrnk of non-profit hospitals and
their
,tffilratcd
physician
organiL.ttions. There arc ntne
orgamzatrons invoh ed including
Pomon.t Vallq, C'~d.th-Sinat
Mcdtc,d Center tn los Angele~,
Long Beach Memori,tl :\1cdrcal
Center and llulltrngton :\temnrial
llosptldl 111 Pasadcn 1
For people who .tre
PJ, as, Se, Pag,· I i

now
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A look at the politics of
Indian Gaming here in
the Inland Empire.

Companies come together to share ideas
to help themselves and
others.
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Due Soon
5
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Oak Summit?
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Without Leaving
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19
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About the Cover
his month's cover depicts lhe Inland Empire TV News, the only local
newscasl, offenng all the local-breaking stories, weather forecasts, s~orts
scores and slock reports. Shown on the cover (1-r) are S. Earl Statler, busmess
reporter; Kun Helin, sports reporter; Rober! Soto and Joe Lyons, anchors Not shown
are Lillian Vasquez, weather reporter; and Bill Anthony, restaurant re\·iewer. Finally,
a news show for and about the Inland Empire. The Inland Empire TV News airs
Monday lhrough Fnday al 5:30 p.m. on KZKI TV 30 and at 6·30 p.m. on Corneas!
Cable Systems. (See story on page 52.) .a.

T

Experience Inland Southern California
+ anthropology and archaeology
+ biological sciences
+ earth sciences
+ history
+ fine arts
250,000 people visil the Museum each year.
60% of lhe Museum general audience is families wolh children.
85% of Museum visitors live in Riverside or San Bernardino Counties.

Your business can share in lhe Museum's mission of preservallon, eclucalion
and cultural ennchment through the CORPORATE PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM while providing valuable benefils for your employees and the entire

OUR QUA.UTY IS EXCElJ.BfT
OUR SERVICE IS SPECTACULAR
OUR PRiCES ARE COMPETTTIVE

CREATIVE PLANT RENTALS
SoMng lho CouniJOS ol Or8nge. L.oo Mgoloo. San Bernonfno, RMnlclt ond San Diogo

I'HClNE (714) I!II-26J6/(619) 9>41-461 0 F"!IX (714) 54-7938

community. Contact the Mu.~eum Development Office at (909)798-8570 for
more informalion.

•

24
26
26
38

People, Places
and Evenls

The San Bernardino
County Museum

IHOIITT!M

12

New Busaness Lislangs 59-61
Close-Up: Darrell Paulk

By Kur1 Helin

46-47

T

he 762 acres 1n Rancho
Cucamonga known as Oak
Summit may be the most
controversial land in the Inland
Empire.
The land, north of Eliwanda
Boulevard and bordering the San
Bernardino National Forest, 1s
caught in a battle between the
Landmark Land Co . , the San
Bernard1no Associated Governments (SANBAG), environmentalists and members of the
Gabnehno-Shoshone Indians
The land was up for sale m a
sealed-bid auction, with the last
bids being taken on Sept. 13.
However, it was expected to take
up to a month to make a decision
as to whom the land would be
awarded. As of the printing of Ihis
pub! ication, a decision had not
been made.
The land was put up for sale
by the Resolution Trust Corp., an
agency of the federal government
that is managing the assets of the
failed Oak Tree Savings and
Loan. RTC officials are trying to

recoup some of the $1.4 billion
dollars of taxpayer money thai
were part of the bailout of the
savings and loan.
That battle over the land was
mainly between Landmark, which
wanted to build a 620 home
development around a golf course,
and environmentalists. Then, in an
unlikely pa~ring, SANBAG and
Caltrans stepped in on the side of
the environmentalisls.

The Players
The housmg and golf course
development project proposed for
the land was brought forward by
Landmark Land Co. Landmark is
a developer and operator of
exclusive golf courses.
Landmark is a subs1diary of
the failed Oak Tree Savings and
Loan and is in receivershap to the
RTC. Landmark filed bankruptcy
in 1991, just prior to the seizure
of Oak Tree by federal regulators.
Still, Landmark appears to be
the leader in receiving the land.
Environmentalists feel th1s could
be disastrous.

O

ne of the Inland Empire's
great success stories 1s
about to start a new chapter.
Directors Mortgage Loan Corp.,
the little family-owned company
that started as a two-office business
and under the direction of Gary A.
Anderson grew into one of the
largest mortgage companies in the
nation, is now up for sale. There are
around six companies involved in
serious biddmg for Directors.
Company officials deny that this
is a fire sale, that Directors has to
sell due to financial difficulty and a
s lumping refinancing market.
However, Directors has cut their
payroll by close to 1,000 workers
since 1993, including about 250
people that were recently laid off
from the Riverside office. Directors
has 130 offices spread over 39
states, mainly in the western United
States.

THE SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY MUSEUM
Tuesdays-Sundays 9 to 5

Pnmtd courttsy of lnla11d Emp.rt BuJmtss joumJI

The History of the Deal
The Oak Summit land deal has
a tainted h1story. Back in the

1980s, Oak Summit was one of
the many development plans
proposed for the rapidly-growing
Inland Empire . However, like
many of the deals financed
through savings and loans, it was
not a stable one
Some of the original
speculators on the Oak Summit
property have gone on to face
criminal charges in Louisiana.
In the late 1980s, partners
Robert Dupree and Harold
Sellers, along with ot her
investors, formed La Jolla
Pacific Equities. They then were
loaned $69 million dollars by
Oak Tree Savings to refinance
debt from the purchase of lhe
Oak Summit land. On Aug. 14,
Dupree and Sellers were
convicted on 14 counts of
conspiracy, bank fraud, false
statements
to
financial
institutions
and
money
laundering.
In addition, a third partner,
Michael Barrack, pled guilty to
conspiracy. An Oak Tree Savings
official has pled gualty to
accepting an illegal gratuity . .a.

Director's Mortgage Put Up For Sale
The last two years, especially the
second half of 1993. were llke a
party for the mortgage banking
industry because of a borrowing
binge. With interest rates at record
lows, refinancing was the norm. In
1993, 5.3 million homeowners
refinanced a record $556 billion in
loans to take advantage of the lower
interest rates. The biggest winners
were those that specialized in fixedrate loans.

The downturn in profit s that
Directors is facing is happening
across the mortgage banking
industry.

Everyone, from the nation's largest
to small start-ups, has been hit hard.
This has led to cutbacks in the
industry. According 10 the Bureau of
Labor Statistics, the number of
mortgage bankers and brokers
nallonwide is down five percent
from its all-time high last April.
Other industry watchers say layoffs
in the mortgage banking industry
could be between 20 and 40 percent
by next year.

The Sale of Directors

Directors Mortgage Is like
many mortgage banking
companies which are now
looking to be purchased by
more financially stable
companies.

A Slumping Market

Calif. St. exit from 1-10 m Roldlands

The environmentalists have
argued that the proposed Oak
Summit development would
destroy the habitat of several rare
species of plants and birds. The
plant species in question are the
Riversidian alluvial fan scrub and
Plummer's mariposa lily, the two
birds are the California gnatcatcher and the least Bell's vireo.
In what was an unusual
partnership, SANBAG has come
in
on
the
s1de
of the
environmentalists, although for
their own reasons. SANBAG and
Caltrans have long looked at the
property as a nature preserve, one
required to mitigate the affects of
the 28-mile Foothill Freeway
several miles south of the Oak
Summit land. The freeway will
run from Eastern Los Angeles
Counly to San Bernardino, and
will consume about 200 acres of
scrub that the freeway agencies
must mitigate.

However. like any good party,
there was a sobering hangover
around the corner. Starting early this
year interesl rates started to climb
and refinancing ground to a halt.

Directors Mortgage is like many
mortgage banking companies which
are now looking to be purcha<;ed by
more financially stable companies.
Directors is not only looking for
financial backing, it is looking for a
parent company that can provide the
technology for the company to
compete in a changing marketplace.
However, Raymond L. Crebs, the
CEO of Directors, has said that they
will attempt to keep the company
intact with its existing management
team and employees.
For the past 10 years, Directors

has been the largest originator in
California
of
Veterans
Administration and Federal Housing
Administration mortgages. II is also
the third largest residential lender in
Southern California.

The downturn in profits
that Directors Is facing is
happening across the
mortgage banking
Industry.

Directors was founded in 1964,
then in 1976 Directors was
purchased by Gary A. Anderson.
Under Anderson's direction the
company grew by leaps and bounds
to become one of the nation's
largest lenders. At the time of his
death in 1992, Directors had 90
offices in 12 states with close to
2,000 employees.
Since his death, Directors has
been run by a five-member advisory
board.•
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Editorial

commentary

Give the People What They Want

State and Counties Fl-:ecing Us
Over Water Testmg

E

lected officials seem to
have trouble getting the
message.
People are
unhappy with the way governments
are being run, from city hall to the
White House, and they are being
vocal about it. Unfortunately, the
politicians aren't listening.
What makes the average citizen
so frustrated with his or her elected
officials is that they seem to turn a
deaf ear to our opinions. There
seems to be an attitude that once in
office, politicians no longer need to
listen to their constituents. Well ,
except for the ones that fill their
campaign coffers.
But people are now forcing
those living in an ivory tower to
listen . Last month the city of
Desert Hot Springs had a recall
election and booted all five
members of the city council,
including the mayor, out of office.
The impetus behind this was the
council's passing of a three-percent
utility tax despite a petition with
1,500 signatures from concerned
citizens saying_ they did not want
the tax.
The Desert Hot Springs City
Council ignored the people, but the
people did not ignore them.
The people of Desert Hot

Springs were following the
example of the city of Covina,
which ousted its city council over a
six percent utiliti es tax that was
passed. The twist there was that the
newly-elected officials looked at
the budget and decided the only
way to balance the budget was to
impose 8.25 percnet utilities tax.
Ironically, the new city council was
supported in the election by the
Stop The Utility Tax Committe.
We hope that this new city council
is given a seat out in the street like
the first one.
We understand that occasionally
a politician must go against the
will of the people. Some of the
most loved presidents our nation
ever had , for example Abraham
Lincoln or John F. Kennedy, are
best known for unpopular
decisions that turned out to be the
right ones.
However, those occasions are
few and far between, not daily as
some politicians seem to treat
them. All we want is to be listened
to and considered, not treated like
unintelligent people with no clue
as to the workings of government.
We are paying attention and we
will act, so you had better listen to
us.....
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I.E.B.J. Close-Up: Darrell Paulk
By Assemblyman Ray Haynes

tate Senator Bill Leonard
was o n target awa rding a
recent Golden State Fleece
Award
to
the California
Department of Housing and
Community Development and the
state's 58 counties for petty,
greedy,
fee-grabbing
and
duplicative regulations - all in
the name of protecting the public
from "da ngerous" water antibackflow plumbing devices.
California's Admini s tration
Code requires that water
backflow prevention devices be
placed on water syste m s to
prevent the poss ibility of any
contaminants getting into the
water system. Each device must
be t ested and repaired on a n
annual basis, and each water
company is responsible for taking
care of its own program.
This sounds simple enough
but, alas, it is not. In order to test
the device, individuals must be
certified by the County Health
Department for the county they
are working in as well as by the
state. The state conducts a written
test to certify people, and then
each county conducts its own
hands-on test so that the repairers
can demonstrate their knowledge.
This test must be taken for each
county, separate licenses must be
obtained for each county and
separate fees paid to each county.
None of the licenses are
accepted in any other county,
even though each test is exactly
the same and certifies individuals
to perform the exact same
function. In other words, people
who install these devices in
different counties are forced to
drive all over the state to
repeatedly pay to take the same
test, to get the same license and
to perform the same function in
different counties.

S

To see this silliness in
practice, consider Tom Roberts.
He is a licensed tester for San
Bernardino, Los Angeles, Orange
and Riverside Counties. He had
to take separate tests for each of
these counties, even though he is
a certified state contractor and a
Cat/Nevada American Water

Works Association (AWWA)
Specialist. This license should be
good in California and Nevada,
but it is not recognized by
individual counti es.
Mr. R oberts holds five
licenses that all expire this year
(the length of each license differs
from county to county, ranging
from two to three years), and he
will have to go to five different
places in five different counties
to show that he can still pass the
test. Each county charges
between $100 and $200 to take
the test. Each test that Mr.
Roberts and hi s partners take
results in one day's lost revenue.
He finds it absurd that he has
to drive all over th e state to
renew each of these licenses. This
situation is analogous to requiring
people who passed a driver's test
and received a driver's license in
Riverside County to take another
driver's test in Orange Cou nty
that would allow them to drive in
Anaheim.
Counties need to standardize
their tests or simply accep t the
license that is issued by the
AWWA. The Department of
Housing
and
Community
Development 's explanation for
this needless redundancy is that
counties want separate tests
because they argue the water is
different in each county. Water is
different? Hogwas h . And if the
water is genuinely different, why
are the tests the sam e? Even if the
water itself were hogwash, the
principle of the anti-backflow
device is the same! This
demonstrates that the motivation
for requiring the separate test is
to generate tax revenue through
fees.
Water testing is yet another
example of the bureaucratic
nightmare that people in the state
of California face every day.
When we hear of businesses and
families leaving California, we
know absurdities like this are one
of the reasons for their departure.
California has a long way to go to
make
government
more
manageable, and this Golden
State Fleece Award calls attention
to the need for reform of
governmental bureaucracies. A

M

ost of us hear about
the abused children 1n
our society on the
news or on talk shows, and we
feel sympathetic But Darrell
Paulk, the executive director of
the LeRoy Haynes Center for
Children and Family Services in
La Verne, docsn 't th111k the
average person sees the entire
picture.
Most of us don't know just
how many and just how young
the abused children referred to
the center are. And we don't see
the increasing severity of abuse.
Children arc coming through the
center and being put into foster
homes that arc only a few months
old.
Paulk and h1s center arc tr} 1ng
to make a difference in the lives
of these children by giving them
a stable environment and the
skills they need to make it
through their emotional scars and
become well-adjuste·J members
of society. The center's services
cover the entire Inland Empire,
and their referrals come directly
from Department of Children
Services in the various cities and
counties
The center's largest fundraiser,
a black-tie optiOnal celebrlly
dinner, will be held Oct. 15 at the
Red L1on Inn in Ontario
Comedian George Miller will
provide the entertainment, along
with an orchestra and dancing .
For more Information you can
reach the center at (909) 5932581

IEBJ: Why did you change the
name from the LeRoy Boys
H ome to the LeRoy Haynes
Center for Children and Family
Services?
Paulk: LeRoys Boys Home d1d
not adequately describe the scope
of services that we provide. We
work with girls as well as boys,
we have more than just a hoy's
home . The other programs that
we provide are fo s ter family
programs for abused c hildren
ages birth through 16. We have
40 children in foster homes
throughout the Inland Empire.
We also have a school certified

A closer look...
Family: Wife, Patty, a 2(>-yearold daughter, and twu sons, ages
10 and 13.
Education: Masters degree in
socia l work, and an necutivc
management certificate from the
Peter f. Drucker Graduate
Management
Claremont.

Name: Darrell Paulk

Age: 4S

by the state of California on
grounds, 11 's a non-pub! ic school,
for
severely
emotiOna lly
disturbed
and
learning
handicapped students. We also
operate an independent living
program for lH-to-2 1 year olds,
an e mancipation program for 16to-1/l year olds, as well as a 72bed residential program for H-to18-year-old boys.
IEBJ: What is the organization's
goal when a troubled child 'Milks
through your doors?
Paulk : Our goal will \ary
depending on the program. The
idea With all the programs is to
reuttegrate the child back into the
family setting That is our
number one goal, hut that is not
always the case because of the
severity of the problems that the
families have as well as the k1ds.
If reintegration is not possible, if
they're young, we put them into a
foster home, If they are older, say
16 to IH, the goal would he to
emancipate them.
IEBJ: When and how was the
center founded?
Paulk : LeRoy lla ynes is our
founder. lie was a chaplain with
the California Youth Authority.
lie was seeing the kids th<tt were
being arrested and he realized as
a chaplain that many of those

School

'"

Paulk: What we see right nov. is
a Significant trend toward
younger kids he1ng referred to
our program. They arc being
abused at a much younger age. I
would have to say that one of the
factors that contributed to that
was the economic downturn I
th1nk families have a lot more
stress, and unfortunately one of
the ways they deal with it is
taking it out on the children

Hobbies: Golf and coaching
youth sports such as soccer and
baseball.

IEBJ: Is th1s a job that g1ves you
a lot of satisfacllon, or can it get
depressing'>

Affiliations: Board of the .
Pomona Rotary Club, Board of
the California Association of
Sen Ices for Children. &

Paulk: The satisfaction comes
when we sec the kids come hack
to VIsit us. There arc two primary
times that thq come hack to say
thanks. One Is when we have an
annual pool-s1de supper 1n the
summer time to thank our
supporters and we'll have kids
return; and then at Christmas
lime we have many kids that will
come by, call or write us and just
say "Thanks for being there" and
that's what makes it all
worthwhile.

kids were not delinquents, they
were k1ds With severe emollonal
problems Their he1ng arrested
was no more than a crymg out for
help. So 111 1946 he opened up a
facility to take care of those k1ds
who were not delinquents hut just
needed help with their emotional
problems.
IEBJ . Where docs most of your
fundmg come from?
Paulk: Sixty-five percent of our
fund1ng IS public dollars, state
and local counties along with a
small percentage of federal
money. The remaining money
comes from fundraising.
IEBJ: Did the recession that we
are just starting to come out of
hurt your ability to raise funds?
Paulk : It really did not Our
fundraising needs have grown
significan tl y in the last three
years and our fundraising efforts
have increased . We still have
difficulty meeting our needs, hut
the actual dollar amount we have
been hr1nging in has actually
increased . It's just that our
expenses have increased a little
more than our fundraising.
IEBJ: Over the past five years,
what changes have you seen in
the types and number of kids that
come to you needing help?

IEBJ : What's your favorite part
of the job?
Paulk : My favorite part is
actually fundraising and telling
people about the program,
believe it or not. I believe in the
cause, I know it's a good cause
so I have no problem going out
and telling people about it and
saying we need their support to
continue.
IEBJ: Where would you like the
center to he in 10 years?
Paulk: I see us working more on
the prevention side, working with
families and children before they
get to the point where they need
long- term intensive treatment.
It's using our public dollars more
wisely in terms of affecting more
families and more children. Right
now in our program we have over
200 children a year that we work
with, and their families, and
we'll have programs where we
can work with a larger number of
kids so we can have a larger
impact on the community, &
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Save Our State
Vote Yes on Prop. 187

.
. th Inland Empire's real estate market?
How are the increases in interest rates over the last s1x months affecting e
Spencer Brown,
sr. vice president
Tri City Services, Redlands

T

he residential real estate
market is going to be
adversely affected But for
those of us doing commercial, it just
makes it a little more difficult.
The bottom line is if you have a
viable commercial project, it will go
forwurd. You just pass that added
cost along to the tenant or whoever,
who passes it .tlong to the
consumer. You can do th.tt to the
extent the market will bear.

Louise Hampton,
vice president
The Prudential California
Realty, Palm Springs
t definitely has a negative affect,
especially on the resale market.
When the levels were lower, we
had a lot more people, including

I

first-lime buyers, who were able to
get into the market.
What we experienced with the
lower levels is that people who had
never even dreamed of being able
to buy, instead of renting, were able
to afford homes.
Interestingly. even out here in
the desert, our biggest market is in
homes under $200,000. People
think, ··out in Palm Springs, those
Me all million dollar homes," but
our biggest market is the entrylevel buyer.

last month end report shows a 30
percent increase above not only last
year, but for 1992 and 1991 as
well Buyers are simply getting

Larry Ross,
chief operating officer,
Century 21, Region V,
Ontario

Jim Lobland,
president
Lobland Realty and
Paseo Fine Homes,
Palm Desert

he hike in interest rates has
had the largest affect in the
refinance market, not so
much on the resale market, where
we are still experiencing an
upswing in business. In fact, our

T

Y?

••• FOR YOUR FAMILY

adjustable loans.
Of course, I think the main thing
we experience with rising rates is
that people who have been sitting
on the fence will JUmp back into
the real estate market once again.
The best advice for potential
buyers - do it now, we've already
seen the bottom and we are on the
way back up.

t's affected it very dramatically.
When the fed put up the
discount rate, even though it
didn't affect the mortgage rate that
much, it was like the curtain was

I

closed. Buyers in the area just
stopped.
I'm seeing a turn around here
because of the weather and the
busy season coming, but I think it
would be disaster if they decide to
raise the rate again.

Lance and Tammy Boyd
First-time Home Buyers
e're now looking in the
Victorville, High Desert
area because the homes
are less expensive, and with the
interest rates moving up, we can't
afford the house we could a year
ago.
We would like to live down 10
somewhere
like
Rancho
Cucamonga, but up here we can
buy a house big enough for the
family we want to start. It's a
matter of wanting to live down
there but being able to afford living
up here . .a.

W

Best, Best [) Krieger
For over one hundred years Best, Best & Krieger
has provided the hcghest quality legal services in
the areas of:
• Business Law
• Litigation

• Governmental,
Resources and
Environmental Law

Best. Best and Krieger lawyers offer
specialized assistance in matters concerning:

For 1nformat1on on programs or factlitles tn your area. please call:

WEST END YMCA
(909) 467-5517
Serv•ng the fam111es of
Ch no Ch no H lis Fontana Ontarto Monte a r Rancho Cucamonga Up and

The West End YMCA gratefu y acknOwledges
the generous donatio o1 th s ad space CO\ rtesy of
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• Real Estate
• Health Care
• Labor Relations
and EmpiO] mcnt
• Employee Benefits
• Government
• Financings
• Environment and
Water

• Hazardous Waste
!'vlanagcment
•Tax
• Land Usc Planning
• Mergers &
Aquisitions
• Estate Planning.
Probate and Trust
Administration
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ropositton 1X7 offers an
effect~ve solution to a lo~g

standmg problem Amenca
faces - the toll that illegal
immigrants are taking on our
country. The opponents of 187 may
try to tell you that the proposition
is bad for business, but the drain of
tllegal immigrants on our state ts
the real problem for our economy.
The initial issue raised by
opponents of Prop . 187 is that
federal funding will be lost
because 187 conflicts with federal
laws. This is not the case. Prop.
187 does not conflict with any
federal laws. The federal Jaws
clearly state that it is a crime to
harbor or conceal an illegal
immigrant. Prop. 187 agrees with
this and will not only preserve
present funding, but also help
bring that funding to those who
rightfully deserve it - legal,
taxpaying citizens.
Opponents also claim that the
costs of implementing 187 will dig
California into yet a deeper hole.
Again, a falsehood. There is no
cost involved in schools and
hospitals simply asking for
identification from illegal aliens.
The costs will be incurred in
obtainmg written notification when
an illegal alien is found to have
invalid identification, costs that are
minimal at best.
While It is true that we need to
stimulate our economy, present lax
laws and open borders will dig
California into a deeper hole. In
1992-1993, these practices cost
California over $900 million
dollars for illegals' medical care,
double the figure of just four years
ago.
The problem shows no sign of
letting up. Currently, two-thirds of
the births in Los Angeles County
public hospttals are to illegal
aliens.
These
babies
are
automatically deemed U.S.
citizens, because thetr mothers had
the foresight to come here illegally
before givtng btrth. Wtth Prop.
187, pregnant illegal aliens would
no longer get the free care they
now get, so they will not benefit
from coming here.
Asserting that Prop. 187 "kicks
kids out of schools" is an attempt
to cloud the real issue, that of
illegal behavior, with emotional

words. Prop. 187 will make it legal
for schools to ask students if they
are in this country legally, whtch ts
currently illegal. And students will
not be "kicked out" at all Failing
to show v.tlid tdenttficatton when
asked during enrollment means
they will simply not be allowed to
take advantage of the benefits patd
for by others - namely, a free
education. This will make room tn
our schools for legal citizens to get
a better education than that offered
by our current overcrowded
system. As it is, the cost of
educating non-English speaking
students is estimated to be 50
percent higher than English
speaking students.

It is time that we stop
treating illegal aliens with
kid gloves and started
treating them like anyone
else who breaks the laws
of our country.

Further, Prop. 187 will not
create a "police state" mentality.
Documentation will be the
criterion for determining legal
citizens from illegals - not skin
color or surnames. Illegal aliens
who try to take advantage of the
benefits of the system (such as free
education, free medical treatment
and social services), as well as
those who are arrested for a crime,
will be reported tf they fail to show
proper identification.
Proposition 187 is the best
medicine
for
the
tllegal
immigration problem that has been
draining California and its legal
citizens for years. It is time that we
stop treating illegal aliens with kid
gloves and started treattng them
like anyone else who breaks the
laws of our country. Vote to "Save
Our State,'' and we will all reap the
benefits that have been spread thin
for far too long. .a.
Written from informatiOn provided by
Citizen• for Legal Immigration Reform .

Proposition 187
Would Damage Business Climate
By Mel Katz

roposition 187 sound~ like an
easy answer to tllegal
immigration. But like so
many quick-cures that are dreamed
up, it would do great harm to the
real world where life can get
complicated and people work hard
to get by.
Prop. 187 is suppose to save us
money according to its promoters. I
don't know what balance sheet they
are looking at, but it certainly isn't
the one attached to thetr proposal,
because the bottom line of Prop. 187
is dripping red ink.
The state's official fiscal analyst
reports the best savings Prop. 187
can offer is $200 million. But that
disappears quickly when you
balance that savings against new
costs created by the initiative and
the loss of present funding. The
analyst explains that the verification
costs in Prop. 187 would be $100
million and the potential for lost
federal funds totals $15 billion money that goes to education, health
and other needs for legal residents.
The grand total dives deep mto
the negative column and reminds
those who do the math, that every
dollar we save would cost us $150.
The promoters can't htde the
financial facts; they appear in the
voter pamphlet you will receive.
Such automatic financial
backlash could be devastating for
California business. Much of the
burden to balance the books, no
doubt, would fall on the shoulders
of businesses - large and small which would prolong our recession
and accelerate the loss of jobs in our
state. We need actions that stimulate
the economy, encourage growth and
create new, high-paying jobs. That
way, businesses benefit and, most
importantly, employees benefit from
secure jobs and steady paychecks.
Prop. 1X7 also would turn our
schools into immigration offices,
kicking an estimated ~00,000 ktds
without proper documentation out of
school and into the streets We all
have seen what happens to too many
of the kid~ who don't finish school.
And the loss of education dollars
from the federal government would
hurt all students.
Prop. 187 would create a police
state mentality that would require

P

the reporting of anyone "suspected"
of being here illegally. But what are
the criteria? The color of your skin?
The way you speak? Your last
name? What's more, there are no
protections for falsely accused legal
residents.
It is clear that we must consider
the full consequences. Trying to
play on our frustration over the
illegal immigration problem, the
promoters of Prop. 187 are urging
us to "send a message." Prop. 187
sends the wrong message. We must
send a message to the politicians
that they can't pacify us with a
recklessly drafted measure that
could force us to make up from our
pockets the $15 billion in lost
federal funds.
As a business operator, I know
how important a strong flow of
spending is to our recovery. Without
it, bustness suffers and - more
Importantly - the economy suffers.
Prop. 187 would hurt all of us. It
would make a bad situation worse.
And instead of being a solution to
the illegal Immigration problem, it
would create 111ore problems.

... the promoters of
Prop. 187 are urging us
to "send a message. "
Prop. 187 sends the
wrong message.

Vote "No" on Prop. 187. J
the large, growing and div
coalition to oppose Prop. 187.
includes the Greater San Die

Balance, PORA(' (the state's
organization of rank-and-file
former State Attorney General
Van de Camp, San Francisco
Michael Hennessey and
Angeles County Sheriff Sherma
Block. .a.

Manpower Temporary Services in
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Schmidt-Cannon

1994

Schmidt-Cannon Hits a Home Run with Base Hit Cookies
Fundraising the Old
Fashioned Way

A

nyone who played youth
baseball or softball, or
has a child who does ,
knows about selling things to
raise money. Cookies, chocolate
bars, raffle tickets. You name it,
you've tried to sell it.
Qf. course, one of the most
popular items on that list , and
always one of the best sellers, is
cookies. Everyone likes cookies,
so it ' s an easy way to raise
money to keep your team afloat.
While everyone knows about
cookie sales, not everyone knows
that the leading amateur baseball
fundraising cookie supplier is
right here in the Inland Empire.
Base Hit Cookies, a division of
Schmidt-Cannon International ,
has their home base in Ontario.
Schmidt-Cannon is the tenth
largest sales promotion company
in the nation, and v. hen they
moved to the Inland Empire last
year, they brought with it its
fastest growing product line,
Base Hit Cookies.

Schmidt-Cannon:
The Early Years
Back in 1980, long-time
friends Neil Cannon and Joe
Schmidt opened a retail jewelry
concession inside a Sears' store.
They opened the concession on a
shoe-string $6,000 budget. Like a
Ken Griffey Jr. home run, the
business just took off, and within
a few years it was the second
largest concession Sears had in
its 11 western states.
Then one day Neil and Joe
were talking with the manager of
one of the Sears' stores they were
located in, and he told them
about a promotion he was
attempting to put on. The two
offered to put it on for him, and
Schmidt-Cannon the promotional
agency was born.
Then, last fourth of July
weekend,
Schmidt-Cannon
packed up their offices in the
City of Industry and moved to
Ontario, where they couldn't be

happier
Today Schmidt-Cannon is the
largest sales promotional agency
in the nation that special izes in
premium/ incentive promotions,
according to AdWeek Magazine.
" And because of that success,
we were asked by USA Baseball
to design a marketing plan to
help leagues raise money,"
according to Cannon.
That was how Base Hit
Cookies got its start.

Base Hit Cookies
a Huge Hit
There are more children
playing amateur baseball right
now than in many years. Interest
is up , participation is up, the
Little League World Senes is on
television and everyone want to
be a part of it What that means is
lots of fundraising.
While baseball leagues usually
charge around $50 to $75 per
child to play for a season, the
actual cost of running the league
is double that. The differential
needs to be made up in
fundraising, and that ' s where
cookie sales comes in.
Base Hit Cookies has been
such a big success for SchmidtCannon that they formed their
own company, Schmidt-Cannon
Sports Marketing, Inc. While the
company refuses to give out
specific figures, Cannon said that
profits are up 500 percent this
year over the same period a year
ago.
Base Hit Cookies is the
official fundraising program for
amateur baseball as designated
by USA baseball, and they are
endorsed by legendary pitcher
Nolan Ryan. The company
provides everything a baseball
league needs to raise money by
selling cookies- except for kids
to sell them.
"The kids love this because it
is something tied to baseball,"
Cannon said. "Selling chocolate
bars or something is not very
baseball related, but Base Hit
Cookies endorsed by Nolan Ryan
ties right in."

Nolan Ryan Comes
On Board
About the only thing g o ing
faster than Base Hit Cookies is a
Nolan Ryan fastball, so for
Schmidt-Cannon, he seemed like
the logical person to bring on
board for an endorsement.
"We felt we wanted a spokesperson, and we could think of no
one better than Nolan," Cannon
said. "And he was excited for the
chance to give back to amateur
baseball where he got his start."
Ryan is one of baseball 's living
legends and is on his way to
Cooperstown (home of baseball's
Hall of Fame) . After his lengthy
baseball career, Ryan now holds or
shares 53 major league records,
including the most no-hitters in a
career, seven.
"This is a great way for me to
stay involved with baseball and to
give back something to the sport
that has given so much to me, "
Ryan said. "As I was growing up,
and now as a father, I know how
much youth baseball meant to me
and now to my kids too."

How the Program Works
One of the big selling points for
leagues trying to raise funds is just
how much they can make with this
program. Base Hit sells a box of
cookies to a baseball league for a
dollar a box. The league can then
turn around and sell them for the
recommended $3 a box, but even
at $2 a box, the league makes a big
profit.
There are three different flavors
of cookies. Of course, there's
chocolate chip, but they abo offer
butter cookies and a duplex
cookie, which is a sandwich
cookie with a chocolate side, and
vanilla side with a cream filling.
And you know the cookies are
quality because they are made by
Famous Amos, one of the most
successful cookie companies in the
world.
There are two selling options.
You can pre-order boxes based on
the amount of money you want to
raise - or, you can have your

players pre-sell cookies fro m an
order form, tha t way there 1s no
risk of gettmg stuck w ith cookies
you ' re unable to sell.
Th e re is al so an in ce ntive
program f or the players a nd the
league. With a certain number of
sales, fre e base balls or softballs
are provided to your league. There
are also free cookies provided to
the league to sell at a snack bar
and make a little ext ra money.
Also, there are player incentives,
including autographed Nolan Ryan
baseballs.

BOOK

OF
LISTS

NOW AVAILABLE

Success Breeds Success
The fundr aising s uccess that
amateur base b all has h ad with
Base Hit Co o ki es ma d e o ther
sports take nollce.
USA Ho c key c am e up to
Schmidt-Cannon afte r seeing the
success in baseball and said they
wanted a similar program for their
leagues. So along came Hat Trick
Cookies.
The program works on the same
principles as Base Hit Cookies,
and just like the baseball program,
there is a big-name sponsor.
Hat Trick Cookies are endorsed
by the Stanley Cup champion New
York Rangers ' star defenseman
Brian Leetch. Leetch was awarded
the Conn Smyth trophy as the
MVP of the Stanley Cup Finals
last year, and is the best young
defenseman in hockey today.
Like the athletes who endorse
their products, Schmidt-Cannon
has also tried to give back to the
community. After last year's
floods along the Mississippi River
wiped out the youth baseball
facilities in Creve Couer, Missouri,
Base Hit Cookies donated more
than $18,000 worth of cookies to
help the community repair its
field. With Schmidt-Cannons help,
baseball went on this summer just
as it always had in the small town.
As for the future at Schmidt·
Cannon, they can just hope to have
as much success with their
programs in fundraising as the
athletes who endorse them do on
the field - or ice as the case may
be.£
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Recall Elections: The Region's Newest Trend
Conllnued From Page 12

mentality that allows them to vote
their own conscience and then
brag about it. This is the only way
the disenfranchised public has of
getting the attention of a council
that isn't listening to them."
Le:, Aaron, a candidate for
mayor in the Nov S general
electiOn, agreed wuh Engelberg
"Thts recall served notice you
can't disobey the will of the
people and remain in office," he
said.
However. se\ ern! council
members removed tn the recall
dtsagreed. Desert Hot Spr~ngs
.\1ayor .\1ike Segflst said thl·
recall \\ill ha\e a chillmg effect
on council votes when it comes to
controversial
issues,
and
CouncJ!v,oman Faye Wiesmann ,
who is also running for mayor in
the ;o.;ov. S election, agreed. She
feels that there is bound to be an
effect if a council has to measure
the
cittzens'
response
to
everything the) do instead ol
looktng at the tssue from their
own \ iewpoint.

Lack of Information
is Problem
Some of the political problems
may be caused by a lack of
communication between the
public and thetr representatives.
According to former Rancho
Mirage Mayor Alan Seman, the
closed-session meetings that are
required for discussiOns of
personnel matters, litigatton, and
land acqlllsitton keeps the publtc
in the dark
"If the publtc \\ere a\\ arc of all
s1dcs of the 1ssue, the) might hJ\ e
voted dtfferently, even if they
d1dn 't w .tnt the new tax, he sat d.
"The ctty of Desert Hot Springs
is in serious financial dtfftcult),"
Seman expl.tined. "They JUSt lost
a multt-mtllton dollar lawsuit wtth
a developer, and they need to raise
mone) to take care of their
obligations. i'Jow, in addtlion to
the ~ettlcment, the) are faced with
the cost of two elections, the
recall and the one to replace the
counctl members, which \\til

Inland Empire Profile
Centenmal Bank in \1,trch, 1993.
Famil): .\!lamed 27 years to wife
B.trhara, with one son, Gregory,
age 2~, and two daughters,
Jennifer, who lives wtth her
husband m Temecula, and Enn, a
JUntor Jl Simpson College in
Redding.
Most Fun Accomplishment:
Coached the 191'2 Little League
All-Star Baseball Team that took
the State of Oregon Championship
and competed in the Western
Regionals in San Bernardino.
Full Name: Roy Dale Lewis
Occupation : Redlands Centennial
Bank, Senior Vice President Ch1ef
Credit Officer
S hort Biog r a ph.}: Born Aug. 2o,
1946, tn fullerton Grew up 1n
Compton, and graduated from
D•>mtngut:z High School ( 1964 l
and l'epperdme Untverstt} (I %8)
Attended Pepperdme on a baseball
scholarship. Joined Redlands
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B es t As p ec t s of t h e Inland
E mpire: I enjoy warm weather,
and the view of the mountains in
the fall and winter is quite nice.
L ast Book Read: Debt of Honor,
by Tom Clitnc)
Las t Vaca ti o n Take n : In July, to
CHants Pass, Oregon, for my
d<tughter's weddmg
L h es in City o f: Murrieta •

come to another $32,000."
the
of
Another
cause
communication gap is the fact that
so few people actually attend city
council meetings, according to
Seman.
"At every meeting, we have the
same 20 people - about half on
each side of the fence," he said.
"We have 10,800 people in
Rancho Mirage. Where are they
\\hen 11 comes to helping dectde
how their city is run?''

Lack of Publicity
Gives Council Free-Hand
Stman daims that se\eral
controversial issues facing
Rancho ~1trage have been decided
hy a three-person majority on the
five-member board S) hi I Jaffe,
Jeanne Parish, and Art Newman.
Fe\\ of these ISsues h.tve been
CO\ ered comprehensivcl) b) the
local paper~. " :\f a r i I y n
Glassman and I are virtually
powerless, because the three of
them always vote together," he
satd. "Rancho \1irage had a hank
balance of S 19 mill ion, as well as
110 acres of land. Muth of the
ctty income comes from interest
on th,ll money .tnd lea~es on the
land, hut they don't bclteve that a
ctlj shouiJ have big hank
accounts or O\~ n land, and they
are getting nd of both as fast as
they can.
" \\e could h,n•e used the
extsting redevelopment money to
build a ne\\ civtc center on the
Golden Trtanglc, even if it had to
he swaller than lHtgwally
planned Instead, the council ts
going to put $4 million of ut)
mone) into remodeling City Hall,
wllhout even touchtng the council
chambers," Seman satd '' They
hired an architect for the
remodeling without going out for
bids, and got rid of the trailers
that held part of the staff. Now we
are paying for them to occupy
expensive quarters across the
~treet, where they wtll be for
several more months. We also
patd $900,000, the full asktng
price, lor the Bank of Amenca
huildmg to hou~e the new library,
Wtthout trying to negotlllte at all
In .tddition: 11 Will cost us that
much .tg.ttn to remodel it for
hbr,uy purposes, on top of the
cost of all the hooks and

materials."
Seman point ed out that the city
is also paying double for code
enforcement services.
"Sybil (Jaffe) wanted to fire all
of our code enforcement staff, and
so she, Parish and Newman voted
to hire this outstde firm to handle
our code enforcement at a rate of
$170 an hour, even though these
people are coming all the way
from Los Angeles," Seman said.
"Then the outside law ftrm that
they hired to advise us, on top of
paying the co~t of our own Cll)
.tltorney, w,nned them thd 11 was
illeg.tl
to
fire
our code
enforcement staff to hire an
out~tde firm. So we arc paying for
both staff and this firm "

Indio Council
Under Media Fire
Another council's attions have
received plent) of publiCity When
a maJority of three on the Indio
City Council recently fHed
Planntng Commissioner Ben
Godfrey because they didn't ltke
his stand on an Auto Mall
proposed for the lndio/La Quinta
border, the three other planntng
commtsswners rcstgned in protest.
Godfrey opposed the Mall on
the basis that it could depress city
bu~inesses and land values He
said that ~evl'n of the 10 car
dealers proposed for the Mall
would he moving out of the city
of Indio, possibly lcadtng to lower
u~e of the City l.tnd. He also
recommended that hotels and
re~t ur Hits were the best use of
the border area, and would lead
tourt:->ts to come into the city,
instead ol stopping at the Mall to
buy a car and then leaving the
area.
When :vtayor fredi llall, Mayor
Pro Tern Tom Humphrey, and
Councilman Mark Lopez fired
Godfrey, Planning Commissioners
Chns Silvo, Tom Curth, and V.i n
Rover resigned, claiming that they
didn't think they could work with
the existing city council any
longer. Councilmen Chuck
Cervello and Jeff Holt were
ag;unst the finng Ccrvello said,
''I'm appalled 1 thtnk it was u
polittcal decision" Om: observer
said th..Jt he thou!!ht the firing
could le.tll to another recall.
Where wtll 11 all end? A

.A.t Deadline C:ont.
( onttmtt•d From

CO\cred hv Ponwna Valle), tht")
110\\ can attend any ol the
Prtmdlealth prtl\ itkrs The
combined assets fot the groups
parttctp;Itlng 111 the Primellcalth
network is $2.1 billion

United Shuttle Comes
to Ontario
Bcginntng Oct l. United's
new lower-fare shuttle service
wtll be comtng to Ontario
lnternatwnal Anport
The Shuttle by United me,Ins
more JObs and more monq
coming II' to the .tre.t List ) e.tr,
prwr to the Shuttle sl'r\ 1c~,
United sen e.l nwre th;ut 42') 000
p.t~sengers
lhll
ol Ont.Irio,
cor tr huttng n•Pre th,lll Sh~O , OOO
to lccal governments tn l,Intltng
ftcs .done
I he flights \\til he between
0 n t.Ir io and San I· r,t n c tSCl'
Currently, Untied ,tverages 22
fltghh datly from Ont.trlo; that
figure will jump to 56 with the
new ser\ i(e. Fares will be as IO\\
as s~~ one way. with walk-up~
pay111g as little as $62 one way

tllnncctwn \\Ith ta\ returns that
\\Crc likd late.
0 n ,\ u g l ~, the IRS f i I e d ,,
S I (>, 6 .J () t a\ It c.: n a g a 111 s t I he
Chamber tn Rivo.;rs de Ccunty
The chamber is hoping that
pt'lla)t!es \\ tl] he \\.liVCd bCl.IIISC
it i~ a non-profit organizatiOn
\\ hile the lc'~' of fund~ \\.Is
not exprctcd to affect the day-tod.!) opcratton' of the chamher, it
does tarnish their image as a
model for businesses in the area.

Pa~t' ~

Local Firm Invited
on Presidential
Mission
R.~ncho
Cuc.Imonga-h,Ised
consulting ftrm Sanderson() u t i c r r e;r- \1t t c he II has b c e n
,eJected to JOin the lJ S
Secretary
of
Energy
accompany a group of U S
hustnesse~ on the Prcsidcnti,tl
MissiOn on Energy Investment to
Pakistan

Gar) W \1itchcll \\til JOin the
Prestdcnttal
Mission
in
W.rsh1ngton DC The deleg:tllon
will take part in the l..:.nerg)
Dialogue ~chedulcd ret\\ een the
U.S Dcp;rrtment of Energy and
the Pakistan Special Assistant for
Energy .
Sanderson-Gut ierrez-M 1tchr II
provides professional consulting
in the ftelds of land planning,
environmental assessment and
land surveys. •

Wilson S igns Pro Bu s ines s L egislation
Governor Pete Wtlson has
signed a number of pro-business
htlls designed to spur the
economy and JOb grm\ th.
Some ol the eight hills Wilson
stgned tntludc· AB l~3X, which
directs the Californta rrade and
Commerce Agency to designate
I\\ o
l~nterprt~c
Zones
1n
economically-dtstressed Citil's or
communities; AB 3662, \\ htdi
enacts the Apparel lndustr)
Revttaltz·t·;on Act and requires
the frade and Commerce Agenc}
to take specific steps to
strengthen the industry; and SB
130~, which requires the Puhltc
Utilities CommissiOn to reduce
rates charged heavy industrial
customers to a level competitive
With other states.

IRS Seizes Moreno Valley
Chamber Funds
The Moreno Valley Ch.tmher
of
Commerce
has
had
apprn\Illl.ttcly ~ 7,000 in fund~
seized from a hank account hy
the I RS lor pcnalt tcs tn

"My big bank didn't know
a nut from a bolt. Chino
Valley Bank not only has
experienced people who
understand my business,
they know me. T hat's
important."
If your big bank is
getting too big for your
business, maybe it's time

you changed banks. Give
us a call and we'll send an
experienced business
banker to your place of
business to discuss the
advantagesofb~g

with Chino Valley Bank.

--

Chino Valley Bank
The Bunk HI/Sill<"-" Hullk.<

.1rcudra • Brcu • Cltmo • Co/ron • Corona
Covma • Fomana • Omano • Pomona • Rrtotrszde
San Bcmardmo • San Gabnd • Upland
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Real Estate Starts to Rebound
B~

1\:un Hdm

0

ver the past several
years, the large number
of empty warehouses
and factories around the Inland
Empire have served as a
constant reminder of the
region's economic struggles.
Now those empty buildings
are starting to fill up, and it 1s a
sign that the Inland Empne's
real estate market is starting to
turn around. The real estate
market
1s following
the
economy, which saw a 12
percent rise in the number of
people employed in the region
over the last year.
Still, there are signs of an
economy struggling to break
free of the recession, such as an
increase in vacant office space
and a decl1ne of the median
values of home 1n that area .
But, if you look at the number
for both commercial and
residential real estate in the
Inland Empne, 11 1s obvious that

the market is starting to return.

Commercial Real Estate
One of the best signs that the
local economy is slowly starting
to rebound is the drop in
industrial vacancy rates. About
II percent of the factories and
warehouses around the Inland
Empire were vacant in the
second quarter of 1994, which is
down from 13.6 percent during
the same period of 1993
The cit} with the biggest drop
was Fontana, which last year
had a nine-percent vacancy rate
in 1993 but now is around six.
Almost every city experienced a
decline, including Rancho
Cucamonga which dropped from
JUSt under 13 percent to 11
percent, and Riverside, wh1ch
fell from 10.75 percent to nine.
The city wtth the highest
vacancy rate 1n the Inland
Empire ts the Rtalto/Colton
area, which is at 13.9 percent,
followed by Mtra Lorna, which

Foreclosures in California
Continue to Rise
he number of real estate
forecl~sures. in California for
the fiTs! etght months of
1994 has surpa<;Sed that of the same
period in 1993 by more than 19
percent, despite the upswing in
other aspects of the real estate
market.
According to TRW REDI
Properly Data, more than 42,000
residential
and
commercial
properties in a selected number of
California counties were foreclosed
on between January and August of
this year, with a combined mortgage
value of $8.6 billion.
While the continued increase in
foreclosures is discouraging, the fact
that the rate of increase is slowing a
bit offers some hope for an eventual
about-face in the Southern
California real estate market.

T

Struggling Southern
California
The five counties that collec tively make up the Southern

California region are faring worse
than the other regions - the
number of foreclosures was up 21
percent, compared to a more
moderate 6.5 percent in the San
Francisco Bay Area and the Central
Valley region.
Riverside County had a total of
5,833 foreclosures (for a total of
$863.8 million) for this period, as
opposed to 4,660 foreclosures (for
$896.5 million) from January to
August, 1993.
San Bernardino County's slightly
higher number of foreclosures also
increased, with 5,895 (for $831.9
million) in 1994 and 4, 775 (for
$692.4 million) in 1993.
As for Los Angeles County, it
appears that the Jan. 17 earthquake
in Northridge has not affected
foreclosure activity. A total of 432
foreclosures were reported in the
city of Northridge for the JanuaryAugust, 1994 period-an increase
of 35 percent over last year, but far
below the 123 percent increase
between 1992 and 1993. A

is at 12.!) percent.
However, while factories have
been filling up. offices have
been emptying out. Office
vacancy rates tn the Inland
Emptre were at J8 percent in the
second quarter of 1994, up 2.5
percent from a year ago .
However, this ts down from 19
percent during the fourth quarter
of 1993.
There are three areas w ithtn
the region with office vacancy
rates over 20 percent: Ontario,
Moreno Valley/Perris and San
Bernardino/Redlands. Ideally,
cities' vacancy rates are in the
single digits, but only two cities
in the area, Fontana and Corona,
have figures that low.

Residential Sales Up,
Prices Down
Housing sales over the fir~t
eight months of the year were up
20 percent in Southern
California over a year ago,
despite steady increases in the
interest rate. The Inland Emptre
has been no different, with
housing sales on the upswing.
But to go with these rising sales
has been a decrease in the value
of homes area wide. Statewide
home prices are up one percent
this year.
Riverside has shown the
largest increase in home sales,
with an increase of 572 more
homes sold in August of 1994
than in that same month a year
ago. ,San Bernardino had an
increase of 153 homes over that
same span.
Countywide, the drops in
home prices were minimal, with
gains in ~orne cities offsetting
harder hit areas. The median
cost of a home in Riverside fell
from $130,000 to $127,000, a
4.6 percent drop, while in San
Bernardino that drop is from
$129,000 to $128,000, which is
less than one percent.
However, the fluctuations 1n
the market are far more dramatic
comparing city to city. Some of
the biggest drops were in Lake
Arrowhead, where home prices
are off 20.6 percent over a year
ago, and Upland, which is off 21
percent, with the cost of the
average home now at $148,000.
Rialto and Chino both took hits
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Bringing New Business to San Bernardino
the price of homes in the area
as both were off almost 12
percent. Lorna Llllda was down
9.4 percent compared with a
year ago.
Some of the ctties that have
shown increasing home values
are Bloomingt11n, which is up
2.3 percent to S 120,000. and
man} of the cities in the B 1g
Bear area, are also up.
111

Construction Starts
Residential
construction
usually lags behind an upswing
in new homes sales, and that's
what's happening 111 Riverside
County. However, that doesn't
explain San Bernardtno County.
Residential buildtng has
started back on the upswing m
Rtverside County, following the
rebound in s<Jles th<Jt started in
the third quarter of last year.
Building in Rtversidc is not only
up for stngle-famil) dwellings,
but also for apartment butldings
and condos, which were
virtually non-existent over the
past couple years .
There has been no such
rebound 111 San Bernardino
County. Residential building
there is down this year across
the
board.
Residential
constructions starts are at the
lowest level they have been in
the county since 1982.
The two counties switch rolls
when it comes to nonresidential
construction starts. In this area
San Bernardino has started to
show a recovery, with ftgures
reaching 1991 levels and
climbing rapidly.
In Riverside County, it is a
completely different story.
Nonresidential construction over
the
last
two
years has
plummeted. It is currently at its
lowest level since the 1970s.
The only area that has shown
some
positive
signs
is
commercial remodeling.
What do all these figures
mean? According to most
experts, the market is correcting
itself as it starts to rebound from
the recession. Over the next few
years, don't expect rapid
growth, the growth will be more
steady. Remember, it's not the
hare who wins the race, it's the
tortoise. A

By Cathy Fagan

E

very city says they want to
attract business, but the San
Bernardino City Planning
and Building Department is taking
specific steps to make sure they are
doing their part in bringing new
business into the San Bernardino
area.
"The Planning and Building
Department plays a key role in
bringing new business and
development in the city," Director
Al Boughey said. "For the past two
years, we have been improving our
methods and procedures to
facilitate the process for the
developers."
In March, the city developed a
customer service survey program
which was first implemented tn
Planning and Building. The
purpose of the survey is to target
areas needing improvement in the
department, as well as to track
improvement process. The city's
goal is to work with the pubhc and
the developers to find new ways to
improve the service and make it
easier and faster to go through the
process of obtaining a business
permit."
The survey has shown that 64
percent of the respondents have
seen the overall improvement in the
quality of service provided.
In order to encourage new
business and development in the
city, Boughey says they will
continue the improvement effort
until 100 percent of respondents see
improvement in the department.
The raw data from a recently
conducted survey of Planning and
Building Departments in cities
throughout the Inland Empire
showed the time and cost of
obtaining a building permit in San
Bernardino to be competitive with
that of other cities.
"We're in the ballpark with other
cities as far as time and cost for
obtaining a building permit," said
Boughey. "Though there is still
room for improvement, this survey
showed us where we are in
comparison to other cities around
us. It helped to put our goals in
perspective."

Methods of Improvement
To improve the process further,
the department has created three
new plan-checker positions within

"We think the permit
tracking system Is a great
way to Improve the
efficiency of our service
for the business
community," said
Boughey.

the past month.
"Processing time is one of the
major focal points of our
improvement effort. The three new
plan-checkers will help speed up
our processing time."
A new permit tracking system is
another way the city is planning to
improve
efficiency.
Once
implemented, the system will
provide for more efficient service
by allowing previous permits to be
tracked resul ling in a speedier
processing time. The permit

tracking service is expected to be
on-line within a year.
"We think the permit tracking
system is a great way to improve
the efficiency of our service for the
business
community,"
said
Boughey. "This system will be a
great addition to the improvements
we've already made."
The city is also looking into
developing a committee in
conjunction with business leaders
in the community to evaluate the
building permit process. A

David Huey, CFO, The Ink Company, Sacramento, CA.

''WI 'Rl A PRFIIY AGGRESSIVE C0.\1PA1\IY. We need a
bank to come through ''hc:n \\e\·e got a <k·al on the line.
In our mdustry, in order to stav compctitiH', vou have to grow.

perspec-t i-v e
In 1991,

\\t'

had an opportunity to buy anotht•l· t ompany's ink

division . Out· Bank of Cali!ilrnia team sta) ed up nuny nights,
stuck to it, and tanw through to help us fund that acquisition.
This ''as in a t iml' of tight mont') lor acquisitions. It was the
higgl'st transattion in our history, and

\\L'

pulled it off,

I \\ ould say, fla\\ kssl).
\\'ith Tht• Bank of California, we can makl· our' ISion a
realitv. We'll look to them to ask the tough questions
us

th~t extra pt•rspective· ' '

®

~

Busln••• Bank•r• for th• WHt
')(>put our bank..rs to \\ork for you,
<all Gilbert R. Carrio11.1t 9091781-0990.
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The New Indian Gaming Pastime: Politics
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Regina Winery No Longer Vacant

Continued From Page 3

$10 million casino owned by the 29
Palms Band of Mission Indians, and
plans for several other cas1nos
continue to move forward.
While the backers of Indian
gaming see a booming future, some
difficult obstacles lie ahead.

The Game of Politics
Ho~ to play the game of
politics was the hot topic at the
recent four-day i'\ational Indian
Gaming As,.,ocintion (1'\IGA)
meettng tn Phoenix. Much of the
discussion focused on national
politics and on Senate Bill 2230,
which seeks to amend the Indian
Gaming Regulatory Act of 1988 and
is currently working ih way through
Congress.
The hill will add a myriad of
ne~ regulalton.-. to those current!} in
place to monitor Indian gaming and
would affect casinos already in
operatiOn through those sttll in the
planning stage. The hill also seek,.,
to re:-;tructure the National Indian
Gaming Commission by renaming it
the Federal Indian Gaming
Regulatory Commission, add1ng

two more members to the current
three and greatly reducing the
power of the chairman. Presently,
two of the three commissioners
must be Native Amencans, but
under the new bill, there is no
provision for mandatory Naltve
American participation
NIGA and other backers of
Indian gammg see the bill as a bid
to :>quash the new casinos.
"There are only three things

politicians want from Indians. your
money. your votes and what's in it
for me," political lobbyist Larry
Kitto told the crowd at the
conference NIGA has hired several
lobhytsts, including Kitto, to help
fight its pohltcal battles.
Sllll, many feel this won't be
enough due to a powerful lobby of
non-Indian gaming interests in
Nevada and New Jersey that want to
see the measure passed. Tolfe .. Lee"
Albert, an Indian gaming activist
and attorney, belie\'e~ that the
measure will be passed by Congress
wtth very few changes.
"They've got more money than
we do," Albert said, referring to the
opposition lobby. "And in politics
today, he \\ ith the most money wins
the war"
Here in California the gaming
tribes have abo started playing
politics, starting on a grass roots
level. There are 243,000 Native
Americans 111 Caltfornia, half of
which are of voting age. Trying to
get those voters registered and to the
polls is step one according to Mike
Nichols of the Cabazon Band of
Mission Indians.
However, the tribes are also
gettmg involved in politics ltke
many other bustnesses, by trying to
help political cand1dates that have
more favorable attitudes toward
Indian gaming. Eight of the 18
Caltfornta gaming tribes have
pledged f1nancial support to
Kathleen Brown's gubernatorial
campaign and Tom Umberg's for
Attorney General. Brown has stated
in several speeches that within 60

days of 1nauguration, her
administration would reach an
agreement wtth the tribes on
gaming.

Indian Gaming Victories
While the political races and the
battle against the senate bill heat up,
there have been several tnumphs for
the hackers of Indian gaming.
The Cabazon Band of Mission
lnd1ans won a victory when the 9th
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals ruled
the state of California can't tax the
Band for off-track horse race betting
on its reservation.
Federal law proh1bits the state
from 1mposing its normal license
fee (the equivalent of a tax) on the
Cabazon's lndw Bmgo Palace and
Casino The casino also offers
betting on telev1sed horse races.
The Band had hoped to
negotiate a compromise with the
state, but under the direction of
Governor Pete Wilson, the state
went for an all-or-ncthing gamble
and lost.
In another development, the
White House decided last April not
to use a four percent tax on Indian
gaming to help fund President
Clinton's welfare reform package.
This was a major political win for
NIGA, which had lobbied hard
against the tax.

Other Battles on
the Horizon
There are other legal hurdles
shaping up in the Indian gaming
saga. Currently the ll th District
Court of Appeals 111 San Francisco
is looking at a case involving 20
tribes in California that use video
machines in their casinos.

machines, which they will refuse to
do. Then she will, most likely, take
the battle to court. Eventually, after
another lengthy court battle, he sees
the issue being decided by the
federal Supreme Court
The 1ssue of gammg machines
could he settled quicker and more
simply if the state and the lnd1ans
negotiate a Class III license that
covers table gaming and machines
for tribes operating casinos inside
their reservatiOns. However this
seems unltkel}. especially in an
election year where politicians play
it close to the vest and steer clear of
controversy.

Job Jackpot
What the Ind1an casinos will
definitely bring to the Coachella
Valley is JObs. For example, the new
Caesar's Palm Springs casino, set to
open in late I 995 on the land of the
Auga Caltente tribe in downtown
Palm Spnngs, is expected to bring
525 JObs to the Coachella Valley.
While the majority of these are
not high-paying positions, they are
full-time with benefits, and many of
them will be tipped positions such
as dealers. This is especially good
news for those who do seasonal
serv1ces work.
Over the past five years there
have been several success stories of
new Indian casinos that have been
an economic boon to the local
economy.
In Ladyard, Conn., many laidoff defense mdustry workers have
been able to get jobs at Foxwoods
High Stakes Bingo and Casino.
According to a study done by a
University
of
Connecticut
economics professor, the state
gained 27,000 jobs in 1993 because
of Foxwoods, and 3,000 people left
welfare rolls.
In the state of Minnesota, there

In addition to the pending court
case, U.S. Attorney General Janet
Reno recently gave federal
prosecutors new orders to apply
legal pressure on tribes that use the
video slot machines.

were more than 10,000 people
employed at various casinos in
1993, and that number is expected

Indian gammg attorney Albert
sees a scenario where a showdown

to grow to 17,600 by the end of
1996. Of the 10,000 currently

develops between Indian gam1ng

employed, over 7,000 of them were

locations that use video machines
and Reno over the pending court
ruling. Albert feels the court will
hand down a ruling in favor of the
casinos, after which Reno will ask
the tribes to stop operating the

non-Indians.
The question is whether state
and federal politicians will allow the
casinos, and the economic growth
they represent, to come to the
Coachella Valley. •

ancho
Cucamonga ' s
h1stonc Reg1na Winery,
wh1ch has been vacant for
years, has a new tenant . J Filippi
Vintage Company of Fontana has
reached an agreement with the
city for use of the winery on
Baseline Road.

R

The Joseph Filippi Family,
winegrowers since 1922, will use
the site as the location for their
new winery and tasting room. The
new tasting and sales room is
expected to open 111 November,
just in time for the holidays. The
winery port1on of the site won't
be operational for the production
and bottling of wine until next
year.

late 1970s.
The Filippi family has roots 1n
the Rancho Cucamonga area .
Back in 1967 they purchased
California's oldest winery, the
Thomas Winery and Vineyards
(established in 1839), from the
Thomas family. Despite two
floods in 1969 that almost
destroyed the winery, the Filippi
family operated the historic
winery until 1988, when it sold
the property.

History of the Winery
The match of the Regina
Winery with the Fi1Ipp1 family is
the pairing of two Southern
Cal1fornia wine traditions.
The winery was the home of the
famous Regina Grape Products
Company, which was founded 111
1949 by the Ellena family. Under
the d1rect1on of prominent vintner
John B. Ellena, the winery
produced many varieties of
Regina Brand Sparkling Wines,
w1nes and wme vinegars.
Reg1na
Grape
Products
Company was one of the most
successful w1ner1es in all of
Caltfornia. In 1993, the city of
Rancho Cucamonga purchased the
site from the Nabisco Foods
Corporation.

The busincs~ grew immensely
under Joseph, as skilled enologist
(winemaker) and viticulturist
(scientist of grape growing). The
J. Filippi vineyards grew to 300
acres that produced some of the
state's best grapes. The winery's
storage and fermentation capacity
grew to 1 million gallons by the

Plans for the
Regina Winery
The Filtppi family already has a

number of improvements planned
for the old Reg1na winery.
One is an 18-foot in diameter
wine cask that will serve as the
winery's tasting counter. Other
changes in the making include
historical winery equipment
displays, picnic grounds for outdoor events such as art exh1bits or
charity events, along with the
planting of new v1neyards and
some citrus trees on the grounds.

•

"How many employees do you have now?"

"SL'ttv-two?'

"A1-\.mazmg.
. I can remember when there
l nion

Ban~er (,arr~

\!non:

were three:'

"That ~vas seven years ago?'
"Now that you're successful, you must get calls from a lot of
banks:'

''All the time. I tell them polite(v that
I'm not interested."

History of the
Filippi Family
Years ago, Giovanni Filippi and
his young son Joseph left the
Venetia region of Northeast Italy
and came to America like many of
their countrymen before them.
They settled in the wine growing
area known as the CucamongaGuasti wine distnct ,md opened a
small Winery.

The Filippi family trad1tion
continues today under the
dtrect1on of fourth-generation
family members J.P. and Gino .
While the equipment and
technology of winemaking has
changed, the family dedication to
the craft has not.

l'n 1\adin. Pre1idcnt ( l 0.

"Why?"

Corporate Bcne/it Dt'1tg111

"When we were small and we
needed a bank, Union was there
for us. The others weren't."
~\I/~

W UnionBank
Right people. Right bank for your business.
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Western Businesses Share Ideas
ou~hern Californ_ia and
Anzona compan1es are
trying to avoid "reinventing the wheel" when it
comes to improving business
operations
and satisfying
customers by learnmg from each
other.
More than 60 diverse
companies and organizations are
sharing lessons learned through
participation in the recently
formed Southern California (
Arizona Region of the Council
for Continuous Impro~ement
(CCI). CCI is a national non
profll consortium founded 1n

S

1989.

Local CCI members r,mge
from large to small organizations dedicated to improving
their
products,
services,
performance and global market
competitiveness. A sampling
includes Lockheed, Foodmaker
Inc. (Jack-in-the-Box), Allergan,
Rockwell. ASM America, the
California Department of Motor
Vehicles, Teledyne, Avnet, Toro,
CIGNA Healthcare of Arizona,
Motorola, Thermador and
Northrop.

have to waste limited resources
finding business solutions that
may already exist. From these
and other CCI interactions, case
studies of implementation
methodologies are documented
and shared to assist all members
in learning to improve their
operations
faster,
more
effectively and for less cost.
"The Southern California /
Arizona Reg1on provides our
employees with valuable access
to peers in other companies who
are facing the same challenges
in
pursu1ng
continuous
Improvement," explained Brent
Duggleby, manager of corporate
contmuous improHment for CCI
member Silicon S}stems Inc of
Tustin

More than 60 diverse
companies and
organizations are sharing
lessons learned through
participation...

How CCI Helps
Companies
CCI assists local members
by getting people with common
problems together so they don't

CCI ts also budding a
curricula for implementing
continuous quality improvement.

Forty-five
cooperativelydeveloped training workshops.
based on members' real-world
expenences, are licensed to all
members to adapt for their own
umque needs and environment.

CCI Based in Ontario
Established to sat1sfy the
needs
of
Its
growing
membersh 1p in the area, CC!'s
Southern California/ Arizona
Regional off1ce is located in
Ontario Regional Manager Bill
Nipp's duties include new
member orientatiOn, assisting
members w 1th Calls for ActiOn
and
networking.
and
encouraging participation on
CCI's Product Development
Teams and Special Interest
Groups.
Nipp comes to CCI with 30
years· experience 10 production,
quality assurance and engineering tn the aerospace industry.
Most recently he was the
director of continuous quality
improvement for Lockheed's
Aircraft Serv1ce D1vision.
"One of the successes we're
already seeing in this region is
that
through
the1r
CCI
networking and use of our
training materials, some of the
members have cut thetr training
costs by sharing training
resources with each other. That's

Telecommuting: Going to Work Without Getting in Your Car
what CCI is all about , " Nipp
said
The planning for the
Southern California/ Arizona
Region and its on-going
activities are driven by an
advisory group made up of
representatives from member
organizations : Delta Design,
International
Rectifier,
Microchip Technology, Nelco
International , Paul-Munroe
Rucker, Schumacher, Sl11con
Systems, UNOCAL and Western
Dig• tal.

Established to satisfy the
needs of its growing
membership In the ares,
CCI's Southern
California/Arizona
Regional office is located
in Ontario.

CCI is a member-driven
organization based 10 San Jose
with more than 170 member
companies and organizatiOns
across the country. The Southern
California/Arizona Regional
office can be reached at (909)

944-2507 . •

By Calhy Fagan

A

t some point, every
Southern Californian who
ventures out onto the
freeways during morning and
afternoon rush hours daydreams
about a perfect world - one w1th
no smog, no traffic tie-ups and more
hours in which to accomplish life's
necessary tasks.
Admit it, we all fantasize about
workmg out of our home, especially
since many of us have literally
hours to kill while at a standstill in
the fast lane.
Over the past few years, more
people have opted to do their
commuting on what Vice President
AI Gore deemed the " mformation
superhighway"
By
taking
advantage of existing technology,
and companies such as AT&T and
GTE
coming
out
with
telecommuting programs, we can be
one step closer to our ideal.
What IS the information
superhighway? According to Burke
Stinson, who has spent 25 years as a
manager with
AT&T,
the
information superhighway is a term
referring to the influx of
communications options available
from the comfort of one's own
home. In the near future, all
communications avenues will be
readily accessible, "not only audio,
but video images and data will all
be coordinated together... bringing
people that 'in-person' feel."

A New Trend

N0 VEL

s

NETWOR

NetWare 4 provides you with advanced network services today--and a clear path for tlze future.
Nt>t'v\are 4 replace., the bmdery design of
Netware 3 wtth a network-wide dtrectory, and
with it a host of ground-breakmg features.

NOVELL®

For example, the admmistrative tools have been consolidated into a single, puintand-cltck graphical utility
from which you can view-and administer--the entire

network. So the power to create users, a.,sign
acces~ control-, reconfigure the network, or
monitor usage i> all at your fingerllps. You'll
save a lot of time. And that's money.

NetWare 4 abo enables you to provide e\·ery user
with a single pumt of acces' to their resources on
the network--while still mamtainmg complete secunty. Every t1me a user logs onto NetWare 4, a
key code is generated. Since the key code changes
wtth each logon, and the user's password never
leaves the workstation, your network is secure
from mtrus10n.
We've taken pains to maximize your hardware investment, too. With Net Ware 4's transparent fileby·ftle compression and disk suballocation, you
can double the >torage capacity of your existing
>erver>--without affecting performance.
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NetWare 4 offer~ you ill I thb todily, plu~ .,ornething even more valuiible: the platform for add·
ing all future network ~ervices. So when you
dec1de you're ready for telephony, multimedia,
imaging or any other part of networking's bright
future, Net Ware 4 will be ready, too.
Like to know more? For a product

demon~tra

tion, consultation or needs analysis, call us tollfree at (800) 858-1144 ext. 1203.

COMPUTER·tfi!Th
MARKETPLACE WI

t490 Railroad St., Corona, CA 91720 • Fa.: (909) 735·5717
A publicly tr.ad•d tt>mpiny

/"'lA SDAO \1KPI

You've probably heard about
the trend toward

It's a system in which employees
work from a location other than the
central office, using equipment
such as personal computers ,
telephones, answering machines,
fax machmes, copy machines, etc.
There are four main types of
telecommuting worksites - the
home, satellite off1ces, work
centers, and portable offices.
The home is the most popular
option, particularly for those who
live extreme distances from their
offices or for those who have
children. Driving time is used for
more productive tasks, companies
save on childcare costs (or
elimmate the necessity of providing
childcare) and it is reported that
those who work at home incur less
disruptions during their workdays.
"At home, you can create your
own environment; there 1s no time
wasted with 'watercooler gosstp, "'
Stmson said.
Satellite offices are owned or
leased by the company and
employees make a shorter
commute to their local satellite
location. Larger office equipment is
kept at the satellite office for
employees to share, which means
less equipment is needed, and
employees still have face-to-face
contact w1th co-workers.
Another option, work centers,
are operated by an outside party
and used by multiple companies.
They contain standard office fare
such as copiers and fax machines,
which are shared by all, and desks
and phones, in divided work spaces
or a large, common space.
Companies who wish to have a
local workspace for their
employees rent out desks singularly
or m blocks.

Portable offices are literally
carried around by employees who
work in the field, often in the form
of a five-to-six pound briefcase
containing a laptop computer,
modem and cellular phone with
voicemail access. Employees can
work from anywhere an
airplane, a car, a client's office .
Accordtng to Sttnson, this way
employees can "work out deals,
problems and sales, conducttng
business as if the customer was
visiting the company's office,
rather than the office commg to the
customer."

A Slow Rise in Popularity
Telecommuting sounds like it
should take off in populanty, since
our soc1ety ts so enamored of
convenience and having goods
delivered to our doorsteps.
However, while all the hype
would indicate that telecommuting
is spreadmg raptdly, Stinson says
that realists acknowledge the
spread is rather slow. Why?
"Because this is so new, and
experienced managers tend to
resist such a drastic change."
Still,
telecommuting
is
catching on. Last year, as many as
nine million people telecommuted
from their homes or remote work
sites, according to Link Resources,
a New York-based research firm.
This year, approximately 22
percent more are taking this route.
The Jan. 17 Northridge earthquake
contributed to this increase, as
companies scrambled to mamtain
production levels in the wake of a
disaster that would have put
companies completely out of
commission only a few years back.

"Interest (in telecommuting)
went way up," says Stinson .
In response to the earthquake,
AT&T (which employs approximately 30,000 telecommuters)
tried to provide people in disasterstricken areas with cellular
phones, so that they at least could
maintain contact with clients and
employees. On Jan. 211, GTE set
up a remote work site so that the
nearly 150 employees of the
company who were forced from
their San Fernando Valley homes
could have a local place to work,
rather than having to find
alternate routes in an area where
nearly everythmg was reduced to
rubble.

The Advantages
As for the benefits of
telecommuting, clearly there are
many Southern California is
trying to clean up its smoggy
skies by promoting rideshare
programs and tightentng up on
emissions
controls.
Telecommuting reduces the commute
to and from work altogether. Also,
some of the negative elements of
working in the traditional office
setting, such as office politics, are
alleviated. Not to mention tile
employee has more free time.
"When telecommuting
person has more hours in the
to be him/herself, rather than
an employee," added Stinson.
But Stinson warns ••*<>,;i1t~1
telecommuting may not be.,.,,. , '"''everyone, namely "bureauc
and office politicians .... this
good system for salespeople
those who want to see results.
When asked if telecommu
may be harmful in that it
person-to-person contact, Sti
acknowledges this possibi
however, "the effects would
worse that those of T.V.
society as a whole.
For those who are
in starting a telecommu
program in a company, Sti
offers a final piece of ad
"Make
sure
the
management, and those who
to telecommute sit down
to plan and set reasonable
deadlines, etc. They need to
on what they will focus on."
any work situation, things
apart if people don't discuss
topics. •
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Surviving the
Inland Empire's Cellular Bermuda Triangle

Businesses to Save Money With Phone Deregulation
By Kurt Hclon

T

he monthly basic phone
rate for your business is
going up, but that's
actually good news.
Confused? Well you're not
alone, plenty of business owners
will be perplexed when new phone
rates, and a plethora of new phone
companies, enter the picture
beginning next year.
Last month a change that will
have the biggest effect on your
phone bill since the 1984 break up
of Bell Systems AT&T occurred.
On Sept. 15 the California Public
Utilities Commission deregulated
local long distance, beginning Jan.
1, 1995. Provided the decision is
not reversed, as it was last year,
this will most likely mean your
business phone bill will go down.

How Does it Work?
The decision deregulates local
long distance calls, which are calls
more than 12 miles away from
your phone but less than 75, so
that companies other than Pac Bell
or GTE can carry them. The effect
will be that the cost of those calls
will drop more than 40 percent.
However, so the phone companies
can recoup their losses, your basic
phone services will increase as
much as 100 percent.
For example, under the old
plan, if you made a five-~inute
call from your office in San
Bernardino to Simi Valley, it

would cost about $1.64. Under the
new plan that would drop to 90
cents. a saving of 74 cents.
However, if you have the GTE
business phone service, the cost of
your monthly rate will jump from
$10.47 a month to $19.22.
The bottom line is: if you
make enough calls inside the local
long distance zone to make up for
the basic rate increase, you 'II save
money. And most businesses do.

Effect for the Inland
Empire
Richard
Longview
of
Consolidation Plus, an Ontariobased
telecommunications
consulting firm, said that
deregulation will save most Inland
Empire companies money.
"If you don't call the Los
Angeles area, your bill will go up.
But, if you do call into Los
Angeles and Orange County, your
bill will go down," Longview said.
Longview said the deregulated
system will bring local long
distance rates into line with regular
long distance rates. Under the old
system, where long distance was
deregulated so companies like
Sprint and MCI could compete for
your business, it could sometimes
cost more to call Santa Monica
than to call New York. Under the
new system that will not be the
case.
Longview's company helps
local businesses decide what phone
systems and carriers would save

businesses the most money. From
his experience, he feels most
businesses spend a lot of time on
the phone to other companies in
the local long distance range, and
that for the majority of Inland
Empire businesses, deregulation
will mean a savings.

The Drawbacks
Not all will be a bed of roses
with the new systems, there are
several drawbacks.

On Sept. 15 the
California Public Utility's
Commission deregulated
local long distance,
beginning Jan. 1, 1995.

First, if you decide to go with
one of the new companies, not Pac
Bell or GTE, you will have to dial
a five-digit access code before
placing the call. If the access code
isn't dialed, your basic service
carrier will handle the call.
However, the Public Utilities
Commission is looking into
changing that. Also, if you have
speed dialing set up on numbers in
that area, the access code ca~ be

a. cost of cals wHhin a regional calling area

pre-programmed in.
Second, Longview sees a
marketing war coming up that may
confuse many business owners.
Over 80 companies are expected to
apply throughout the state for
licenses to carry local long
distance, and all will be vying for
your business.
"It could be a nightmare in
terms of a marketing war,"
Longview said. "People believed
Pac Bell and GTE and what they
told them, they were the phone
company. Now there will be 80
new companies with 80 new
telemarketing departments. There
will
be
huge
advertising
campaigns."
The final thought is that this
decision may not he permanent.
Last year the PUC made the same
ruling, but due to public pressure,
they rescinded it. Consumer
advocacy groups pressured the
commission because they feel that
residences and mdividuals would
make up the difference in what the
phone companies lost from
businesses. Residential basic rates
are rising also, hut on average they
make far fewer local long distance
calls, so the savings aren 'I as great
and their bills, on average, will go
up.
However, Longview feels that
the second time will be the charm
for the new rate structure. He said
that there will be pressure, but you
will know by the end of November
if the new system will go into
effect on Jan. 1. •

Basic monthly service rate
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T

he dramatic influx of
~esidcnts and businesses
1nto the Inland Empire
over the last decade has brought
with it a nettlesome partner congestion. As Los Angeles,
Orange and Riverside Counties
spill over their teeming borders,
nowhere is that congestion more
evident than on the Inland
Empire's overloaded cellular
airwaves.
Business people and residents
brave enough to embark on the
eastbound 10 Freeway on a Friday
in winter realize the potential for
gridlock, but cutting through
chatter on the airwaves to close a
business deal or simply order a
pizza during the ride home has
suddenly become a daily grind,
too.
As the number of cellular
phone users - especially here in
the Inland Empire and throughout
Southern California - continues
to grow exponentially and space
on the overburdened radio
spectrum diminishes, the dropped
calls, spotty call quality and lack
of privacy inherent with most
available cellular systems will
on! y deteriorate.

The dramatic influx of
residents and businesses
into the Inland Empire over
the last decade has
brought with It a
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Even the recent creation of a
new area code in California
designed exclusively to clear
space for the growing number of
cellular users cannot provide
salvation. Witness the convoluted
web of ever-expanding telephone
area codes already in place in the
Southland (714, 909, 213, 310,
818) that most predict will merely

serve as a stop-gap solu!lon for
our state's burgeoning population.
What's the solution to the
Inland Empire's cellular Bermuda
Triangle?
Cellular providers, and an
increasing number of cellular
users, have quickly learned the
answers now lie in digital
technology.
Cellular providers in the hotly
competitive Southern California
market are now ~crambling to
position themselves as the leader
in digital telecommunications- a
sure sign that analog cellular
systems may go the way of the Strack tape and the slide ruler.
Unlike analog systems, where
voice and data transmissions are
simply carried along broad
wavelengths, which can easily be
intercepted,
dropped
or
scrambled, digital cellular
translates voice and data into
numbers that are transformed
back again by the receiver.
This digital technology
provides far superior privacy
protection than analog systems
because the transmissions are
virtually impossible to intercept
and decipher. And, digital
transmissions occupy about onesixth of the space on the usable
radio spectrum compared analog
cellular, which will provide ample
room for the growing number of
cellular users in the Inland
Empire.
An additional bonus of digital
cellular over analog is that it
provides better signal clarity,
fewer dropped calls and increased
anti-fraud protection.
Almost
every
cellular
company is busy converting - or
planning to convert - their old
analog customers to a new digital
system and jockeying for position
to offer the first national digital
telecommunications network.
But while almost every
cellular company is faced with the
daunting challenge of planning to
convert
their old analog
technology, providers such as
Nextel Communications, which
launched a 100 percent digital
system from the outset, have a
distinct advantage.
Inland Empire businesses that
need instant access cannot afford

busy signals, dropped calls and
poor sound quality that are
commonplace on most analog
systems.
When one missed phone call
can mean the loss of thousands of
dollars of business, and with a
queue of competitors eager to
capitalize on another's mistakes
waiting in the wings, businesses
will not survive if they get caught
behind the technological curve.
The future of business
communications will not only be
the dramatic growth of digital
technology, but also include the
integration of services. Business
leaders are beginning to take
advantage of these integrated
capabilities, and companies like
Nextel, for example, have
developed telecommunications
systems that combine voice and
text messaging with paging and
cellular capabilities that can be
tailored to meet their individual
communications demands.
The ability to place a phone

call, send or receive e-mail or
page a client using one handset is
not a futuristic vision. Business
owners are already taking
advantage of these new services
being provided by groundbreaking companies and setting
the pace for the competition to
follow.
As business owners and
residents clamor for an infinite
amount of information on a finite
spectrum, the survivors will be
the ones that can immediately
meet the client's demands and
provide complete accessibility.
Those survivors will be
arming themselves with digital
technology and will bypass the
cluttered on-ramps onto the
information superhighway. •
Don Girskis is the Southern California
region general manager of Nextel
Communications, Inc., provider of
California's first statewide, fully
integrated digital wireless
communications network.

Survey Finds Voice Mail
Systems Annoy Users
oi ce mail may be
gaining popularity with
many companies, but
it's not winning any points with
the people who feel forced into
a maze of options and buttonpushing that accompany some
systems. In a recent survey,
executives from the nation's
largest companies said that 40
percent of the voice mail
systems they reach are annoying
or hard to use.
The survey was developed by
Accountemps, the world's
largest temporary staffing
service for accounting, finance
and information technology. It
was
conducted
by
an
independent research firm,
which polled 150 executives
from the nation's 1,000 largest
companies.
Executives were asked,
"What percentage of the voice
mail systems you encounter are
annoying or difficult to use?"
The average response was 40
percent.

V

"If used properly, voice mail
is an effective tool for making
sure callers have a way to leave
detailed, accurate messages for
the ~ople they're trying to
reach," said Robert Half,
founder of Accountemps.
"Unfortunately, some systems
take several minutes to navigate
because of a plethora of options,
many of which may seem
unrelated to a caller's individual
inquiry.
"Voice mail should not be
used to replace personal
communication.
Wherever
possible,
callers
should
ultimately be able to talk to an
actual person, especially if it's a
service-related business," Half
said.
Half advised job-seekers to
opt for reaching a prospective
hiring manager or an assistant
directly before resorting to
voice mail: "If you leave a
message, you 'II have a captive
audience, but you may also
appear presumptuous." 4

•
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No longer\\ ill you ha\ e to deal wtth
muluplc commumcations de\'iccs from muluple
communicauons compames O\'Cr muluple
communicauons services.
NO\\, you can get it all from one company.
With Nextcl ~ you get the power of a system
that intelligently integrates the freedom of a cellular
phone, the instant access of alphanumenc
paging, the unmatched CO\'erage of digital
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dtspatch, and the
com·enience of
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people you need
to----eustomers, co-workers, family All
through one easy-to-use phone with one
easy-to-remember personal telephone
number from one easy-to-work with compan)~
At first glance, what you see looks
remarkably like a typical cellular phone.
Its really much more.
Nextel offers you complete control
of your mobile communications:
you get to choose how and when
people can contact you, as well as
how you communicate with them.
mtJ 'f\1( w fc\l m(s..~gt
And the entire system is completely
upw 140.hwaarr' 1<•11~
whllr
mr u.llking 1lfl tlw
customizable, so you can configure
phono--gl\1ng vou th, jhtbtluv
to <fay tn IOU< h
a communications system
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designed specifically to work
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much A
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Nextel is also a fully
,ounlry- /• llvw,J
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digital network. Whtch
k'01hCtnt'W~t'
fr.•mCl'a>t
means there's \'irtually no
statte or endless busy signals;
JUSt clear sound qualny and
unequalled co\'Crage, as well as pri\'acy
and security
There's a lot more we'd like to tell you
about Nextcl-likc how our
mtegrated digital sm·icc 1s
expanding nationwide. So pick
up the phone closest to you
nght now and dial
l-800-NEXTEL-2.

And see for yourself how
easy it is to customize a Nextel system to
fit your communications needs.
Nextel. All you need. All in one. '
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Computers More Popular Than TV

A

pparently, television is
becoming a thing of the
past.
The personal computer has
replaced the television set as the
dominant information appliance in
the home among computer owners
according to a recently completed
customer satisfaction survey
commissioned by major PC
manufacturer AST Research Inc.
The survey, conducted among
1,200
randomly
selected
purchasers
of
new
AST
Advantage! computers, revealed
that the average new home
computer purchaser spends 13
hours per week using the computer
in a home, compared to about nine
hours watching prime-time
television among people in
equivalent age and income figures.

television set," said Dennis Cox,
AST's director of marketing.
"As consumers become more
aware of the possibilities of home
PCs - from multimedia education
and games to the wild frontier of
the
information
of
the
superhighway - the home PC will
evolve as the central appliance in
the home. The trend toward
'teleconvergence' is well under
way, " Cox added.
The term "teleconvergence"
describes how many separate
electronic devices in the home,
such as telephones, answering
machines, CD players, and
ultimately TVs, can be "swept up"
into a single intelligence device.

Trend Toward
Teleconvergence

The survey showed strong
interest in the information
superhighway, with 34 percent of
all respondents using an on-line
information service such as
America Online, Compuserve,
Prodigy or the Internet. These on-

"These results strongly
indicate that the personal computer
is seen as a more useful and
important tool in the home than the

On-Line Services Pick Up
Speed

line services provide a host of
inexpensive consumer and
business services such as travel,
and
investment,
news
entertainment, through an ordinary
telephone wire.

The personal computer
has replaced the television
set as the dominant

Information appliance In
the home among computer
owners.

The AST Research survey was
originally intended to measure the
level of satisfaction among
consumers with new PCs, but other
elements of the survey painted a
compelling picture of the personal
computer going mainstream, with
American families rushing to put
the machines to work at home in

Tips for Selecting the Right Business Telephone System

an ever-growing
capabilities.

range

of
By Paul Wexler

Married ...With Children
The survey also found that the
average new computer buyer is a
42-year-old man, married, with
children. The average household
income was $56,000 a year.
In the families with children,
88 percent of the children over the
age of six used the computer an
average of eight hours a week.
Spouses and other adults
accounted for about four hours a
week of computer use, raising the
total usage hours a week to an
average of 22.
AST Research is the world's
fifth largest personal computer
manufacturer. The company
develops PC products ranging
from handheld portable systems to
superservers under the Advantage!,
Ascentia, Bravo and GRIDPAD
brand names, among others. AST
is ranked 287 on the Fortune 500
list of America's largest industrial
companies. A

Computer Retailers in the Inland Empire
It

Rna!I.E.
Tecal

'II~'

I' I

'

I//((/// I I

Senlces

$12.1 Mil.
$12.1 Mil.

.. J&~c..a-.......... CAta3

$8.1 Mil•
S9.3Mil.

C..,ct JlledMeJJtdllr
550S Menlo St.

S6Mit.
$8.S Mil.

...
&.

c..,....a-r.. .......

"

41-905 Bolnlwalk, Sic. w
Palm Dclcrt, CA 92260

k

Repair Service
Training. Sales .t Support

NclwortiJII

Coaaeclivity,

Top Local Euc.

Dlndllr

Tide

lladqurtln

l'lloMJII'u

c..

l'lelldell
(909) 735-21

.......

'10

2
8

Compuler Hardware
Coo!puter Peripberals
Compuler Acceslories

17
2
4

Km.ltlldl
l'llmDaert

Novell, Hcwlca..JIIcbrd

41
I
IS

GeqtF.s-d GeqtF.......
Vice~
Rlwaide
Ertkl'lpiM
Montclair

COIIIpiiJ

NclwoltiDjJ. Daklop

Apple,~Nec

HcwleU-Pacbnl
IBM

8

Sale

SI.S Mit.
SI.S Mit

Network Gold/Unix,
Computers Repair/Service,
Training

Compaq. Okidata,
HewleU-Packard,
Epson. Elc.

10

Dl

1
9

l'llm Daert

$1.3 Mil
$1.3 Mil

Rcpur,
MliJIIeniDcc Apcmcm&,
Coasu1tiDg. Sales, NoveU Nctworb

Canputers,
Networks,
Peripberals, Software

II

~Ndr

I
7

Cohoa

7

Dl

I
II

San Bernardino

6

na

l'lblilhin& Poim of

L

c..pl1llr Neal
965 s. E" Sl
Slllllcrurcino, CA 92408

$885,000
$885,000

Network,
Computer, Printer Repair,
Tecbmcal Support

Novell,
DTK Computers,
Okidata Printers'

Clrdllll c.,...

$760,000
$760,000

Busineu PlaruJina,
IBMCl-,
Wmdowl ConsuliiiJOD

Computers,
Multi-Media
Novell Networks

9

I

s

1
7

Kid

(909) :l'T>

25

2

KeY~~~

OwDer
(619) 341-4SOS/346-752'7

IBM, Compaq, Hewlett-Packard,
q.oa, Nee,
Apple MacintO&h

S2Mil.
S2MD.

LW.,.eU.,

Olalpllca,

'1.

lUWIIida. CA 9250S

Mutdllli

~
lJppllil

c::-p.IIrSJ*- .. '
1016 E. OJoley Dr Sle p
Colloe, CA 92324

ft 10530 Mlpolil Ave Sle D

tt:.pL lalud U.pin

l'redllctl

Computer Sales,
Computer Service,
Networking. Training Center

Mmldlir, CA 91763

•

II I

Yn. Ialalud t:.plrt

Clical ServM:.

~'='
Ollllecnl Cly, CA 9ZZ34

I<( '

~Stares llllud U.pln

$24MB.
$34MB.

2

1/lf'll'

AIIIIO'NII
CIUiedrll Oty

n.Lee
PresideD!
(909) 946-4774J946.48611

Joe ......
Presidelt

(619) 321-1077('321

P

urchasing a husiness telephone system can be an
intimidating and complicated
venture. Today, companies are faced
with a range of products from which
to choose, all with varying features
and functions.
The key to selecting the right
telephone system for your company
begins with a careful evaluation of
your business needs.

Evaluating the Operations
of Your Business
The telephone system plays a
critical role in your business
opportunities. How it is used
dramatically effects your customers
as well as employee productivity,
making it even more important for
you to thoroughly evaluate your
operations. Be sure to examine your
current needs. For example:
• If your company has a heavy
incoming call volume, you may
want to consider a system with
automated attendant.
• If your company has heavy call
distribution centers, you may need
Automatic Call Distribution (ACD).
• Determine how many employees
you have now and how many you
plan to add in order to determine the
appropriate system size and the
number of telephones you will need.
• Would your business operation
benefit from direct dial lines? Direct
dial lines help to off-load the answer
position and provide the caller with
increased
convenience
by
connecting them directly to the
person they are calling.
• Do you need office-to-office
intercoms or overhead paging
systems?
• Does your operation need voice
and data integration? Several
systems support this, allowing
telephone system integration with
any data equipment. This is also
beneficial to small size offices as a
cost-effective alternative to a local
area network, offering PC-to-PC file
transfer, printer sharing and modem
pooling.

Telephone System Features

RIWIIide

NIA• Not App1ia1b1e WND • Wllllld 110t DUdose 1111 " 110t 11vt111able. 17le mfofMIIIJOif ur1he above list was obtained from !he compa111es lured To 1he bes1 ofour ~cnow~et~gc 1M
..,,_ ,_, Mill_, eflarl• ..Jeto etUJUe 1M llmiTirC)I tutd
ofthe list, DIIIWiolts anJ typograplucal urorJ - - . r OCCIIT. Pleae JeNi co"~ or lllldilitNu Clll ~
'IJ.IIIillltll&rp;nllubteiiJ-.1, 305 s.a-toPI«e, O.U.no, C4 91764. Rtset~rdredbyJerryStrauss. Copyng/11/n/and Empue lhsinusJ0fU711111994
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Your evaluation should also
include an analysis of the
prospective system's features and
your business needs. Consider the
features that you have now that are
frequently used and those that you
may not have but would find
beneficial.
While relatively all name-brand
telephone systems have similar

features - and there are hundreds of
features - some are easier to use than
others. And, the more features you
need, the more you can benefit from
user-friendly telephones. These
phones have an LCD display that
provides
step-by-step
user
instructions on how to use the
telephone system features, as well as
pre-programmed function buttons
for dialing speed and convenience.
Also consider using the features
that can save you money by limiting
long dbtance toll calling and
automatically routing long distance
calls over your least costly lines.
Product
reliability is a
fundamental concern and most
companies cannot afford for their
telephone system to be down. Be
sure to select a system from a
reputable supplier who has a proven
track record for quality products,
reliability and support. Battery
backup is one essential feature that
can keep your telephone system up
and running for several hours if
there is an electrical blackout. As a
further
safeguard,
some
manufacturers offer connection of a
dedicated backup telephone during a
power failure, providing your
business ongoing telephone
communication.

Planning for the Future
When examining your business
requirements, be sure to look beyond
your immediate needs and anticipate
future requirements. Select a system
that can accept improved features
that you may want to add later. And,
choose a system that can grow as
your business grows.
Business telephone systems
support expansion in a variety of
ways. A system that offers modular
growLh will prove more costeffective than others. Also, consider
telephone set compatibility.
Telephone sets alone can represent
50 percent of your total investment;
as a result. the ability to use the
same telephones with any system
within a manufacturer's line is a
tremendous benefit in terms of cost
savings and familiarity with the
telephone itself. Since all
manufacturers claim modularity, be
sure to get a specific defmition of
modularity system by system.

Voice Mall
In today's busy workplace, voice
mail is a feature that can save the
user time and improve customer
service. Using a voice mail system:
• Gives callers the ability to leave
detailed messages when the party

they have called is not available.
• Eliminates any error in message
translation from a third party.
• Allows the user to hear the urgency
in the caller's voice.
• Lets customers and employees
leave a brief message if it is not
necessary to speak to the person in
"real time."
• Allows employees to receive
messages from an off-site location
without disrupting the receptionist.
• Can replace some memorandums
and messages, saving the company
money by cutting down on paper
costs.
Voice mail can also save the
receptionist time spent on answering
incoming calls by using automated
attendant, which allows callers with
frequently asked questions, such as
office location and hours, to be
transferred to a voice mail recording
that provides the required
information.

Choosing a Supplier

your business grows and your needs
change.
Always look for an authorized
supplier/dealer of established, namebrand telephone system. Being
authorized means that they have
cleared a qualifying process by the
manufacturer, and will have the
appropriate
trammg
and
documentation to provide the skills
and experience necessary to do the
job well. This is critical for both the
telephone
installation
and
maintenance.
The key to purchasing the right
telephone for your business requires
a thorough evaluation of your needs
and thoughtful selection of a
qualified dealer. This can be a
challenging and time consuming
process. However, it is time well
spent
because
effective
telecommunications can improve
communication
with
your
customers, enhance employee
productivity and help make your
business more successful. A

Choosing a supplier to get you
started is as important as the system
itself, because ongoing maintenance,
training and support is critical as

Paul Wexler is lbe vice president and
general manager, Toshiba America
Information Systems, Inc:~
Telecommunication Syscems Division.

Greenstar Telecom Inc. to
Build Fiber Optic Network in
Inland Empire

L

ast month, Greenstar
Telecommunications Inc.
announced that Pacific
Lightwave Inc., a wholly-owned
subsidiary of Greenstar, has begun
construction of a competitive access
network in the Riverside/San
Bernardino area.
This is a new fiber optic
network that will be in competition
with the region's telephone system
operators. The new lines will be
able to carry voice, video, data and
text.
This network will be connected
to the major telecommunications
center located in downtown Los
Angeles, and will form a ring
connecting the cities of Riverside,
San Bernardino, Bloomington,
Rialto, Colton, and Fontana. Also
connected to the system will be
Ontario and Palm Springs.
Slated for completion in mid to
late October, it is estimated that the

network will be ready for
commercial operation the following
month. Two California companies
were contracted to constr ct the
aerial and underground portions of
the network, which will consist of
53 route miles and 4,164 fiber miles
for the ring structure alone. The Los
Angeles, Ontario and Palm Springs
connections add another 158 route
miles and 2,184 fiber miles.
Interconnection will be made to tbe
offices of major long distance
carriers in tbe area, as well.
"California is, as a state, very
pro-active aad pro-competitioa.
that's why we waated to coae
here," according to 01ee0811U's

"'t

Rob Blankstein.
is beat to clo
business in a state wllue 6-e
officials want to pmvide tile
with the best, IDOit IIUI al-tlla ut

.-uc

teclmology available. CaUtoaia il
of the IDOit Jll'(JICtiW . . . . .
the uniOil in thlt . . . . .

ODe
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Breaking Out of Voice Mail Jail
!I; arne

Addn:ss
CJl) State/Zip

IEmplo,..,
lnld.Emp.
Company" ide

romces
I.E.
Total

Local ( ontacts
Residential
Business
Repair

Stnlce Aru
Calling \reas

LocaiAddms

Office \lanagtr in IE
fitle

Top L.ocul Exrcutt>r
Title
Phonr/Fu

250
325,000

I

(1!00) 222-0300
(1!00) 222-0400
(800) :!22-3000

Worldw11k

455 W. 2nd St.
San Bernardino
CA 92401

BeHy Villani
General Manager

Betty Villani
General Manager
(909) 381· 71!001381-7829

Larry Johnson
Sales Manager

Joan Casbla
Sales Duector
(714) 727-5473n27-5J99

Elaine Cross
Operauons Manager

Mlke Vaughn
Vice Prestdent
(909) 369-8090n88-5004

Scott Vincent
Area Manager

Neil Lichtman
General Manager
(909) 369-19R0/369-0575
Jim Hane,
Branch Manager
(800) 266 0050/(909) 682 60-13

AT&T (La~ Busloes.l
455 W. 2nd St.

San Bernardino, CA 9240 I
AT&T (Small Business)
80011rvmc Center Dr.
lrvme, CA 92718
CallAJDerica
2530 E. La Cadena Dr.
Riverside, C.A 92507

N/A

10
325,000

I
NIA

(1!00) 222-0300
(800) 222-0400
(800) 222-3000

Worldwide

455 W 2ndSt
San Bernardi no
CA 92401

22
950

I
16

(909) 369.;;()9()
(800) 600-1351
(800) 600-1351

Worldwide

2530 E. La Otdena Dr.
Riverside
CA 92507

40

I
250

n!a

World,.ide

3340 Durahart St.
Ri,mtde, CA 92.'i07

Executone Information Systrms
3340 Duraban St.
Riverstde, CA 92507

2.500

LDDS/Metromfdja
4280 l..ttltJm St , Ste II
Rtvcrstdc, ('A 92~01

n/a

(800) 350-1990
(800) l'i0-1990
(800) 350-1990

World"ide

1,100

4280 Latham St., Ste H
RtHrstdc
CA 9:!501

Jim Hant)
Br.Jnch Manager

l\fCI Telecommumcations
:-40 I Ccntrelakc Dr, Sre 300
Ontano, CA 91761

25
4:!,000+

(1<00) 4-14-3333
(800)727-9624
(800) 4-14-8722

World" ide

I' A

'401 Ccntrc!Jkc Dr, Ste. 300
Ontano
CA 91761

Laurie Harding
Staff A~"stant

Sprint
21660 C"Jlley, Ste. 250
Diamond Bar, CA 91765

40
55,000

(1!00) S77-4646
(Wll) 877-11586
(800) 877-3100

Worldwtde

500

21660 Copley, Ste. 250
DtJmond Bar
CA 91765

(800) 530-3300
(800) 530-3300
(800) 530-3300

Worldl'ide

9227 Haven Ave, Ste. 100
Rancho Cucamonga
CA 91730

I>

Thrift' Tel Inc.
300 Plaza Al•cante, Ste 370
Garden Grove, CA 92640

I

34
210

(909) 369-1980
(909) 369-1980

John Schmid
Branch S.tles Manager
(ROO) 727-9624/(909) 467 J 103

~a:f.!::yName
City, State, Zip

judy Bannister
Branch Manager
(909) 944-0220/944-3902

After a few seconds, most syslems
will provide you with a number of

GTEL
l. 800 N. Haven "'~ Ste 300
Ontano, CA 91

Mal?a"~~nds

8

4

Northern Telcom~EC,
Fujitsu Busmess mm.

1983

3
n/a

AT&T
Prciducts &
Services

EmP.I~ees:

Year
Established in
Inland Empire

300~t.)

1986

70
300,000 (approx.)

I,

lilt I n/mul l IIIJIIn

Offices:
Inland EmP,Ire
Companywide

lnlaoil mP,irt
Compaoywlde

2.

AT&t
3120 htcaCAAvc Stc. 100
R tversrde,
92507

3.

~{.f8otooe torormatloo Systems, Joe.
3.
Durahart ~
Riverside, CA
07

40
2,500

1976

I
250

4.

PacTel Meridian Systems
4344 1.,:\tham St.
Rrvcrstde, CA 92501

37
1,100

1984

I
II

5.

Busbless Telec:oaunllllicatloos Systems, Inc.
549 W. Bateman Circle
Corona, CA 91720

35
NtA

1981

Triton Commllllicatlops, Joe.

6. 663 Brea Can~on Rd., Surte 4
Walnut, CA

7.

8.

9.

789

-S~Pro~~~~
Ell~ve, Ste. 25
, A

~troo

01

Tekl!f>one SY.stems Joe.

Harn~ton ~ Ste. C-2

Corona, C

J7
19

10
700

10
240

1982

1982

~.. Ant'~~~

4
25

I

3S
1982

917

~ Coaunllllkatioafl

tr:y.ad1ran,
Toshiba,
I
2

1990

1

3

I
3

tftfeLocal Executive
Phone/Fax
Laurel Rolls
General Man!ffier of Branch Ops.
(909) 980-70 /944-6000
Richard A. Ray
General Man!fficr
(909) 684-06 /684-5929

Exccutonc T~c~hnn~'GTP Video Neil Lichtman
lntnrmatio X2 oice Mat!
Gener~Manjllicr
lnfostar Predictive Dialer
(909) . 9-19 I ~69-0575
Northern Telecom
Notstar
Meridian One

Eric Gilmore
Senior Sales Executive
(909) 782-X000/71!2-RORO

l>:'~e~vorgna
(909) 272-3100/272-9112

lwat>u
0NYX/0FX Voice Mat!
Vodavi

Vito M. Ta.sselli
President
(909) 594-5895/598-2832
era~ w. Rachel
Prest ent
(909) 370-0693/370-4528

Prime NEC Dealer
~erry Fox
BMC/Call Proccssin~oice Mail istnct Manalfcr
Syst., Stmon by umtron
(909) 736-679 1736-6793
Northe~Jflecom,

ask Jhem for a more direct way of
reaching them . This may save you
dialtng steps in the future.

!I After bus1ness hours, on
weekends and holidays is the
worst lime lo be in voice mail jail
as there is usually no live
assistance available Listen to the
enlire greeting, as many syslems
will offer a secondary telephone
number or an emergency service
number.

7. How many limes have you
called a hustness after hours
trying to reach a person who you
know is waiting for your call,
only to receive a recording
instrucling you to call hack dunng
normal hus1ness hours? Next lime
this happens, lry dialing your
party's exlcnsion anyway, most
systems will route you to your
desttnattOn.

9. On those occasions when
your call is answered by a
recorded greeling lhat informs
you to "please stay on Jhe line,
your call will he answered in the

order it was received," STAY ON
THE LINE. Your call is in a
queue and if you hang up and call
back, you've lost your place in
line!

10. If, as sometimes happens,
you can'l find your way out of a
continuous slream of recorded
greetings to a live person, be
patient and try pressing '0' during
a stlent moment. Pressing a
number of d1fferent buttons out of
desperation does not offer an
escape route! .A

options that you can press for
immediate response. If you are
unsure of what to do, or missed
the instructions, remain on the
line as the majority of systems
will repeat the instructions.

2. If you have a rotary
phone, however, your only option
is to wait patiently. Again, your

willbe up

call should be automatically
answered by a live opera lor within
a few seconds.

3. If you find yourself in an
endless labyrinth of recorded
greetings
that
leave
you
complelely frustraled, press '0.'
In the majority of syslems, this
will send you to a live operator.

/Jtaltlllf., ullh

)'OIIrl'otn•

4. Be sure to take advantage
of system options. Many systems
will autorr;•tically give you the
option of speaking wilh a live

Active-Voice

Inter-Tel
AVf, Active Voice,
Toshiba, Mitel

All of us, from lime to lime,
feel like we are doing a ltfe
sentence
when
we
are
unsuspectingly caught in voice
mail jail. To help you cope, and
eventually escape, here are 10 tips
thai will help you break out of
voice mail jail
J . First of all, when your call
is answered by a recorded
greeltng, DON'T HANG UP!

Interconnect/Telecommunications Firms Serving the Inland Empire
lit

Does it take you minuJes of
pressing buttons lo find a live
person? Do you somelimes
wonder whether the company has
any live people for you lo speak
with?

Ray Lammlein
Regronal Director
(800) 767-46-19/(RIS) 5()9./!124

N/A ,. NotApplicabl~ WND = Would Not Disclose n!a =not a>'flliable. The informatron in the abm·e hst ,.'flS obtaured from the companies listed To the best of our knowledge, the Ill/ormation supp7ed u~c~ur~teThe
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H

ow many ttmes have you
felt you have been placed
"behtnd bars" when
calling a company? You know lhe
routine ... "Thank you for calling
ABC Company. Press 1 for sales,
Press 2 for marketing," and so on.

Wayne Wallace
Vice Prcstdc?JbGcncral Jtgr.
(714) 432-B J4n-tl

N/A =Not Appltcoble WND "' Would Not Disclose na • not avai/4ble. The mf:::esmation rn the abov~ list was obtame'/f,j.om the companies lilltd To the best ofour knowledge, tire informatron fupplied is a;:;at~
tJ.eof!nf.ess rurre. W"jle P'U)'J!:rt is made to ensure '/'A accura,2; and thor$'/~
5 of the ki.Sj ommrons and ty~gra . ~cal errors sometrmes ~cur. Please seiul corrections or addillons on company letter
to.
nimtJ Empire IISIIWS -~ 305 Sacramenlo lila, 0 arw, CA I 64. ResuJrc e by J"fY Strauss opyrrg tl994/n/4nd Empire usiness JournaL

person if the person you have
dialed is nol available.

5. Feel

free

to

leave

\\Ill rt..

accurate, detailed messages.
While there is no replacement for
a real receptionist, voice mail
allows you 10 leave detailed
messages that will be received

> roll Jllt .t hl'ttl'r ".t\ to \\uri<

\\ 11 t

a

message. Voice mail systems are
the most reliable means of leaving
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All the Major Software Programs Have Upgraded, Have You?

By Carlene J ·ncs, LcaJ Instructor at •)c
Computer Tammg C'c~tcr i\t C'omputc·L.anJ
Montclau

F

or ull of us in the :-.oftware
training business, 199-t will
be remembered as the year of
the upgrade.
WordPerfect offered the greatest
surprise by doing such a wonderful
job in bringing graphical interface
to their new 6 0 DOS version.
Microsoft and Lotus standardized
all their products - learn one and
you will understand the basics for
all of them. CorelDraw had barely
offered us 4.0 before announcing
5.0, as did PeachTree in thetr quick
jump from 2.0 to 3.0.
l\ormally when a program's
version number jumps a \\hole digit,
you can expect major changes m the
program This is true for Microsoft,
Lotus. QuatroPro, CorelDraw and
WordPerfect. Unfortunately, many
other programs got caught up in the
upgrade frenzy. made minor
changes, and upped their version

numbers by one
P.tge\1aker was one of
these. J.:serythtng loob the same,
except fnr a few mlllor .ttlditwns.
Some of lhcsc arc nice, such as the
C'l'ntrol Palette l'lus tool lets you
manage e\·ery aspect of your text
from formalltng to kcrnlllg .Jnd
rotating.
Unfortunately, Aldus' attempt at
upgrading was mostly made up of
adding an Aldus AdditiOn pull out
menu that conststs of small scale
programs that JUst do not do
enough. Their ne\~ PS Grouptt is a
waste. It is slow and will not group
text with ohjecb.

WordPerfect Upgrades
WordPerfect. on the other hand,
did a marvelous job of upgrading
5.1 for DOS to 6 0 Unlike
WordPerfect 6.0 for Windows. the
DOS version matntained all of 5.1 's
functton kep and the power of
Reveal Codes. For the timtd (and
286 user) Text Mode is almost
identical to 5 1. Some things, like
List File~. are different, but overall
it is simtlar enough to make you feel
at home.

ID!l

BARTER
EXCHANGE
(The Personal Touch)
Additional Business through Bartering
MTy lay out your herd earned ca>h fe< yOut buolnMO ""P"nMO when you COtl be
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When you pay $200 eah outlay out of your pocket 101 mechanical. pnn\Jng, l~aJ.
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(909) 881-6130-34
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FAX (909) 881·6135

Ask for .Joseph. Julie, Maryann ~LTony

Graphics
Mode,
the
alternate of Text mode, ts what
makes it ,1 must for those who can
not mo\ c up to Windlm s Button
h.trs, scroll bars, what you sec ts
\\ h.tt you get edt ling and, best of all,
cltlk and drag graphtcs arc
combined \l"tth pull down menus,
function keys and reveal codes to
make tills one dynamttc DOS
program.
.
The same cannot he satd for
WordPerfect 6.0 for Windows. Even
though WordPerfect has tried to iron
out all of its glitches with an interim
release 6.0a, this program freezes up
too often. If you are moving into
Windows, you are better off with
Word or AmiPro (whtch has not had
a major upgrade).
Don't he fooled into thinking
that the transttton from 5 .1 for DOS
to 6 0 for Windows will he any
easier than moving tnto Word or
AmiPro. WordPerfect 6 0 is very
different from 5.1 for DOS Your
skills are barely transferable If you
have to learn something hrand new,
you might as well learn one that
works!
Word
6 .0
is
what
WordPerfect 6.0 could be if it
worked. This upgrade has offered
the small business a program so
powerful that you may no longer
need an independent desk-top
publisher. On-screen drawing
capabilities allow you to add
ellipses, circles, squares, arrows and
call-out hoxes anywhere on your
document. Columns can now he set
with varying widths and there are
multtple levels of undos. Word will
automatically correct
often
misspelled words as you type, insert
an Excel spreadsheet right in the
middle of your document (you must
have Excel to do this), and create
envelopes and labels without
making you set up a database.
Microsoft also upgraded
Word.Art so that now you can have
waved, 3-D, shadowed, bulged and
other types of special effect~ added
to your text. The Tab ruler is easier
to use, the toolhars more efficient
and the dialog boxes are set up in an
index tabbed format so that you can
find the commands and options you
want more quickly.
Microsoft also added a
Master View option that lets you
combine, index, cross-reference,
edit and create a table of contents
for multiple sub-documents without

crashing the system. What it does
not do ts contour text wrapping (WP
6.0 does), or allow color separation
when pnnting (Page Maker).

Spreadsheet Upgrades
Word processors are not the
only place that benefited from the
new upgrades. Spreadsheets have
been hit too.
First it was Quatro, then Lotus,
and now Excel to tncorporate
notebook style files that act as
multiple linked spreadsheets. You
now combine all your data in one
file on multiple sheets that allow for
quicker linking, formatting, and
editing and a more stable
environment. This alone is worth
the upgrade. But it gets better. These
programs have simplified database
management, and the complexity of
using functions. No longer do you
have to be an accountant or
mathematician to benefit from a
spreadsheet
Excel has set up a filtering
system that lets you extract
information in any way you want as
many times as you want, just by
choosing critena from the pulldown lists. You no longer have to
define the database, just click inside
it and the system assumes the top
labeled row to be the field rows and
all continuos columns and rows to
be part of it. What could be easier?
Many other programs have
upgraded this year, too numerous to
mention. Most have leaped ahead to
meet the challenge of today's faster
processors and to prepare for the
next generation of operating
systems such as Windows 4.0 and
System 7.5.
There is a downside to these
new products- the amount of
RAM and the proces~'ll speed they
require to work. Do not trust the
memory and processor requirements
stated on the boxes. Get yourself a
good machine with a lot of memory
and a large hard drive. It will be
well worth it.
Technology is moving fast. You
may feel it is a waste to upgrade,
that you should wait. Don't! These
new upgrades can dramatically
increase your productivity. Your
computer no longer has to be paper
weight or a glorified typewriter. It
can become your marketing,
scheduling, desk-top publishing,
and database manager. ..t.
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MAFB Reuse Complicated by Law Assisting Homeless
By John E. Brown

S

ometime late this year the
federal government will
decide how many homeless
people will be housed at March
Air Force Base when it is
realigned However, it may be
possible for officials directmg the
reuse of MAFB to take advantage
of pending reform legislation to
take that dectsion away from the
federal government.
The MAFB realignment will
relocate certain military and
ctvilian posttions from the base
and stgnificant portions of MAFB
will he declared surplus Under
extsting provisions of the 1987
federal Stewart B McKinney
Homeless Assistance Act, those
providing housing for the
homeless are to he given prionty
for surplus government property,
such as the barracks and even the
single and multtple family
dwelling units presently existing
on MAFB.
The March Joint Powers
Authority (MJPA) was created by
the cities of Moreno Valley, Perris,
and Riverside as well as the county
of Riverside , to guide the
realignment of March Air Force
Base from an active duty facility to
a reserve base. When it considered
the MAFB Draft Land Use Plan on
Sept. 21, 1994, the MJPA indicated

a preference for job producing
land uses as a maJor emphasis of
the base reuse plan, but indicated
at least some planned uses may
need to be revised or changed in
response to the disposition of
homeless screening requests.

Disposition of Property
at MAFB
A complicated series of rules,
regulattons, and practices has
grown
up
around
the
implementation of laws governing
the dtsposal and reuse of federal
property, such as those portions of
MAFB whtch will he declared
surplus property. A series of
screening acttons have been
establtshed hy federal law that
determine who may acquire federal
property and hy what means.
The initial steps of this
screening process prefers the
Department of Defense, or related
entities, over other federal
agencies. As of early August of
1994, 29 dtfferent requests had
been received from the Department
of Defense, or related entities, as
well as state and local entities.

Homeless Providers
It is the 21 expressions of
interest received during this initial
screening period from homeless

providers under the McKinney Act
which could most dramatically
affect property to be disposed of.
The McKtnney Act is intended to
facilitate the use of certain public
resources and programs in a more
coordinated manner to meet the
urgent needs of the homeless.
Federal officials had declared
17,000 properties. mostly confined
to closed or realign military bases,
ready for use by the homeless. A
very small percentage of such
properttes are ever used for such
purposes, however, tn large part
because the properties tend to be
deteriorated,
unsafe
or
maccessible. That is the case with
at least some portion of the
existing residential properties at
MAFB, some of which had heen
scheduled to be demolished hy the
Atr Force prior to the announced
realignment.
Those portions of MAFB which
are to he disposed of and declared
surplus and also deemed to be
suitahle for homeless asststance
purposes have already been listed
by HUD in the Federal Register.
Interested organtzations were
required to submit written notices
to the Department of Health and
Human Services by July 6, 1994,
and a 90-day period of applicant
reviews has now begun.
Persons, organizations and local
governments seektng MAFB base
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property and buildings for the
homeless have now submitted their
letters of intent to HHS and will be
required to submtl detailed
applications by Oct 6, 1994 .
Organizations expressing interest
so far include the Survive Food
Bank,
Riverside
County's
Department of Social Services and
the Inland Atds ProJeCt, among
others. It ts unclear at this point
how many of these homeless
providers will actually make
application for the disposition of
specific properties on MAFB.

Proposed McKinney Act
Reform Legislation
More than half a dozen
proposals to reform provtsions of
the McKinney Act have recently
been considered by both the
Untted
States
House
of
Representatives and Senate.
Specific reform legtslatton was
adopted in the House of
Representatives on July 22, which
has been referred to the Senate
where there has currently been no
action. If this legislation is adopted
by the Senate and the President
signs it into law, it could change
some of the methods whereby the
McKinney Act applies to bases to
be closed and realigned, including
MAFB.
The reform legislation would
change the McKinney Act in
several ways. Although the
procedures for the tdentification
and notification of property for
disposition remain essentially the
same, the amendments provide for
an alternative transfer plan
provided by a local redevelopment
authority.
Should the reform legislation
become law, it will be interesting
to watch whether the MJPA will
elect to stay with the existing
McKinney Act process or whether
it will legally attempt to take
advantage of the reform legislation
by amending its recently submitted
Draft Land Use Plan to address
homelessness . ..t.
John E. Brown is a partner of

& LDDS METROMEDIA
~OMML

Nl(
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Best, Best & Krieger. Best, Best, &
Krieger is a law firm which provides a
full range of legal and bond counsel
servtces to public agencies.
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Nation's Best Entrepreneurs on Rapid Growth Path
By Donald N. Ecker

D

espite a business climate
where increasing taxes,
uncertainty over health
care, tougher competition and rising
customer demands weigh heavily on
their operations, the nation's best
entrepreneurs feel they remain on a
rapid growth path according to the
sixth annual survey by Ernst &
Young, LLP.
The survey was sent to 1,908
members of the Entrepreneur Of
The Year Institute"' (EOYI). The
Institute is composed exclusively of
past recipients of the Entrepreneur
Of The Year® award - a group that
now repres.:nts more than 1,900
busmesses.
Three hundred eighty-four
members part1c1pated m the 1994
survey, which probed economic,
spending
and
employment
expectations as well as other timely
issues affecting business and the
nation. This year, participants were
again polled on key legislative
proposals, growth and financing
issues, international trade, and
questioning was expanded in the
key areas of taxes and health care
reform.
When the 1993 survey was
done, the country had a new
administration and respondent~ took
a "wait-and-see" attitude regarding
President Clinton's aggressive
proposals.
Over the last year the mood of
entrepreneurs - cautious optimism
- appears to have changed little
and their overall outlook remains
mixed. A slight majority (54
percent) sec a favorable economic
climate, yet many predict the 1993
Tax Act will have a negative impact

Introduce New Products
and Services
Expand Into New
Domestic Markets

;·;~~

70

The survey shows that
entrepreneurs are expanding their
commitment to competitiveness by
making their operations more
efficient and more focused on
customer satisfaction. This was
evidenced by mcreased investments
in technology, nev. products and
customer service.
Another area respondents
focused on was getting and keeping
quality employees. A significant
percentage of respondents plan to
add people - and a rising number
say they will place more emphasi::.
on keeping the good ones they
already have.
According to the data,
respondents expect capital spending
to moderate in 1994, with spending
growth expected to be about three
percent less than in 1993. Curiously,
59 percent of the respondents expect
borrowing from traditional bank
sources to get easier in the next
year; however, 60 percent believe
lending criteria have tightened.

Business Climate
The nation's entrepreneurs
reveal more optimism for their
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businesses than for the U S.
economy in general. A growing
number of respondents see
conditions less favorable for
growth, and an mcreasing number
have lower spending and profit
expectations.
Fifty-four percent of the
respondents expect an economy
conducive to growth over the next
year - the same percentage who
shared that expectation in 1993 (but
24 percent lower than indicated in
the post-Desert Storm numbers of
1992). Last year, onl)' nine percent
of respondents envisioned "less
favorable" conditions; this year that
number rose to 15 percent. Hightech companies - traditionally
among the most optimistic of
industries surveyed - represented
the only industry this year where
less than half (48 percent) of
respondents expected more
favorable growth conditions in the
year ahead.
Entrepreneurial companies
proved more conservative in their
1994 capital spending projections
(as reported last year) than in their
actual 1994 outlays. Look for a
slight decline in the percentage of
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companies who will increase
spending next year and expect more
companies to spend less.

Streamlining for Profitability
Overall, entrepreneurs appear
determined to boost profits, despite
increasing cost and competitive
pressures. The survey reveals that
71 percent of respondents expect
profits to increase next yearevidence that entrepreneurs will
meet their business challenges by
intensifying efforts to eliminate
waste and enhance efficiency.
Based on average increased
employment, the survey's 384
respondents created over 27,000 net
new jobs last year, more than double
the number predicted by the 1993
survey. In addition, more than 60
percent of respondents plan to add
people this year, with significant
gains expected in the wholesale,
retail, and high-tech industries. As a
group, EOYI companies contmue as
fertile ground in the nation's efforts
to grow jobs.

Growth Strategies and
Financing
The growth strategies of EOYI
members arc shown to be ambitious,
multi-faceted and focused on
expanding
opportunities.
Respondents plan to continue their
emphasis on developing the new
products and services that customers
want and need, and will seek to
broaden their customer base by
expanding into new domestic and
international markets. To effectively
achieve expansion, companies are
showing more willingness to enter a
merger or pursue an acquisition.
Nearly one-in-five respondents is
likely to enter a merger, compared
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on their employment and capital
spending plans. Most expect profits
to mcrease, yet the vast majonty
worry that health care reform - as
outlined by the president- will
pmch those profit-;.
The majority recognize new
opportunitJes for international
expansion, yet nearly half are
concerned over the protection
afforded by current trade policies.

80
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to one-in-ten last year.
Entrepreneurs recogmze and
accept that international expansion
will play an increasingly pivotal
role in the long-term growth of most
companies. A majority of
respondents are currently pursuing
global opportunities, albeit in a
cautious, measured way.
The trend towards international
expans1on IS expected to accelerate
as entrepreneurs learn more about
fore1gn customers and markets,
better understand the provisions of
the North Ameocan Free Trade
Agreement and the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade,
and perhaps more importantly, begm
to see more competitors do it.
Financing is still critical to
expansion- undercapitalized firms
will find 11 more difficult to
maintain competitiveness in an
increasingly globalized, technologically advanced marketplace.
Respondents expect to find

borrowmg from traditional bank
sources easier in the next year.
However, the majority expect
lending critena to tighten a~ lenders
seek to link with companies that
appear "best bets" for the long term.
Among industries, h1gh-tech firms
appear most concerned about capital
accessibility.

Government Polley
Policies and directions set m
Washington have a direct 1mpact on
entrepreneunal businesses. Eightytwo percent of respondents favor
welfare reform . In conjunctiOn,
respondents also strongly support a
balanced budget amendment along
w1th placing importance on tort
reform, anti-crime legislation, lobby
reform and efforts to reform the
nation's unemployment system. All
of these areas carry significant
busmess Implications.
No issue, however, strikes

entrepreneurial nerves more
strongly than health care reform.
Health care is of special concern
to entrepreneurs already facing a
growing array of cost and
competitive pressures. The results
of the survey show that (costs aside)
EOYI companies have expanded the
level of health care coverage for
their employees. Fifty-nine percent
of respondents say they now pay at
least 75 percent of employee health
care premiUms.

A Complex Business World
The 1994 survey was conducted
during a time of contmued transitwn
and accelerating change for the
nation and the world.
Th1s year's survey reveals
increasing
entrepreneurial
awareness that solving today's
complex business challenges
requires dealing successfully with a
w1demng array of people, process

and technology issues. Overall, the
results indicate entrepreneurs are
taking a more holistic view of their
businesses, distributing their focus
more evenly and proactively on
solutions that involve the
interrelation of operations, human
resources, finance and marketing,
rather than on dealing with the
"issue of the day."
EOYI members recognize
tomorrow's opportunities and
challenges and are readying their
companies for both . They are
contaming costs, improving quality,
adding new products and services,
boosting customer satisfaction and
- most importantly - attracting
and keeping good people. A.
Donald N. Ecker ts the managmg panner of
Ernst & Young LLP 's Inland Emptre office
In addttton, Mr Ecker is the director of
entrepreneurial services for the Southern
California area which comprises Orange
County, San Otego, and the Inland Emptre.

Bourns Named Master Entrepreneur of the Year
rom the garage of their
Altadena home, Marian and
Rosemary Bourns began
manufactunng a device designed for
mihtary and defense programs. The
miniature
lineal
motion
potentiometer, the first of its kind,
was the beginning of Boum~. Inc., a
worldwide electronics corporation
with more than 3,000 products and
annual sales over $250 million.
The key to Bourns' success was
in providing customers with
products that provided electronic
solutions, and that foundation has
kept them at the top of their field for
more than 55 years.
"Bourns is structured as a marketdriven company able to serve and
respond quickly to customer needs,"
according to Gordon Bourns,
president, CEO, and chairman of the
board. "We accomplish this by
selecting our markets carefully and
by adding product lines that support
steady growth patterns."
Based on the company's ability to
maintain excellence over a sustained
period of time, Gordon Bourns and
his senior management team were
selected as the Master Entrepreneur
Of The Year through the

F

Entrepreneur Of The Year®
program sponsored by Ernst &
Young LLP, Inc. magazme and
Merrill Lynch. Ernst & Young
created the program in 1986 to
honor those individuals whose hard
work, ingenuity and perseverance
have created and sustained
successful, growing companies.
According to Donald Ecker,
managing partner of the Ernst &
Young Inland EmpHe office and
area director of Entrepreneurial
Services, "Gordon and his team
were chosen by our panel of judges
primarily because of their high
company values and strong
relationship with employees,
customers,
suppliers,
and
shareholders They also take an
innovative approach to basic
management pracllces in !'reas such
a<; finance, sales and marketing, and
human resources."

Committed to Customer
Satisfaction
Bourns' management team is well
aware
of
the
competitive
environment in which they operate,
and they recognize that customer

service is the way to stay on top.
The
management
team
challenged everyone to a 100
percent on-time delivery system for
each customer. Needless to say,
employees and many out~iders were
skeptical. But, with management
support, the company has achieved
this goal in many of their major
product lines. Bourns gained the
confidence of their customers,
which helped the customer reduce
inventory carrying costs. The new
system also allowed Bourns to win
new customers without cutting their
sales price and while maintaining a
strong profit margin.

Continuous Improvement in
a Competitive Market
The recession has forced many
companies to reduce direct
operating and overhead costs.
Through
their
continuous
improvement programs, the Bourns
management team has achieved
significant manufacturing cost
reductions. They did this without
sacrificing product quality and
keeping current on technology to
effectively beat the competition.

Committed to Their
Employees and the
Community
To create a sense of ownership for
everyone in the COIU{Wiy, an employee
reward system was implemented.
Besides company or divisional group
goals, the performance evaluation
provides for the recognition of individual
achievements. In their foreign plants and
locations, the company offers specific
incentives and fringe benefits to
employees that recognize local customs
and cultural differences.
Because the company is so
successful, Bourns feels strongly about
giving something back to the
community. That's why the Bourns
Family Foundation was created. They
have already donated $6 million to the
engineering department at University of
California, Riverside. The company has
since formed several alliances with
universities to share and develop new

technologies.
Bourns' financial performance, sound
management practices, continuity of
their management team's focus and
evidence of sustained improvement in
business has played a key role in its

success. ...
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·so he's some fancy schmancy photographer now huh?
Well, that kid was always up to something.
I knew all he needed was a little discipline and a few push-ups.
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llll'ile )'Oil to partzcipatc genero11sly in BUSINESS T!U:NDS 95' - A

Cclc/Jmtion of Excellence!
Sincerely,

c?dxi~~

VISUAL IMPACT

~on11ncru.11

ph otogr.1phy

Pat Gilbreath

fRED ARMJTA E VI UA IMPA

8 l

PH 909 460 0270

Partner, Eadie a/ICI Payne

Attend: BUSINESS TRENDS '95 -

I

t Sponsors:

e

E \ DI E
1\

PAY~

Com1ng November 3, 1994

E bus1ness 1ournaI AGEWAVL
iNLAND EMPIRE

M ARK [liNG

United Way

"In marketing, one big idea can change et•erythi11g. Age \Vave is it for the
90's." - John Swllcy.

Presented by Eadie and Payne

"Thanks again for bringing Age \\'tn·e's special seminar to Kellogg USA ... As
e.\ pected, it was outstanding! It changed tlze way [our} people are thinking."
Karen AiacLeod, Director, Communications, Kellogg USA, Inc.
"In our opinion, there is no group in the country more qualified for plotting a
strategy to meet the needs of the 50-plus group." -John C. Mitchell, Senior
Vice President, Sales, Customer Service and Trade Marketing, Nabisco Foods.

CCPlca~c join 11s ,\ovcmbcr 3, J99.J, for 1111 aftcmoon and Cl'Cntng o(proj~·sstonal groll't h and celebration. Hear what nuuty of the l\'Orld\ lcad111g lntstness experts arc prcdtcting for I 995 and
beyond. lcam holl' thtsc trends H'ill i111pact rour business hert• in the Inland E111ptrc. Disco1·cr

The Candlelight Dinner Forum panel includes:

new \\'G)'S of douzg busi/Jt'ss that could in, rcasc your success no11'. . and ora the t"omtng years ' '

Bmcc Clarf.., Ph.D., Age \\'m•c, Inc.
Mr. William Anthony, Inland Empire Business /oumal
Pat Gillm:ath, CPA. Eadie and Payne

-l.adte and Pa}'IIC

Eldon Lcwis,Ph.D., Dean, School ofBustness 6 Pu/Jlic
Administration, Cal State Uni1•., San Bernardino

Business Trends '95- A Celebration of Excellence
November 3, 1994
3:30 - 8:00 P.M., Riverside Convention Center

\ \'illia111 A. Toy, Director of Marketing, Recreational
Vehicle Group, Fleetwood Industries
I Valter Henry, Ph.D., E111eritus Professor of Marketing, UCR

Business Trends '95 - A Celebration of

Ca ndl elig ht Dinner will be served to

Excellence b egin s at 3:30

with our

guests of The Even in g Forum. The

kevnote prese ntation The Maturing

Forum, composed of renowned business

Marketplace and You, featuring national-

e\.perts, begins at 7:00

P.\1.

P..\1.

The lively

ly recogni ze d expert and

panel discussion will ad dress

public s peaker Dr. Bru ce

such issues as "The Boomers

Clark of Age \\'ag e, Inc. As

and Business Innovation,"

the world 's leading authority

"Blending Accounting and

on the maturing marketplace,

Marketing," "Tomorrow's

Age Wave, Inc., has worked

Business Practices," and

extensively with such notable

"Today's Business Trends in

clients at Prudential, Quaker

the Inland Empire." The

Oats, John so n & Johnson ,
Coca-Cola, Chrysler, CBS,
and Time, Inc., to name a fe\\.
Mr. Clark's rare appearance in
the Inland Empire offers perhaps the only opportunity to
see and hear this dynamic, unforgettable
presentation in person. Then from 6:00 8:00 P. .\t., following Age Wave's two- hour

afternoon presentation, a full course

Win a Free 1995 VIP Box Suite for
Glen Helen's Blockbuster Pavilion!
During the Candlelight Dinner a drawing will be held for a complimentary \'IP Box Suite (to seat
four) at Glen Helen's Blockbuster Pa\ ilion entitling the winner to attend all 1995 events. The winner
ma) elect to choose fi,·c 1995 \'IP ~cason Ticket Reserved Seats instead ($7,500 \alue).

Business Trends '95- A Celebration of Excellence
3:30 · 5:30

The Hatunng Marketplace and You. lndivrdual: $55 each • Eight or more: $45 each

P.M.

6:00 · 8:00

P.M.

Candlelight Drnner forum. Individual: $75 each • Eight or more: $65 each

Both Events: (Presentauon &forum) . lndrvidual: $110 each • Eight or more: $90 each
Students and Sentors: Half Pnce.

r--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------,

I

:I Please RSVP

panel will also be taking ques-

RESERVATION

I
I

tion s from the audience.

:I The Matunng Marketplace and You

Please take advantage of this

: J:JQ - 5:JQ

once-only business develop -

l Candlelight Dmner Forum

No. of Trckeu

P.H.

Donation

s__

I

ment opportunity! Not only
will you and your company
benefit, but your attendance will also
help to raise much needed proceeds for
United Way. Don't miss this unforgettable business experience.

:I 6:00 - 8:00

P.H.

I

: Both Events: Presentation and Forum
I
I

Total Enclosed:

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Please reserve a table for e1gh1
Check/Honey Order Enclosed

Name _ _ _ _ __
Company _ _ __
Street Address
Crty, State, Zrp - - - - Phone Number

VISA

Exp.

I
I

S1gnature:

Please RSVP

Desrgnated Contnbuuon to Unued Way of _ _ _ _ __
Hamr{ard

: Accounr Number
J

s
s__
s__

F 0 RM

_ ----

Please ma1l to: Eadre and Payne, JJO Nonh 0 Srree~ Suue 500, San
Semardmo, CA 91401 Hakr checks payable to Ead1e and Payne.
1Wo of donauon reprmnu a chantable conmbuuon 10 Unued Way

~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~
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EADI E
PAYNE

~To

emember
During 0 en Enrollment.

\ \D

Ccrtifit·d Puhli(' \ t·<·ountanh

~or se\en t \·-fivc yea rs,

depth business experience. And

(77 Ea d ie an d Pay ne ha, co n-

this experience then compounds

s is tentl y d el ive red workable

Eadie and Pay ne\ va lue to its

is fast upon us, and Pomona Valley Hospital Medtcal Center wants to be the health care facility at the top of your list.

acco untin g a nd ma nageme n t

cl ients. Eadie an d Payne starts by

Here's our list.

solut ions to busi nesses an d in di-

helping clients define th e black

vidu als th ro ug ho ut

and

the \Ves tern Un ited

fi nance. T his initial

States. Few business-

work may take th e

es eve r en joy s u ch

fo rm of tax prepara-

continu o us, lon g-

l ion, acco untin g,

te rm s uccess . Th ey

or aud iti ng. T h e n ,

'~hite

Just a reminder to our fellow employers in a posttJon to make health care decisions for others. Open enrollment

areas of

come and go with little to susta in

thro ugh th e deeper exami nation

them . But Eadi e and Pa yne has

of those critical gray areas Eadie and

fueled its ongoing success by help-

Payne wo rks towa rd mi nimizin g

in g its cli ents s uccee d . This

cl ien ts' risks, and capi ta li zi ng o n

success, in turn , mea n s mo re in -

opportunities.

1. We work directly wtth your chosen HMO or PPO to keep costs at an absolute minimum.
2. We provide 24-hour access to both our truly comprehensive health care facility and your affiliated personal physician.
3. We share an mtegrated network of utilization resources and case management with over 250 affiliated area physictans.
4. We've been keepmg people happy and healthy mthe Pomona Valley community since 1903, and we can serve
every medical need to the year 2003 and beyond.
5. We actively help keep partictpants educated about all our services and how they can priorinze their use of them.
6. Oh, and we honor over 100 dtfferent health care plans. (Contact your health benefits manager or call your health

plan direct for mformation.) That about covers it. Here's another list with just some of our spectal services.
Eadie and Payne, Ccrllfied Public Accountants, e111ploys 30 people 111

liS

three

locations, serv1ng cl1ents thro ughout Californ ia and Arrzona.

San Bernardino Office
330 No rth "D" Street, Suite 500
San Bernardino, CA 9240 I
(909) 889-007 1 · Fax (909) 889 -1780
Redlands Office
300 1-.• State Street, Suite 2 12
Redlands, CA 92373
(909) 793-2406 · Fax (909) 792-35 16

fbmonct Val lev H<)~pital MedKal (_enter
h

STIAD HEART CENTIR
'iince •}86 alu stMCeadult ..ar~ ..are
program mduding open ~= swgel)l
cordJar cathetnzz::cn, «<ucat> nal and

support groop prugyano
"ard.J 1c sttVKes

anG all "" "'

ROBERT AND BEVERLY LEWIS
FAMILY CANCER CARE CENTER

Ontario Office
430 N. Vineyard, Suite 202
Ontario, CA 91 764
(909) 983-4250 · Fax (909) 983-41 5 1

STRATU'> 19'J4

h

r

1111

an

n pr gr s f h r

01

n

FAMll.Y B!Rlli SERVICES
AT TI1E WOMEN'S CENTER

WOMEN'S DIAGNOSTIC
IMAGINGCENTIR

F..:! S<MC< pr gr.un lor exp<ctlllt pamns
and men familits me ::::;ng the ennatJ!
Centa Neorul3! lntr': .., .are Urul
N!(t and U!Rl< room buthing SUltlS

tr«Stlnd~ Centrr lor saeenrng and

dmQ m dr ., ,

tr

SPORTS MEDICINE CENTIR

(I.D!U'

dJagnosuc: mammography evaluanons
a .mind by the .l.rntncan lolla '
Raawlogy Ar. fcre11e ;a££ and ope-l "'
public. lemung c<n~"'

REGIONAL KIDNEY STONE
CENTIR

MAGNETIC RESONANCE
IMAGING CENTER (MRI)

" tlnne

f

Or·

hasp!t!.l basal sport;
mdane ~ "' me p ::nona Va!Jey

SLHP DISORDERS CENTIR
:dm

24·HOUR EMERGENCY ROOM
SERVICES

'"'

d mn <

PHYSIOAN REFERRAL SERVICE
. pb}'Sial!lS throug!: Ill<
'<fJO'l. Me:ulay dur:Jgh Fnday
h •
r'D <AL ~ ''00

PLEASE CAll
(909) 865-9129
mFIND ourAllOUTlHE.SEAND
OTHERSERV!as

.un
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LLDS Sets Its Sights on the Inland Empire

hat long distance phone
company to choo~e has
never been an easy
decision for business owners.
Television ads and telemarketers
give you conflicting information,
throw in potentially confusing
incentives like volume discounts,
and now add on the marketing that
will come with local long distance,
and it's only going to get worse.
Many Inland Empire business
owners feel they need an advanced
degree just to figure out their phone
bill.
Now a new company is entering
the fray for your phone business,
but they promise to simplify things.
LLDS Communications, Inc., is a
long distance carrier that focuses on
the business community.
"We provide the same quality
and features that the competition
does, but we do it at a lower price,"
said Cheryl Kawalec, the branch
manager of LLDS' Riverside office.
"We can do this because we don't
have the big residential markets
they do, we don't have the big

television advertising campaigns,
we don't have the expenses they
do."
LLDS Communications, Inc.
provides domestic and international
long distance telecommunications
servtces through its digital network
to business and residential
customers.

Simplifying Your Bill

there is a need for our services in
the area," Kawalec said. "I think a
lot of people have moved to this
area because of lower housing
prices, which drove businesses out
here with them."

" We provide the same
quality and features that

Another thing LLDS does not do
is try to lure business with special
gimmick offers. They have a flatrate prictng plan No Volume
Discounts, no confusing bills.
"It's not like they need to have an
accounting degree to figure out their
monthly phone bill," Kawalec said.
LLDS is now focusing their
attention on the growing Inland
Empire market. The sales staff at
the Riverside office, one of seven in
Southern California, has more than
doubled in size in the last five
months.
'There has been a lot of growth
in the Inland Empire, and I believe

Service.
Integrity.
Leadership.
CAPSTONE
C ONSTRUCTION COMPANY, INC.

the competition does, but
we do it at a lower price,"
said Cheryl Kawalec, the
branch manager of LLDS'
Riverside office.

LLDS Expands
Recently, LLDS purchased
WiiTel Network Services, a division
of WiiTel, for $2.5 billion in cash.
While the sale is subject to the

Call for a free consultation.
UCEI'JIOIIAI. COIISTIIIICTIOII RaVICU
CONITRUCnoN IIANAGEMENT • 0£110N/8UrL.D IEfMCEI

TIJIIWfT ~ • COIIMERCW. RIIIOOELJ*I • HIITOIUCAL fiiESTORAT10N

LLDS ts also looking to
expanding it~ market by jumping in
tbe newly deregulated local long
distance market. Local long distance
is calls more than 12 miles away
from your business but under 75.
Local long distance is a large part
of the bill for many Inland Empire
compantes that make many of their
phone calls to customer and clients
in the Los Angeles area or out into
the Coachella Valley. LLDS will
bring the low prices and quality of
service they pride themselves on to
this area as well. 4

Nobody wants to put
callers ~on-hold', but...
,,, it happens.
~

the advantages of having

~rlrdUJ~
'on-hold':
~
~
~
~

~
~
~
~

~

(909) 682-6225

approvals
by
the
Federal
Communications CommissiOn and
various state public servtce
agencies, that is expected by year'send.
WilTel Network Services, which
employs about 2,100 people,
operates one of only four national
digital
telecommuntcattons
networks in the United States
Combining LLDS' and WilTel's
networks will result in a 15,000plus mile state-of-the-art digital
system.

~
~

Acquire greater name recognition.
Boost customer referrals.
Create greater awareness of company capabilities
Decrease incoming call abandonment.
Educate callers about products and services.
Enhance your company image.
Gain a competitive edge.
Improve customer service.
Introduce sales and promotions.
Keep callers' interest centered on your company.
Maximize return of existing marketing investments.

~ INCREASE PROFITABLE SALES!

..cHJITRW, JWMWAnoN • NEW FACM..ITlfl COWITRUCTION

Call 1-800-747-2562 today!
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Largest Housing Development in Inland Empire Planned

I

t will be a few years, b.ut
when The Vtllages at Lytle
Creek is completed, it wtll
be the largest mtxed-use
development project in the
Inland Empire .
At 3,600 acres, the masterplanned community will feature
three separate residential
villages each with tis own focal
point, a variety of commercial
uses, light industrial opportunities, and community activity
and recreational centers.
The project area is located
within the sphere of influence of
the city of Rialto and bound by
Riverside Avenue , the San
Bernardmo National 1-orest, San
Bernardino County's Glen Helen
Regional Park and Sheriff's
training facility, and the El
Rancho Verde Golf Course.
Included withtn the 3,600 acres
ts a 9,300-acre sand and gravel
mtning operation, owned by
Sunwest Materials, which will
continue to operate.
The developer of the project
ts Lytle Creek Land and
Resources, a stock corporation
whose major owners are the
C.L. Pharris family, who have
been in the Inland Empire for 25
years. Lytle Creek Land and
Resources put together a team
of development professionals
which has been working for the
past two-and-a-half years with
the city of Rialto and the
adjacent communities to create a
quality plan whtch will enhance
the region while addressing a
number of issues.
The three planned villages
(South, East and North) call for
8, 700 housing units in a variety
of types, ranging from singlefamily detached to multiplefamily attached. Entrances to
each of the Villages will have
their own theme, ranging from a
town plaza to a community park
to a lake. The Villages will have
vehicular loop systems with
landscaped
setbacks
and
pedestrian access. Special
attention is being given to park
and recreational opportunities,
pedestrian
friendly
environments, creative landscape
op t ions and buffers for the
mi ning operation.
Co m mercial a nd i nd u s t ria l

uses include a light industrial
business park and a number of
retail and offtce locations, many
of which arc planned along both
sides of the 1-15 freeway and
the intersection of Riverside and
Sierra Avenues The vtllage
plaza planned for South Village
includes retail shops, restaurants
and office opportuntties that
will
be
built
on
a
vehicular/pedestrian round-about central plaza
Park
and
recreational
factltties include the large
entrance parks planned for
primary entrances of East and
North Villages, a linear park
between East Village and
existing homeowners in El
Rancho Verde, a number of
smaller neighborhood parks
throughout all three villages and
a proposed system of trails.

Developmental
Dilemmas
The project area is currently
undeveloped and offers a
number of challenging issues,
not the least of which is flood
control.
Designated a 100-year flood
plain, long-time residents of the
regton will argue it should
really be considered a "30 year"
flood plain as major events
seem to occur tn that span of
time. With this in mind, Lytle
Creek Land and Resources has
been consulting with highly
respected hydrologists and
engtneers. They have studied
Lytle Creeks flood patterns and

come up with a plan to hegin the
necessary channel below the 115 brtdge which crosses the
creek bed Thts will leave the
upper portion of the property at
the entrance to the canyon in its
natural state . The proposed
channel will be approximately
600 feet wide, constructed with
a soft bottom and designed to
handle the worst possible flood
conditions.

"Each of The Villages of
Lytle Creek wi/1 have its
own focal point and not be
just another 'planned
community'" said Jerry
Pharris.

The area has a number of
valuable ground water recharge
basins which will be preserved
as part of open space for the
project. Future plans call for
providing methods of capturing
and retaining water that is
currently being lost down
stream for local use.
With a development the
magnitude of The Villages at
Lytle Creek wtll come a change
to current trafftc patterns.
Riverside Avenue will be
widened to six lanes and plans
are being drawn up for the
redesign of the intersection of
Riverside and Sierra Avenues.
The Sierra/1-15 interchange will

LYT\£ Cft£B( LAND I>HO R£SOURCES INC.

also be upgraded to handle the
increased traffic flow.

Surrounding
Communities Getting
Involved
The development team
assembled by Ron and Je~ry
Pharris is led by project
manager Ray Becker and has
been working with the city of
Rialto Planning Department for
several years to develop a
concept which is subject to
review. In addtlton to the city, a
number of local residents,
adjacent communities and the
county have also played a part
in the process prior to the
preparation of the plan.
Communtty leaders in the
Las Colinas development,
residents in Lytle Creek
Canyon, members of the
community of Devore and the
Rialto MAC Board of Directors
have been involved in the
process through a series of
meetings and project tours.
Reactions have been positive
with each group expressing their
own concerns.
"Each of The Villages of
Lytle Creek will have its own
focal point and not be just
another ·planned community'"
said Jerry Pharris. "We are
committed to giving the city of
Rialto
and
surrounding
communities a project they can
be proud of, one that will
receive wide recognition for
quality,
creativity,
and
community spirit." .a.
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Hawaii Health Model Wrong for Nation's Reform

Missing Health Care Questions
By Burton Yale Pines, Editor
MediaNomics

F

or more than a year
journalists have been
writing about America's
health care system. As an ongoing story with intense public
interest, journalists have had a
rare opportunity to move beyond
sound-bite driven, fast-breaking
news with its tight deadlines and
limitations of space. The
challenge has been to analyze,
dissect and explain health care and
the ''reforms" proposed for it in
such clarity and depth that the
public would come to understand
them.
Distressingly. the media have
failed to respond to this challenge.
Robert Samuelson, an unfailingly
astute analyst of public policy
issues, wrote in the Washington
Post, "The press ought to be
asking itself whether it has blown
(the health care) story .. The
answer is yes."
Journalists would not blow the
story if they, tn the best

journalistic tradition, ask some
tough questions:
How serious is America's
health care crisis? The nearuniversal theme is that health care
is deep in crisis. Missing from
journalists ' stories are experts
who say: "What crisis? Sure there
are problems, but we can solve
them
without
completely
overhauling the system."
Who will be hurt by the
various reforms? "Victims" of
the current health C'ire delivery
system
rece1ve
extensive
coverage. But what about the
possible victims of various
"reform" plans - Americans who
could lose their jobs, commumties
in which small businesses may not
expand and others?
Who are the health care
reformers? The only reformers
interviewed are those insisting
that only government action can
solve America's health care
problems. Missing are reformers
who offer private sector, marketdriven ways to expand care to all
Americans and to reduce costs.

What has happened to, as
Samuelson also asks, journalists'
"seasoned"
skepticism?
Reporters should be asking: "Is
there any precedent for the
premise that a government
program can reduce health care
costs?" Misstng is the reporter's
irritating interjection : ''Wait a
minute, Mr. President - or
Senator Mitchell. Can you cite any
evidence of any government
program reducing costs? Do you
really expect a health care
bureaucracy to be more efficient
than the Post Office or Pentagon?"
Where is reporters' legendary
chutzpah remtnding officials that
the Paperwork Reduction Act has
not reduced federal red tape and
that Richard Nixon's price
controls did not control prices?
Will the proposed plans lead
to rationing? Reporters have not
investigated how similar plans
abroad have spawned multi-tiered
systems and even black markets as
government-funded or managed
systems fail to meet all demands
for health care.

Will the "reforms" politicize
health care? Reporters should
ask: "Won't the federal health care
agencies be susceptible to the
same pressure from Congressional
committees that has pressured
Amtrak in deciding what routes to
keep operating, the Pentagon in
deciding what weapons to buy and
the
General
Services
Admintstration in deciding where
to rent or buy federal offices?"
Time is running short for the
press to make up for the lost time
and begtn adequately educating
the American public about health
care. If a health care law is not
enacted this fall, however,
journalists will have a rare second
chance to do better.
To be sure, America needs
health care reforms. So far, most
journalists have done nothing to
help Americans choose wisely
among the varied reform
proposals. Indeed, this too is the
conclusion of Samuelson: "The
press' job is to bring candor and
clarity to issues ... On health care,
we haven't." .A

Regulations Don't Stop One Company's Growth
by Don Greenblatt

ritics of the environmental
movement have barely
taken time to draw a breath
while they claim that the
governmental regulations and fees
are suffocating businesses. Prices
are falsely inflated, thereby
decreasing
demand.
Many
companies must simply go out of
business, since the cost of updating
machinery to meet the codes
creates too much of a financial
burden to warrant their continued
existence.
One company in Orange County
has proven that living with the
pollution fees and permits is,
indeed, difficult; however, it is a
necessary part of business and, if
run correctly, a business can grow
by leaps and bounds.
Powdercoat Services Inc . of
Anaheim paints products made by
other companies. Everybody knows
that paint is an environmentalist's
mortal enemy. The fees and permits
a paint company pays comes

C

nowhere close to the cost of
cleaning up the pollution 11 causes.
But what if a company uses a nonpolluting process to paint with? It
should not have to pay those fees
and permits, right?

Many companies
must simply go
out of business.

Wrong. The powder coating
process uses an electrostatic charge
to apply the paint to a surface. This
is a completely dry method that is
10 times less polluting than the
normal spraying of paint. However,
Powdercoat Services Inc. spends
$18,000 annually in equipment
permits, but only $10 a year in fees
for actual emissions.
The logic of the permits is that a
company must pay for the pollution

potential of its machinery, not what
it actually produces in pollution.
This is just the beginning of the
costs to operate a paint company
that Powdercoat Services faces. In
fact, the company pays Jorgensen
Environmental of Ontario $40,000
to $50,000 a year to advise them of
the seemingly endless flood of rules
and laws that affect paint
companies.
Despite what may seem an
injustice, Powdercoat Services is
thriving. President Pete Hutchinson
has learned in 13 years of business
that dealing with bureaucracy can
be costIy, but as all businesses do,
he just passes the cost off to the
customers.
According
to
Hutchinson, the biggest problem
companies like his face are the flyby-night operations that pop up.
"For every company that pays its
fees, there's three that don't," says
the president of Powdercoat
Services. These companies operate
at illegally induced low overhead
until a bureaucrat finds out about
them and shuts the operation down.
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Although the lesson of
Powdercoat Services is not clearcut, it seems that the critics of the
environmental movement have

Although the lesson of
Powdercoat Services Is
not clear-cut, it seems that
the critics of the
environmental movement
have something to learn.

something to learn. If a company
can grow and profit as it pays for
environmental clean-up, then we
can have our cake and eat it too.
Pete Hutchinson is able to put food
on his children's plates and sleep at
night knowing he is doing
something for their future as well.

•

by Jack Fari>

S

ince the health care debate
began, President C'l1nton
has been touting Hawaii's
health care system as the premier
model for the rest of the nat1on .
But Hawai1.tn small bus1ness
owners know firsthand that thctr
state's plan is not a model for the
nallon.
Now, 20 years after the slate's
mandate became law, Hawaii's
entrepreneurs are still struggling
for surv1val.
At a recent Washington press
conference organized by the
National
Federation
of
Independent Business, Hawaii
business owner Bill Sulltvan told
how the mandate forced him to go
from owning two hair salons, with
15 full-time employees and two
part-timers,
to
one shop
employing only h1mself, his wife
and his sister-in-law.
Back in the early 1970s,
Sullivan provided a solid health
plan , complete with medical,
dental, vision and drug benefits
for all his full-lime employees.
But as the costs of the Prepaid
Health Care Act (PHCA)
skyrocketed - from $60 per
employee per month to a $170
monthly charge - Sullivan was
forced to lay off workers and to
provide a lower quality plan for
the remaining employees.
Sullivan said he views a
government mandate as a tax on
small business.
Despite the misgivings of
employers who actually live and
work in Hawaii, President Clinton
has cited the state as a model of
the "one rock-solid principle"'
underlying his health proposal:
"private insurance guaranteed, for
everyone." It's ironic he would
point to a state that has lower
coverage levels than the 95
percent figure he considers a bare
minimum.
Even the current 93 percent
level in Hawaii - as reported by
Louis Harris and Associates was not accompltshed solely
through an employer mandate The
state needed additional tax-funded
programs, such as the 1989
expansion of the state Medicaid
program and creation of the State
Health Insurance Program (SHIP),

to bring coverage up to current
levels.
When looking at the numbers,
it's cle.tr that Hawaii's mand<~tc
has forced many busmesses to
close their doors, htre part-time
worker~ instead of full-time
employees and has dented many
young
people
economic
opportunities. This, comb1ned
with escalatmg health care costs
and the state's high cost of ltving,
have contributed to Hawaii's

reputat1on of being one of the
most anll-business states.
However, even if Hawaii's
plan had been successful, the
system's structure and Hawaiispecific factors make tt an
mappropriate model for the nallon
For one, 80 percent of
Hawaiians are covered under two
main insurers: Kaiser Permanente
and Blue Cross/Blue Sh1eld,
which made the PHCA easy to
1nstall and to regulate. This is

unique from the mainland where
literally hundreds of insurance
companies currently operate. And
95 percent of the Hawait's
phystctans work for one of the two
insurers and are actu~tomed to
managed care and 1mposed fee
schedules Again, a very different
situatwn exists tn the rest of the
nation. 4
Jack Faris ts the president of the National
Federation of Independent Busmess.
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Copier, Fax and Business Equipment Retailers in the Inland Empire
HunAt d /It \u/t, I oluuu /'J'J I

Company • ame
Address
Cll), Statt, Zip

1.

Burtroaks Business Systems
216 S ArrO\\hcad A,c, P 0. Box 1170
San Bemardmo, CA 92402

AB'I
2.

Sal~

Volumt
1993

$10 658 mllhon

ProducW
Uncs

Top Local Exec.
Title
Phone/Fax

2
2
San Bemardnwll891

49
49

Copter>, Fu, '.1tcrofilm, Dtgttal Duplicators,
Opttcal DISk Systems,
CD-ROM Savice Bweau

Tom Thompson
Executtvc V.P

S7 mtlhon
2

Staodard Otrke Systems

$5 S mllhon

San Bernardino, CA 92408
Cop) UDt CorporaUon
4. lOOt E. Cooley Dr~ Ste 101
Colton, CA 92324
Unhenity Copy System5
S. 202S Cht~go Ave, Sle A-10
Rtversulc, CA 92.507
Ammtech Communlcatioa.'l, Inc.
4335 Atrport Dr Ste~ 112
Ontano, CA 91761

Advucnl Copy S)stmas
7. 571 E. Redlands Blvd
San Bemardtno, CA 92408

$4

Chri> Foley
Branch Manager
(909) !!24-8730/825-9250

ll

Canon Copters,
Fn. Graphtc/Color

Tom Barry
Prcstdcnt
(714) SSI 2240/551 0152

15
205

Rtcoh Cop1ers and Fax '.l~chmes

John R. Finnell
President
(909) 460-04281274 .9()94

24
24

Sharp, Xerox Cop1ers.
Fax, Xerox I'ngmeenog Cop1ers

Wa1tu G. fefl{lliOn
Prestdcnt
(909) 889-4006.'889-3602

2
6

$219mtlhon

250

San lkmardmQI 1978
2
2

John A. Sindelar
Prestdent
(909) 274.()6901274 9094

na
na

Canon Copters, Fax,
Color Pnnters,
Color Copters

Gina CoiiiM-Benncu
Reg~onal Sales Manager
(909) 31!7-9333/387-9361

22
22

Savon, '.ltta Copters. Fax,
IBM Typewnters, Pnnters, Fndon Mail
Equtpmenl, Dtcta!ton, Calculators

Robert L. Solomon
President
(619) 346-lt24'346-1944

Gardena

$1.6mtlhon

Palm Deser111972
17
17

Typewnters, Computers, Stattonery,
Fu, Copiers, Oflice Equtpment

7

Copters, Fax Machmes

San Bmlardino/1967
$400,000

12. 1705 E. Wuhmg10n Sl
Colton, CA 92324

IS
San Bernardtno/1976

l..uler Wartthrldt
JJ. 1932 E. Deere Ave~ Sic. I 20
SaDia ADa. CA 9270S

$400,000

.Actioa llaiJ.- MadaiDa
14. 0722 Arrow Rte~ Ste 218
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730

$293,000

1800 (tnternattonal)
Atlanta, GNI934
I

s

250

$259,000
1

na
95
Stamford, cr 1960
na

s

Stiver Reed, Sharp, Paii3SOntC, \lurata,
IBM, Typewnters. Copiers, Fax,
Calculators, Dtctation

PauiWilb
Owner
(909) 980-69891989-3279

7
7

Computers, TyJ>C"Ttters, Fax Machines,
Pnnters, Copters, Sales & Servtce

Ellen Rask
Owner
(909) 888-4S7S/38t-661 0

45
24,000

llfathng Systems,
Copters, Fax. Shlpptng

5

I

20
200

lrwmdale/1991

na
Rochester, NY 1966

David Kim
Pres1dent
(909) 824-73201824-778()
Jim Wyatt
DIStrict Manager
(714) 851-1080i851-0871

s
na

President
(909} 881-680Q'883-52S6

Fax, Dtctatton,
Opttcal Storage

1983

J,, 1023 South Mount Vernon, Ste tOO
Colton, CA 92324

JKir. R. Frmaan

45
30,000

Rancho Cucamonga/1980

IS. 374 Orange Sbow Lane
Sao BemadtDO, CA 92408

Prestdcnt

230
100,000

AI Dettlings

Dtstnct Dtrector
(800) 32.2-8000 (909) 824-0540

Tosh1ba Copters. Fax, Laptop Computers,
Laser Pnnters, Office Stattonery,
Supphes

(909) 941-0SS81941-89~2

Copters, Fax, laser Printers,
System Reproductton Supphes
Color D1g~tal Equtp., Sales, Service

Jordan Sta5tny
Area Sales Manager
(909}386-61 001386-6171

Mike Adam
V P./Sales & Marketmg

N/.4 • N01 Applialble WND • WOIIld N01 Duclo« 1111 • -IIWIIIDbk Tlte urformatwn 1n the alx»e /lSI was obtaured from the compamesluted. To the ~.1'1 of our lcnowledge the urformatton
ofprus tiJM. WJUle ewry effort IS IIIIMie 10 ett.sJUe the accuracy and thoroughness of the /t.r4 omwwru and typagraplul'ol errors sontt!turtU «a<r Please send co"«ttons or
tM1tt1i1kJM ott COIIIptiiiY kuer#letMJ 10 The 1//IUuwl ~ 8IISiltess JDfU11/U, 305 Stlcrturren~o Pl11cr, Ontarw, Cit 9/764. Roearr:hed by Jerry Strauss. Conrtgltt 19941nland Emptr~ Business Journal.

.lllpp/i«<IS IICCJII'IIUIIS

Areas to Conside When Planning a Office
tlllll r
pr Juett\'
fftC.I n, offiC.C env1
ronment (akes JUst that
planning Although there are a
seemtngly endless number of
is~ues
to
consider,
the
lnternationnl Faclltty .'vl.tn ·
agement AssociatiOn (II·MA), a
professional associ.ttton of facility
managers, recommends revtewing
several areas before making any
long-term decisions.

I It h
nt1 I
percent ge ol employ .. es are
cons1d~red heavy computer users
workmg on computers dt le<~sl
ftve hours a day 1 These employees
m.1y
have spectul scattng
requtremcnts, may require tao,k
lighting, glare screens, etc
Analyzing JOh functions enables
resources to he allocated
according to need and can reduce
unnecessary expcnditun:s.

Business Strategy

Telecommunications/
Computer Needs

P

II nlll

Wh

I

(909) 824-2000'&:18-1819

Rtcoh & Toshtba Copters,
DTK & Epson Computer.;,
Rtcoh Fu, !';o,cll ..;etw01ks

22
35

Thousand Palms! I 9h6

J.R. rr-a Co., 1DC.
U. 743 W HtpJIIId Ave
Sao Bcnwdino, CA ~

Xeros Corporadoa

Rtcoh Copters, Duph<'11tors and Fax
\1achmes, Supply Scrvtce

Huntmgton Beach/1986

$1.8 mlllton

11. 650 E. Hospttahry Lane, Ste SOO
San Bemardtno, CA 92408

"lO
4'i0

4

o-rt Business MachJMs, Inc.
10. 42-471 Rtner Orde
Palm Desert, CA 92211

Seled Copy 8,.a- of Soutb. Calif., hac.
17. 2091 Del Rio
OulariO, CA 91761

I

$3.5 mtlhon

$2.1 milhon

Pltuey Bowes, Inc.

72

ll"tDC 1982

ARro ()fib Products, ilK-

lHSIIultl.-8,.a-

Joe LaGreca

72

$38mtll on

'· 412 W Hospualtry Lane
Sao Bemanltno, CA 92408

Copier City

Mmolla Copters and Fax Machtnes,
'.lunu Fn ~bchines,
VeloBmd Bmdmg Equtpment

D1stnct Manager
(800}350-7527

1

10
San Dtego11963

$2.1 m lhon

Rick Dapello

Kontca, Ok1, A B Dtck

2
San Bem3rdmotl96S
milhon

atlonal Business Machints
1660CiuogoA,e,Ste Ml7
Rtverstdc:, CA 9"...507

(909) 885-1~1~5 7416

15
30

lrvme 1983

3. 1831 Commercenta \\est

8.

Emplo)ecs (IE)
Companywide

1609 ..; . Redwood \\ ay

Upland, CA 91784

6.

Officts (I[)
Compan) Wide
HtadquarttnNr. Est. (IE)
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Where ts your comp.tny
headed m the next 10 years? Doe'
the comp II) mtend to double or
tuple tn stze'l Will .m office
reloc. I on be n~ce~sary?
1 he offtce cnvtronmenl needs
to work 111 t.mdem with the longterm dtrcctl\ln of the comp.1ny.
These questions need to he
addrc~seu .1nu mcorporated mto
the plannmg process. Altgmng the
factlities plan with the company':.
strategic plan reduces the
possibility of unexpected changes
in directiOn and ulttmately gives
you more con(rol over the offtce
environment.

The Cost
This does not stnctly refer (O
the purchase price of furniture,
equipment, etc. Cost needs to be
v. eighed against quality and
product longevity. A workstation,
for example, thai can easily he
moved from oftice (O office, has
add-on
opllons
and
can
accommodate a vanety of
computer-related eqUipment may
he more cost-effective than a
lower pnced workstation when
amorllzcd over the product's
projected life span. l·lexibihty and
adaptabthty must he considered as
well us actual co t

Employee
Job Functions
Office requirements can dtffer
from tndustry to Industry,
depending on the joh func110ns of
the workforce.
look at the respons1hihtics of
the workforce. Docs close work,
such as reading, writing or
drawing, take up a major portion
of employees' time? If so, special

:'vfore off1ce workers are usmg
computers th,ui ever before,
accordmg to the 1991 World'hide
Offtce
Envtronmcnt
Index
(WOE.!), a ~t~ody conducted b)
l..oUIS ll.lfns and Assoctate<;.
Eighty-f1ve percent of t: S.
office workers now use a per onal
computer or terminal at work, up
from 71{ percent in 1989. The
stud) also found that among these
workers, 33 percent use a
computer ftve or more hours a day.
Furniture
that
easily
accommodates computers and
their associated wiring and
cahltng, space for new equipment,
employee comfort (seating,
adjustable keybo,lfd height, etc.),
and proper hghting, all need to he
taken 1nto account dunng the
plannmg proces~.

Health and Safety
Issues
Recycltng, air qu<~hl), power
supply, pollution, JUst to name u
few, are tmportant issues for
comp.1nies to consider All
purchasing, renovation and
relocatton dec1 ions 'hould be
made \\ ith envtronmental impact
in mind Companies must comply
with legislation aimed at
regulating
waste
dtsposal,
hazardous o,ubstances, indoor air
quality, VDT usage, etc
Keep1ng abreast of new
legtslation that affects the
workplace 1s criucal and may help
avotd costly legal acllons.

Employee
Expectations
In addition to becoming more
aware
of
the
ergonomic

1Jv
e
m
fft
furntture m nv empl }e s are
hec.ommg more soph1si!L ted Jnd
.triiCUI.Jte ahout their needs. They
expect a quality work envlfonmenl
and
are
concerned about
everything from noise control to
proper lighting to VDT-related
health issues.
These issues need to be
anticipated and addressed proactively. Planning ahead can save
a great deal of time and money

d
r J Qu I I} tft
env lfonm nts ar al o an excellen
.1nd proven wJy to ttratl and
ret.tm .t htgh quality workforce.
With the educated work
population decreastng 111 stze
wh1le
increasing
tn
age,
compames have a vested interest
in providing high qualtty work
environments . A number of
studies, includtng the WOE!,
directly link productivity to the
office environment . ..,.

®
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1
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Pacer Technology Reports Record Earnings

O

n
Sept.
14
Pacer
Technology, a Rancho
Cucamonga-based
company, reported its eighth
consecutive year of record sales,
closing in on the $20 million mark
for the first time and nearly
doubling its sales in only two years.
Sales for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1994, rose 41 percent to
$19.9 million from the previous
year's $14.1 million. Net income for
the year was $452,000, or 3 cents
per share, a 23 percent decline from
last year's $586,000, or 4 cents per
share.
Net income was down due to
planned outlays of approximately
$621,000 associated with the
acquisition and relocation of Super
Glue Corp., which resulted in a
third-quarter loss of $370,253.
Ratioaalization of product lines and
repackaging costs also contributed
to the one-time operating loss.
Sales and net income rebounded
sharply in the fourth quarter. Sales
rose 65 percent to $6.1 million vs.
S3-7 million a year ago. Net income
for the quarter increased 74 percent

to $554,000, or 4 cents per share,
from last year's $318,000, or 2 cents
per share.

Net income was down due
to planned outlays of
approximately $621,000
associated with the
acquisition and relocation
of Super Glue Corp....

Strong revenue growth in
Pacer's Super Glue and PRO SEAL
product lines contributed heavily to
the 41 percent increase in sales.
Super Glue, a leading national brand
of adhesives, sealants and related
products marketed through retail
outlets nationwide, was acquired
during the second quarter of fiscal
1994.
The Super Glue line also
includes a variety of plastic-molded

clips, hooks and hangers designed
for organizing tools, wires and
household items.
The PRO SEAL line of
adhesives, sealants and Iubricants
for the automotive after-market
contributed significantly to revenues
in its first full year of reporting
since being acquired in fiscal 1993.
During the year PRO SEAL
products were introduced into the
United Kingdom, Ireland and Latin
America.
Export sales continue to play an
important role in Pacer's growth.
Revenues derived from overseas in
1994 rose. 21 percent and now
comprise 16 percent of all sales.
Since 1986, Pacer has expanded its
product distribution outside the
United States from one to more than
50 countries.
"The integration of Super Glue
into Pacer, coupled with the PRO
SEAL acquisition growth, positions
us to post record sales and earnings
throughout the coming year," said
Pacer President and Chief Executive
Officer James T. Muon. "Super
Glue sales led all other divisions in

Genovatlon to Pioneer "SCOR" Law
enovation,
Inc.,
a
manufacturer of specialpurpose input devices for
computers, is the first company
approved by the State of California
to make an initial public stock
offering through the Small
Corporate Offering Registration

G

(SCOR)law.
Genovation announced that it
received approval from the State
of California to sell its common
a&ock through the brokerage firm
of Brookstreet Sec:nrities, Inc., an
lrviae-bued CODipiUiy.
The SCOR program was
developed to make it easier for
smaller companies such as
Geaovatioa to rai8e equity capital
from the public. A SCOR initial
efferia& faactioaa like a "public
capitlll oJferiq." While a

ttock II 1101 traded OD aD
L;jil!liri.illl-. it cu be offend by a
......;» ........._. ....,.,... tiu. lUte•
,..,.. . . . . iadmdaal

"The principal use of the
invested funds is to support the
increases in working capital
requirements resulting from the
expected continuing growth in
sales, and the marketing efforts
required to promote the company's
rapidly expanding product line,"
said Joe Meshi, Genovation's
executive vice president.
Genovation sells its products
mainly to original equipment
manufacturers such as IBM, DEC
and Dell. The company also
markets its own brand name
product lines nationally as well as
in more than 20 different
countries.
In the five year history of the
company, Genovation's revenues
have grown at a compound rate of
44 percent per year.
Geaovation 's stock is being
offered at $5 per share and is
available for purchas"l to
California
residents
only.
Geaovation ia offering a total ef
174,160 shares in this offering,
with a $500 minimum purchase

.I*(UirecL •

the final quarter and enabled us to
quickly return to profitability from
the forecast third quarter loss."

"The Integration of Super
Glue Into Pacer, coupled
with the PRO SEAL
acquisition growth,
positions us to post record
sales and earnings
throughout the coming
year," said Pacer President
and Chief Executive Officer
James T. Munn.

Pacer Technology is a
manufacturer and worldwide
marketer of advanced technology
adhesives, sealants, threadlockers
and related products for consumer,
industrial, hobby, automotive and
cosmetic/nail care markets . .a.

Dealing With Office Politics
hat is true in our
nation's capitol is true of
your office: sometimes
politics can stand in the way of
getting things accomplished.
Office politics can wreak havoc
on both production and morale in
your company if you allow it to go
unchecked according to a recent
issue
of
"Communication
Briefings." The publication states
that office politics wastes time and
is counterproductive if some
workers are being subverted so that
others may gain.
"But not all office politics is
wasteful," says Frank Grazian,
executive editor. "Some forms are
necessary to get things done and to
deal with people."
Grazian offers some helpful
hints for both employers and
employees to avoid the pitfalls of
office politics.

W

If you're a boss:
• Don't reward people who
manipulate OChers for self-gain.
• Identify the people who cause
trouble and counsel them; if they

fail to improve, warn them that you
might have to fire them. If they
persist, follow through.

If you're an employee:
• Don't be naive about office
politics. If it exists, you can't
ignore it. Learn how to deal with it.
• Realize that office politics is a
game. Identify the main players and
their motivations. You'll begin to
notice a repetitive pattern to their
moves.
• Spend time understanding the
structure and traditions of the
company, especially if you're a
newcomer. Determine who the
power players are and what
influence they have.
• Find a mentor who will be able
to steer you through the political

maze.
• Be alert to people who are trying
to sabotage your job because you're
a threat to them. If this happens,
gather evidence and confront the
person in private.
• Don't bad-mouth anyone. You
don't always know who's related to
whom- or relating with whom. A
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Taking Advantage of Financial Market Turning Points
By Tom Davis

he financial markets are in
the midst of a period of
fundamental change. Like
many investors, you may be
experiencing some anxiety about the
recent volatility in the stock and
bond markets which is the result of
this change. Recent declines have
probably caused you some concern
about where the markets are headed
and what it all means to your
investments.
To answer that, you need to look
at the big picture. A careful reading
of economic data suggests that
stocks and bonds are experiencing a
near-term correction (a temporary
downward movement in price), not a
bear market. After the correction has
run its course, low inflation and
moderate growth should help stocks
resume their long-term upward
climb in 1995.
It appears that market turning
points are approaching. These
investment-related turning points are
rarely heralded by bells and whistles.
Those who wait may find that they
have missed them - and the
investment opportunities they bring.
That's why it makes sense to
reevaluate your investment portfolio
now with an eye toward doing two
things: protecting your assets from
any remaining market volatility over
the near term, and preparing for the
turning points that we believe are
approaching

T

Protect Your Assets Over
the Near Term

of 1994, we expect low inflation and
moderate economic growth will help
stock and bond prices rebound in
1995.
Keep in mind that because
individual securities do not always
mirror broader market trends, they
may reach their turning points earlier
or later than the overall market.
Since no one can predict precisely
when the turning points will occur in
various markets, you need to prepare
now to take advantage of buying
opportunities when and if they occur.
Of course, each individual
investor has different investment
objectives and different financial
resources. Therefore, not all
investments are right for everybody.
With that in mind, here are some
things you may wish to consider
when putting together an investment
strategy that can help you attain your
goals over the long-term.

What to Do Today: Fixed
Income Investments
Bonds may well recover before
stocks do. Therefore, fixed income
investors should begin to put their
money to work now rather than
trying to anticipate the exact turning
point in the bond market.
In the taxable sectors, focus on
investments in intermediate-term
bonds in the five-to-fifteen-year
range. In the tax-exempt sector,
municipal bonds continue to
represent one of the most attractive
areas of the fixed-income
marketplace.

Cash Investments
Uncertainty regarding the
economy and the Federal Reserve's
monetary policy may cause more
turbulence in the financial markets
over the coming months. Therefore,
keep these rules of thumb in mind
when reviewing your investments:
remain focused on your financial
.goals and maintain a long-term
perspective.
Your financial consultant may be
one of the best sources for the
information you need to help you
accomplish these objectives.

Prepare for the Market's
Turning Point
Mter near-term turbulence has
run its course during the second half

Although short-term savings
investments outperformed stocks
and bonds during the first half of
1994, this state of affairs is not
expected to continue. As soon as
long-term investors are convinced
that inflation is not a threat to
sustainable economic growth, stocks
and bonds will again begin to
provide greater returns. Begin to
move idle cash into intermediateterm fixed-income securities to take
advantage of higher yields and the
potential for capital appreciation as
long-term rates decline. Also, you
may choose to use higher yielding
substitutes for cash whenever
possible (e.g., one-to-three-year U.S.
Treasury securities).

Stocks
While stocks are expected to
move upward in 1995, further
declines may occur during the
second half of 1994 in response to
a somewhat tighter monetary
policy. Any such declines should
be seen as the final volatile stages
of a temporary correction, not the
start of a persistent bear market.
Therefore, it appears that any
short-term price weakness may
offer buying opportunities to those
willing and ready to act.
Because the specific stocks
and sectors that led to market
advances of the 1980s and early
1990s are not expected to be the
leaders of 1995 and beyond, the
first step is to eliminate those
holdings that are not anticipated to
participate in the gains of the next
phase of the market cycle. There
are several long-term investment
themes within the stock market
that should produce opportunities
for profitable investment in the
months ahead:
Stocks with stronger-thanaverage earnings growth. These are

companies and industries that are
growing more quickly and
consistently than the overall
economy.
"Yield Plus" stocks. Stocks
that pay above-average dividends
are often more resistant to
temporary market corrections than
pure growth stocks.
Other defensive stocks. These
are companies that offer the
potential for long-term growth in
rising markets and a certain degree
of protection during market
downturns.
European opportunities. Stocks
of U.S. companies with exposure
to European markets may now be
poised for a significant advance.
Some Latin American and
southeast Asian stocks may be
attractive candidates for long-term
investments.
Health care stocks. Companies
providing medical services at a
low cost are likely to benefit under
health care reform . .a.
Tom Davis is a vice president at
Smith Barney in Claremont
and also is a financial advisor.

Do You Need Cash'?
If you had to buy _X_, what would you rather do, write a check or batter an equal dollar amount of
yow product or service'?

Bancrin& is lhe simple act of tndin& one product or service for another. The benefits. even hom a one
on one barter a-ansaction, are clear.
t) a sale is eonsurnrnalECI that may noc have been if cash were r<quiml. and:
2) cuh flow is enhanced when one tndes product or service for lA expcDIC dill ocberwile

would have been paid for with cash.
Today more and mo"' companies arc utilizins boner u a marltcin1 and financial toOt used ~o IC"COII!ptish
spcciftc soalo-irtcrca5e sales. move excess inveniOI)I. conserve cub now. JIUI • compdlllve cd&e. and

lhe list soes on.
America"s Baner Network (ABN) is in lhe business of""orpnized boner" and serves u a brokerlo put
to,elher buyers and sellers. However. instead of wailiq to find a llllll:h. orpaized boner works Ilona
lhe lines of a credit system where trade credit (I trade credit • St) bccomos tbe medium of exdwlac.
With this debit and credit system. thousands of c~ ore able to sell for nde credit and spead tbe
credit with a variety of companies in lhe 'exchanse" network. The benefits of ulili2inl boner are clear:
t) increased exposure 10 a new marlte~

2) nexibitily of lhe items one ...... 10 boner for and;
3) rccordkccping of the tranJICtions (t099"s arctSsued each year)
The net effect is a new marlteung tool that potenuaUy tncreases sales from 3·8'il> for a comp111y aad

saves cash now at the same nme
No bad debt. No mfenor products.
No accounung problems and no recetvablt....
Amenca's Saner Network marltetJ cheniS with monthly dLrCCiones and personalized broker serviCeS 10
over 300 compantes throughout !he Inland Emp'-"'. Lake Elsmore/Temecula Valley and Palm Spriapl
Coachella Valley

Call Now for Details

America's
Barter.

:Benrork

(909) 79-t-Xll..t
P.O Box 839t • Redlands. Caltfon11a 92375-1$91
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"Ask the California Ven/UTe Fonun" addresses
questions of mterest to business owners and
entrepreneurs and is a project offarulry from
California State Pol)1echnic Unn·ersity, local
business leaders, and the Inland Emptre
Busmess JoomaL Responses are prepared by
Forum members. The Califorma Venture
Forum showcases entrepreneur.• and
brmnesses l'\-ery other month m an effort to
help them obrarn finarze~ng . If )IIU are
mraested m l>t·commg a prncnter or would
like moT< mformallon about the Califorma
l 'tii/Urt' Fomm, comact John Tulac at '
(909) 860-5. 52

nus month\ column 1.1 Ill' Duwl.ane.

AskThe California
Venture Forum
n the spring of 1994, the
California Venture Forum Board
began to discus.-; an approach that
would successfully match investors
with companies who were looking
for investors. The result of this
discussion was the development of a
two-stage pilot plan.
The first phase tncluded the
B usiness Plan & Presentation
Development Program, designed to
prepare the business community for
the second phase, the Special
Inventor Forum. The purpose of the
pilot program wa-; to encourage well
written and effective presentations of
business plans to the venture
capitaVfinancial community.

I

How Does the
Program Work?
CVF felt that a new or expanding
business venture will never go from
concept to reality without a business
p l a n t hat is well organized,
th oroughly r esearched and well
written. And. even if the plan looks
good o n paper, e ntrepreneurs need
good presentation skills to help sell
their concept.
Finally, locating a diverse group
of investors who would be interested
in financing plans can be

The Business Plan: An Organizational Route
to a Gold Mine P erformigence Corp. - growth

overwhelming and difficult.
Therefore, developing a forum that
would attract an audience of
investors whose ponfolios mcluded a
diverse inve stment c ri te r ia ''as
inittat e d to e xpedit e the " de a l"
making process.
On July 15, the pilot program was
launched by sending out over 10,000
brochures soliciting business plans
for review and cnltque. In total, 35
companies submitted busmes.~ plans,
including everything from start-up to
growth and from technological to
services-oriented companies.
A' par1 of the program, business
plans were revtewed by a committee
of experts, consisting of the CVF
Board, educators. venture capital
representatives and other experts.
The review process was intensive
and thorough. Each business plan
was reviewed by two experts using
an evaluation tool that provtded a
scored assessment of the business
plan. The evaluation tool included an
opportunity for the revtewer to
indicate where the business concept
rated in various areas like market
potential, economic issues (1.e .., ROI
potential), competitive advantages,
ability to erect barriers to
competitors and strength of the
management team.
Based on the reviews, 15 business
plans (plus three alternates) were
selected and company executives
have been invited to a follow-up,
day-long presentation workshop.
The workshop is designed to identify
key data in the business plan, such as
marketing, finance and R&D, and
develop this information into "sound
bites" that will quickly gain investor
attention.
Over 25 investors agreed to
participate in the investor audtence,
planned on Nov. 9, 1994.

r---------------------------------------------------------------------l
Free !

Free !
Free I
Free !
OCTOBER 18, 1994

INFO '94

Free ! :

Records & Technology
in Partnership

Free TECHNOLOGY SHOW PASS
Present completed pass at the Technology Show,
Riverside Convent1on Center between 10 a.m and 4 p.m.
Name: ____________________ Co: ________________
Address: ---------------------- City:.___________
Fax: _______
State: _ _ Zip: _ _ _ Phone:

I

!

I
I

I
I

I

I
I

Investors cover a broad mix of
financing areas including pnvate,
venture
capital,
traditional
investment, broker/acquisitton and
specialty financiers. The mvestment
capability ranges from $5 ,000 to
more than $100 mtllion.
The following is a bnef highlight
of these companies:
Guerin Products • growth
company. Destgns and markets
small innovative personal electric
appliances for both domestic and
intemaltonal consumer markets.
McColla m Mar k etin g In ternational - s tart-u p co m pany. A
vinual global company that intends
to expand small and midsize
exporter predominance market share
by utilizing an electronically linked
pool of expenise.
Aq u a T ech Inc. - g r o wth
c ompany.
Manufactures an
alternative to Chlorine for the
purification of swimming pool and
spa water.
M ini-Mai lers
growth
company. A direct mail company
geared for small mailings-quick tum
around using computer hardware,
software and quick set up mailing
equipment.
Lynco le XI T Gro un ding g r owth co m pa n y. Manufactures
advanced electrolytic grounding
devices and provides technical
service.
RO C K Solid
sta r t-up
compa n y. Intends to manufacture
and market porcelain figurines, a
collectibles design product in
conjunction with exclusive licensing
rights.
To uc hQuest , In c. - s tart up
comp a ny. Intends to manufacture
and market high technology
telecommunications products to
facilitate communications among the
deafrhard of hearing, and between
deaf/ hard of hearing people and
hearing people.

User Ware International - startup company. The focus of the
company is to design and market
off-the-shelf software packages with
the abil ity to customize a package
for use by a particular industry or
company.
MicroPulse Controls, Inc . •
start-up company. A company that
int e nds
to
s pecia lize
in
manufacturing fas t-response, highpress ure elec troni c fuel c o ntro l
equipment for the automotive
industry.
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The Next Step
The public is invited to attend
"The Special Investors Forum" to
see the company presentations first
hand, network with investors and
learn about resources available to
help write a business plan.
The forum is scheduled for Nov.
9, 1994 from 5:30 to 9:00p.m. at
Cal Po l y Po m ona, Kellogg West
Confe re nce Cent e r. Cost fo r th e

Dina Lane is the program manager, Southern
California Edison.

Pay Raises to Hold Steady Next Year, Survey Finds
ay raises fo r U S . w o rk ers
should average 4.2 pe rcent m
1995, the same level as thts
year, according to a new 2,253co mpany survey by The W yatt
Company.
The survey fou nd that employees
of computer software ftrms should
do the bes t, averaging 5.5 percent
raises, whil e t hose in th e
transpor1ation sector s hould receive
3.5 percent raises, the lowest in the
survey.
Only slight v ariati o ns are
expected in pay raises by JOb level.
On average, executives can expect a
4.4 percent rais e ; salari e d
employees e x e mpt fro m fed e ral
overtime r eg u la ti o ns (ty p ic all y
middle managers and professionals)
can e x p ec t a 4 2 p erce nt ra ise;
nonexempt sa laried employees, 4.1
pe rcent ; a nd no n exe m p t ho url y
workers, 4.0 percent.
In the Los Angeles metropolitan
area, executives ca n expect a 4.2
percent raise; salaried employees
exempt fr o m fed e ra l overtim e
regulations can expect a 4.1 percent
raise ;
nonexempt
s a laried
employe e s, 4 .0 percent; and
nonexempt hourly workers, 3 .8
percent.
" Four percent rais es may seem
meager compared with increases m
the 1980s," said Luellen Lucid, a
senior compensation consultant
with Wyatt. " On th e other hand,
with inflation so low, raises over
the past year have actually gtven
employees healthier gains in
purchasing power than in years
when increases ran higher."
Inflation ran at 2.8 percent over the
past year.
Still, with suc h low pay ra ises,
employees have had a difficult time
adequa t ely matching pay to
performance. That's one reason that
the annual pay raise is no longer the
way t h at companies reward
workers.
Usually termed "variable pay,"
t h ese alternative rewards can
include: An annual incentive or
bonus plans, small group plans that
reward departments for meeting
goals, gain sharing plans and spot
or technical achievement awards.

com pany. A so ftware d evelopment
company that intends to produce an
interactive interface and tntell igent
software called "Process Book."
Coonan Clinical Laboratories •
start-up company. A company that
intends to develop and manufacture
a home HIV-1 blood collection kit
named "HIV-1 Home C heck."
Smith Optometric Eyecare
Group - start-up company. A
company that inte nds to p rovide
comprehensive, high-qu ality vision
care
to
th e
u nd e r-served
communities of S outh Central Los
Angeles and surrounding areas.
Scott J u lion International •
start up com pany. A company that
intends to manufacture and market
the first line of upscale hair care
products for the African-American
market.
E mu ltech, Inc. - start- up
compa ny. A company that intends to
manufacture and distribute diesel
emission reduction systems.
A n alog Technology Corp. growth company. D esigns and
manufactures industri a l g raphic
controller and automatic-datacapture bar code printers.
Unid irect - growth company. A
re-seller of Unix "shrink-wrapped''
software to commercial Unix users.
P sych o logical
Hea lth
Techno logies - start-up company.
A software development company
that intends to launch Psych Vision,
an information system for the
managed behavioral health care
market.
HYPOVI SI ON • start -up
company. Company that intends to
manufacture personal recreational
submersibles.

fo rum and dinner is $25 per person.
For mo re informatio n call (800) 3EDISON.
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Layoffs and Other
Cost Controls

.

-

The Wyatt survey also found that
co mpanies continue to search for
ways to cut their employment costs.

The Wyatt survey also
found that companies
continue to search for
ways to cut their
employment costs.

" B ut t he good news for
employees is that th e number of
compan ies reporting layoffs and
other cutbacks seems to he leveling
off," Lucid satd.
For e x ample, 26 percent of
companies have had or expect
layoffs in 1994 . Sltghtly mo r e
companies, 30 percen t, repor ted
layoffs fo r 1993.
In addition, 12 percent increased
o r expect to inc rease empl o yees '
working hours in lieu of hiring
additt o na l s taff in 1994, and 28

percent have used or expect to use
te mpo rary e mpl oyees ins tead o f
hiring permanent workers this year.
Both nu mbers a r e v ir t ua ll y
unchanged fro m 1993.
On a more p os tt ive n ote for
employees, companies have taken a
nu mbe r o f s te ps to help
acco mmodate n o nw o rk-related
dema nds Fo rty-fo ur percent of
c ompa nies offer flex-time; 24
percent , job-sharing; and 16
percent, work-at-home arrangements. •

For total protection,
rely on the first nante
in security.

Intrusion
Detection
Systems

Fire
Alarm
Systems

CCTV
Monitoring
Systems

Access
Control
Systems

A:.

~

Central
Station
Monitoring
Now, there's a better way to
meet your security needs
through integrated electronic
protective systems and service.
We're a leading national
security company with. a
strong local commitment to
protect you through use of:
• Innovative security systems
• Skilled installation and
service representatives

• A full range of capabilities
• Our own UL-listed central
stations for your ongoing
protection
So, to cost-effectively
reduce your security risks,
look to The First Name in
Securi~ for a FREE professional security appraisal.

(909) 460-0886
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hy Eugene E Valdez

Estimating Start-Up
Costs

A

s a consultant

and
trainer to the entrepreneurial community,
one of the most common
questions I am asked is, "How
do you determine how much
money you need to start a
business?"
The answer, of course, is
critical because the more
accurately you estimate your
true start-up costs, the greater
the chance you will succeed as a
new business owner. It is well
documented that one of the
principal
reasons
small
businesses fail is an insufficient
amount of initial capital.
A sufficient amount of initial
capital is largely a function of
two factors: estimating your
start-up costs accurately and
implementing an effective
capital procurement strategy
(your own cash plus somebody
else's).
The purpose of this month's
column is to teach potential
entrepreneurs, or existing ones,
a simple four-step method to
estimate the costs of starting a
business (or expanding one, like
adding a new product line or
penetrating a new market).

stationery, brochures and
invoices; beginning supplies,
paper, fax paper and pencils;
office equipment like phones
and fax machines; office
furniture such as desks, filing
cabinets; business checks and
deposit slips.
These are expenses you
normally incur prior to opening
your doors. Typtcally these are
expenses that are one time in
nature, that is, once you've paid
them you probably won't have to
pay them again, at least for a
while. Let's say, fer example,
that you estimate the total
projected costs for these onetime only expenses is $10,000.

Major assets are defined as
equipment, beginning inventory
and real estate. These start-up
assets require even more
estimating and shopping because
they represent the largest
amount of your start-up budget.
Examples of equipment could be
computer
hardware
and
software, fixtures, pallet jacks,
delivery trucks, vans, tools etc.

determine how much
money you need to
start a business?"

on four months. Your projected
working capital reserve is the
number of months ttmes
overhead per month, or four
times $5,000, which equals
$20,000. Your goal ts to make
sure you have $20,000 in the
bank before you start your
business. This will give you the
peace of mind that you will have
the necessary cash to pay your
overhead during your start-u p
period or dry-cash period.

Add Up the Components
Your total start-up costs, or
initial capitalization need, is
merely the sum of total of the
three components, which in our
example are:
Miscellaneous one-time expenses

$ 10,000
Beginning major asset purchases
Try and get several quotes
for major asset purchases.
Again, for purposes of example,
let's suppose that you decide to
lease your building or office and
that your total equipment,
inventory
and
leasehold
improvement costs are estimated
at $100,000.

Calculate a Working
Capital Reserve

100,000
Working capital reserve (4
months)
20,000
Total costs

$130,000

But wait, don't forget a fudge
factor! Estimates are fraught
with error, so add 10 percent for
contingencies:
Original total costs

I know It's difficult to
attract capital in these
times but at least you'll
know if you do find it, it's
the right amount.

charges and deposits.
Minor areas might include:
printing
business
cards,

"Howdoyou

Estimating Major
Asset Cost

Estimating Miscellaneous
Start-Up Costs
The first step involves doing
some research and some
"shopping" to obtain estimates
on what I call "miscellaneous"
start-up
costs.
These
miscellaneous costs are both
major and minor and represent a
number of areas.
Major areas might include:
prepaid insurance premiums;
first and last month's rent;
business licenses and permits;
legal fees to document a new
business entity; and utility set up

expense. The question is
whether you will have to borrow
to purchase the property or to
build it from scratch.
If you are going to lease, and
the building is not presently
suited for your business, you
may be faced with a major
leasehold improvement bill.

Beginning inventory is just
that, beginning inventory. It's
merchandise you must have in
your warehouse or on your
selling floor prior to opening the
doors. Estimating this cost is
critical because you don't want
to be out of stock in the opening
months of your business.
In dealing with real estate,
there are several options
depending on whether you want
to own or lease. If you want to
own your business property, then
you have to evaluate land and
building costs, plus interest

The last step in calculating
your total start-up costs is
calculating a working capital
reserve. Think of this as the
source of cash you will utilize to
meet your monthly overhead
requirements your first few
months in business_ The
assumption is that during your
"warm-up period," since you're
not known in the industry, you
will have few customers, few
sales and thus minimal cash
generated.
The first step in calculating
your working capital reserve is
to estimate your monthly
overhead, which might include
rent, utilities, advertising, taxes,
insurance premiums, salaries,
your compensation and additional inventory.
Let's say this figure totals
$5,000 per month. Decide how
many months you think it will
take you to become established
with stable customers.
In our example you decide

•

$130,000
10 percent contingency
13,000
Final Start-Up Costs

$143,000
So, you've estimated your
total start-up costs at $143,000.
Now what? Find the $143,000,
which could either be your
money, an SBA loan, vendor
financing, equipment leasing or
some combination.
I know it's difficult to
attract capital in these times but
at least you'll know if you do
find it, it's the right amount. In
other words, you won't run out
of cash like many owners do in
their first few months in
business . .t.
Eugene E. Valdez is president & CEO
of the Claremont Advisory Company,
management consultant and trainers to
entrepreneurs. Mr. Valdez can be
reached at I (1!00) 500·6336

Workers' Comp Claim Frequency Jumps

W

ith
California's
economy on the mend,
clatm frequency in the
state's $9 billion workers'
compensation system rose for the
first time in almost two years
during the second quarter of 1994
accordwg to new data from the
California Workers' Compensation Institute.
Insurers received nearly 115
new cla1ms for each $1 mtllion of
earned premium during the 13week period ending June 30, a
14.9 percent increase from the
record low registered m the first
quarter of 1994, and 6.9 percent
higher than the rate for the second
quarter of 1993. Coming on the
heels the Caltfornia Department
of Fmancc 's revised estimate that
the state gained as many 30,000
new jobs in the second quarter,
the new data prov1des another
sign that economic activity in
California is picking up.
The increased claim incidence
in the second quarter was led by a
21 percent jump in indemnity
claims frequency, which rose to
47.9 claims per $1 million of
earned premium, according to
Institute research director Dr
Thomas Parry. Frequency of
medical-only claims mcrcased 11
percent from the first quarter, to
66.8 claims per $1 million of
premium. Thus, indemnity
claims, which involve lost time
and typically cost more,
accounted for a growing
proportion of cla1ms- nearly 42
percent of new reportings in the
second quarter, up from 38.5
percent in the first three months
of the year.
Many
observers
have
attributed the decline in claim
frequency that began in 1992 to
the success of anti-fraud efforts
and legislative changes that began
in 1989. As a result, in the last
year minimum premium rates for
workers' compensation were
reduced 20 percent and last week
the Department of Insurance held
hearings to prepare for another
rate reduction, probably by Oct.
L
However, there has been
growing concern that declining
claim incidence was due in large
part to the weak economy and
that frequency would climb as the

state's economy strengthens and
benefit increases mandated by
1993 legislation go into effect.
The first of three scheduled
benefit increases took effect July
1, so the impact on claim
frequency has yet to be seen.
The Institute compiled data
for its survey from 50 insurer
groups writing 85 percent of
statewide workers' compensation
premiums To allow companson
to previous results, premiums

were adJusted to 1990 levels to
account for changes in wages and
covered payroll. According to
Institute research director Dr.
Thomas Parry, data from at least
one more quarter IS needed to
determine if the second quarter
results signal the beginning of an
uptrend in claim frequency or if
the increase is a one-time
aberration.
The Institute also surveyed
new reportings among five self-

insured employers w1th a total
payroll of $1 5 billion. Claim
frequency for the self-insured fell
10.5 percent from the first quarter
to 2.48 claims per $1 million of
self-insured payroll, with payroll
figures adjusted to 1990 levels for
the comparison. However,
indemnity claims accounted for a
larger proportion of self-insured
claims, increastng from 43
percent in the first quarter to 55
percent in the second quarter. .t.
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If you're a small business employer concerned
about health care, you should ..
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Oktoberfest at Big Bear
Lake Convention Center
and Ballet and Opera at Big
Bear Inn

B

ig Bear, with its true
Alpine setting, is probably
the closest atmosphere to
Oktoberfest in Bavana one can
expect to find in Southern
California.
The Big Bear Chamber of
Commerce, along with its sponsors
Michelob, American Express and
Spaten Muchen, capitalizes on this
backdrop by hosting traditional
Oktoberfest entertainment at the
Big Bear Lake Convention Center.
Beginning at noon each \\eekend
in October there will be live bands,
dancing and other entertainment,
all accompanied by the authentic
German
food,
drink
and
atmosphere you'd expect if you
were at Oktoberfest in Bavaria .
German Park sing-alongs, daily
dance lessons, men's and ladies'
stein holding contests. log sawing

Big Entertainment at Big Bear This October

c ont ests, yo deling co mpettt ion,
European dancing, ga me and craft
booths w ill all be featured during
this festive month.
J o in th e "oo mpa h" fun o f a
traditional Oktoberfest ce lebration
with more than a dozen live bands
a nd dance gro up s on Sa turdays
from n oo n to mtdntght a nd
Sundays from noon to 6 p.m. The
Btg Bear Lake Convention Center
b located on Highway 18. Tickets
are priced at $7.00 for adults and
children (3-12) $3 .00. Call (909)
866-4608 for ticket information
and (909) 866-7000 fo r lodging
information.

The Opera and Ballet
If, however, you have a fondn ess
for a more classical night out, it is
not too late to make reservations at
the Big Bear Inn .
This long-established resort has
been entertaining their guests with
outstanding ballet and opera
selections for the last four years. Its

primary ro les. T he cast is b o th
dra mati c a nd p owerfu l w hi ch
contributes to the eloquent touches
o f Puccini 's finest wo rk. Shei la
Moore adds to th is " P assio n o f
Pu cc in i" b y g ivi ng de tai le d,
intimate facts about his life at an
afternoon tea on Saturdays.
Perfo rma nces fo r " M ada me
Butterfly" are scheduled for Oct. I
and 8, and perform ances for 'The
Intimate La B o h eme" a re
scheduled for Oct. 15, 22, 29 and
continues Nov. 5 and 12 Ticke ts
for a perfo rmance a re o nl y $25;
w eekend packages for two w ith
room and show are $175 for one
n ight a nd $ 250 f o r two. T hese
packages include afternoon tea. For
licket information call (909) 8663471 and for reservations, call 1900-BEAR-INN
Whether you listen to the !ively
"oompah" bands of Oktoberrcst or
e nj oy the exc itement of P uccm1,
Octobe r d e finite ly is the time to
join the fun and festivi ties of Big
Bear. •

recently re furbi s hed Ol ympian
Theatre seats 99 people - perfect
fo r an intimate s etting o f
sensational sounds o f opera and
ballet.
Each ye a r a fam ous cl ass ical
compose r is htghlig ht ed - this
ye ar Big Bea r Inn 's owne r and
impresari o, Pa ul Ri zos, h as
se lec te d Giaco mo Pu c cini to
ent e rt a in its audi e nce. He has
choreographed a new 20th Century
v ersi o n o f Pucc im 's " Madame
Butterfly " which has rece tve d
outstanding reviews.
In addition to the ballet ,
Puccini ' s '' The Intimate La
Boheme" is pe rformed to the
delig ht of opera fans. It is sung in
Eng lis h and is pe rformed by six
actors from the Overture Company
fro m C os ta Mesa-based Opera
Paci fic, which has shows at the
Orange C ounty Perfo rming Arts
Center. The Opera Pacific Ove rture
Company is a training ground for
young professional performers who
are trying to move up to more

Cirque du Soleil is a Masterpiece
By Cam1lle Bounds

P

eter Carl Faberge created
beautiful bejeweled Easter
eggs for the czars and
wealthy Russians in another era.
His Faberge Easter eggs opened to
reveal "surprises," such as a
working three-inch gold-and-red
enamel copy of the coronation
coach or a wind-up mechanical
peacock that struts around.His
work is priceless and some of us
have on I y heard of, let alone
viewed or held, any one of his
creations. They are the ultimate in
this form of art.
Well, get ready to experience
that feeling of opening and seeing a
priceless Faberge egg in all its
exquisite glory because the Cirque
du Solei! has come to town. Simply
open the tent flap and you are
there.
I have experienced four
different cirques (I say experienced
because you just don't go and "see"
the

Cirque

du

Solei!,

you

''experience" it). I have come to the
conclusion that this is really not a
circus but a work of art. The artist
has taken a canvas each time and
painted a seamless mural of
delicious joy, glorious color,
spectacular thrills with sounds from
another planet that bombard the
senses with an awareness that you
are involved with something
different and new each time. There
is a sophisticated innocence within
this production that simply makes
you feel good to a point that you
wonder if it's legal. This time the
artist signed the mural "Alegria,"
(meaning elation, jubilation and
exhilaration in Spanish). The
completed work delivers all these
adjectives and more.

The Alegria Production
This production, as all
others, is unique unto itself.
one difference I noticed is
"Alegria" does not have
philosophical thread that

the
The
that
the
ran

through the others. This is not a
detriment, just a little different. The
clowns and mimes are a little
wilder and more physical and
surprisingly intellectual in their
crazy quilt of antics.
As mentioned previously, this
is a more innocently sophisticated
production than the sensuous
"Saltimbanco" of two years ago.
But none of this matters, it's the
Cirque du Solei! and that is like
saying Rolls Royce or Rolex, you
know here that there
ts
commitment to quality and artistic
discipline.
Picture a colorful stained glass
window with streamers of elusive
glittering colorful sunbeams
shimmering through . This is the
Cirque du Soleil's "Alegria."
Nothing you can grab on to,
nothing you can put into a treasure
box, all you can do is imprint it on
your mind and enjoy it over and
over again by simply remembering.
If you don't go anywhere else
this season, go to the Cirque du

Solei!. I guarantee you will be glad
you did.
The Cirque originated and is
based in Montreal and kicked off
its North American tour in San
Francisco in July. Look for the blue
and gold tent that was ma de in
France at a cost of $750,000. This
state-of-the-art, climate-controlled
big top will comfortably hold 2,500
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Bangkok: Land of Enchantment and Delight
By Camille Bounds Travel Ed1tor

"Thzs Sukhothai is a good place!
There are fish 111 the waters, rice
grows in the fields . The king does
not tax his subjects.. the faces of the
people are happy." (An inscription
in stone found at the remains of the
former royal city of Sukhothai).
hen one hears the word
"Bangkok," it conjures
up wondrous romantic
fantasies, adventurous excitement
and tinkling temple bells. Romance
is here, adve nture and delight 1s
around every corner, and a gentle
innocent, gracious, smiling people
inhabit this corner of our planet
called Thailand.
Thailand is 'lbai silk, gloriously
costumed dancers, lush green
flatlands covered with rice fields,
orchids that grow anywhere and
everywhere, elephants trained to
work, water buffaloes for
tra nsportatiOn, clear mountain
streams and tumbling waterfalls.

W

A Touch of History
Ba ngkok IS t he main port of
Thatland and its capital since 1782.
She sprawls across the delta plain of
the Chao Phraya River at a point just
25 miles from the Gulf of Thailand.
On the west bank of the river
lies Thornburi, which served briefly
as a Thai capital after the razing of
the royal city of Ay ut thaya b y
Burmese invaders in 1767.
The na me Bangkok - w htch
means "village of the wild plums"
- would not do for a royal capttal,

people. •
Location : Santa Monica Pier,
Santa Monica
Performance Schedule: Oct. 6
through Nov. 6; 8 p.m. TuesdaysWednesdays; 4 and 8 p.m .
Thursdays; 6 and 9 : 30 p.m.
Fridays ; 4 : 30 and 8:30 p .m.
Saturdays; 1 and 5 p.m. Sundays.
Tickets: Adults $13.50-$39.50,
children $7.00-$26.50.
Cam !lie Bounds is a travel and
special event' wntcr and has often
expcnenced the

c~rcus .
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Floaung market at Damnoensaduak .

and Rama I endowed it with a
prodigzous string of titles that had to
be written or spoken in full during
the transaction of official business.
To Thais, Bangkok is known as
"krung thep," the city of angels.
This is a country of a proud,
friendly and nalionalistic people.
Thailand has the distinction of never
having been under colonial rule by a
western nation. Thais place great
importance on dealing with one
another peaceably and with dtgnity

The Grand Palace - The
Emerald Buddha
The most splendid part of
Bangkok is Rama I 's Grand Palace,
which stands close to the bank in the
most western corner of the river's
loop . It is really not so much a
palace as it is a city within a ctty.
The palace compound covers one
square mile and encloses spacious
lawns as well as Bangkok's finest
temple, Wat Phea Keo, the temple of
the emerald Buddha
In the dim light of the interior,
htgh on a gilded alter with a royal,
nine-tiered ceremonial umbrella
behind, and crystal balls to either
side, reposes the Buddha image actually made of g reen jade not
emerald - for which Rama I built
the temple.

Where to Stay
in Bangkok
As its na me im pl ies, the
Shangri-La, Bangkok, is as close to
out of this world as you can get in a
place to stay.
Upo n
e nt e ring
the
s pac io us l obby, y ou are
immediately impressed with a
combination of marble floors
and
exquis tte
crystal
chandeliers that give a feeling
of openness that seems to go
on to in finity. The floor-toceiling windows in the lounge
are a overl ooking the Chao
Phraya River leaves no doubt
of where to be at sunset. The
swimming pool and gardens
are set along side the river and
ts the place to unwind and
relax .
The rooms are s pacious
and beautifully decorated with
tea k a nd paste l colors. The
rooms on the horizo n floor
have oul~tanding views of the
river. The new Krungthep

Wing has been placed in a
separate tower across the
gardens, creattng a hotel
within a hotel. She rivals her
sister wtth balconies that look
over the gardens. With colors
that compliment the warmth
of
wood
and
more
chandeliers, this wing gives
the lure ambiance of ShangriLa. There are at least a dozen
first-class places to eat at the
Shangri-La, and the service is
superb.
The Shangri-La takes
pride m being named one of
the top 10 hotels in the world.
The Central Plaza Hotd,
the flagship of the expanding
chain of Central Hotels, is
another fine choice. As is the
G1gan11c mythical figure guardwg temple door
Shangri-La, the Central Plaza
of Grand Palace.
1s geared for conventions and
continental and Chinese cu isine.
business people, with all amenities a
Thai International offers five, onebusiness person could want
hour flight~ daily.
available.
As zts name implies, the Plaza is
Etiquette
conveniently located just 15 minutes
from the airport and downtown.
E tiquette is someth ing to
Wi thin the hotel comp lex is the
remember in T hai la nd . The royal
Central Plaza shopping center, one
fami ly is t rea ted with ult ima te
of Asia's largest s hopping centers,
respect, and rude or boorish remarks
boasti ng hundreds of fashion
in this area can land a person in jail.
bo utiq ues and special ty s tores,
(This is serious business.)
international fast food outlets and
It is cons ide re d offensive to
cmemas.
point your foot at a person or object.
Sitting cross-legged, pointing your
The City of Roses
foot at someone is considered an
insult. Public displays of affection
Chiang Mai, called the "city of
a re no t a c ceptable . N ever pat
roses," 1s about an hour fl ight from
anyone, including children, on the
Bangkok to the north. Chiang Mai
head.
s its on a wid e mounta in plateau
1000 feet a b ove sea level.
Regulations and
Surrounded by soaring mountains
Information
and a cool climate - Chiang Mat is
the idyllic get-away from fast-paced
All visitors entering Thailand
Bangkok.
must have a valid passport. Visas are
Built nearly seven centuries ago
not required for fifteen days or less.
as a fortress, portions of the original
One
U.S .
dollar
equals
walls and moat still remain intact.
appro ximately 25 baht. Thai
Thts ctl y of one million residents
Airways International, celebrating
has preserved many of its lovely
its 34th annivers ary, flies direct
teak homes and tree-shaded roads. It
flight~ from L.A. to Bangkok. Their
has a w e alth o f c ultural and
excellent food and fine service are
hi sto ri c al attrac ttons, ex ce llent
the watch words of this airline. The
shopping and wonderful food, great
flight attendents are charming and
weather and the usual gracious Thai
gracious - giving a little preview of
hospitality.
what to expect when visiting their
The Chiang Mail Orchid Hotel
lovely country. •
offe rs a re la xe d atmosphere
overlooking the lush 001 Southep
Camille Bounds c' the travel editor for the
Mountians. It is elegantly furnished
Inland Emptr<' Busmess Journal and
and pleasantly decorated with local
Sunr~se Publications. Questions?
touches and amenities to make for
Call (408)779-3963.
an enjoyabl e stay with excellent
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TABLE
FOR
TWO!

The Wine Cellar

Catch 30 minutes of the best
Inland Empire restaurant reviews
two tlmes a week on KVCR TV 24,
the Inland Empire's PBS station.
Table for Two is the only
restaurant review show of its kind
on television. The show airs ...
6:30 p.m. on Tuesdays
and 6:30p.m. Saturdays.

By Wilham Anthony

The Wild Rabbit-A
Bunny Grows Up!

C

ozy, warm and invnmg, the
Wild Rabbtt serves a
continental menu at prices
that are too good to be true. Owned
by Bunny and Herb Bowers, thts
restaurant is their newest venture,
having began years ago with a
sandwich shop in downtown
Redlands, then "Bunny's," a coffee
shop which was re-invented into
this ''Wild Rabbit."
Set tn a shoppmg center JUSt
two or three minutes off the 10
freeway at the comer of Barton and
Alabama, it IS an easy reach from
anywhere in the Inland Empire. The
ingredients are fresh and the
portions are large. The menu
contains the usual pasta, fish,
chicken, and beef, but look closely
and you will find some treasures.
Try the pork Wellington which is
tenderloin sauteed in apple butter
with cinnamon and then baked in a
puff pastry with apple and raisins.
My favorite is the black tiger
shrimp stuffed with crab and served
in lobster sauce. Bunny serves as an
appelizer - not to be missed Thai egg rolls stuffed with port,
mushrooms, sprouts, noodles and
crab meat made hy hand from her
grandmother's recipe.
The Wtld Rabbtt entertams with
classic guttar on FfJd;~} and
Saturday e"emngs Entree' range
from $12.1J5 to $19.95. Thts Wild
Rabbit is a culinary delight not to
be missed for either breakfast,
lunch or dinner.
The Wild Rabbit is located at
1502 Barton Road in Redlands.
Reservations are a must for
Saturdays. Call (909) 793-2038. •

Mead on Wine
by Jerry D. Mend

Paso Robles
Wine Tour
f you're one of those folks
who thinks California wine
country begins and ends in
the Napa Valley, let me tell you
how much you're mtssmg.
Virtually the entue state, from
just north of the Mexican border
to just south of Oregon's, is wine
country.
One chunk of wine country
lies both east and west of
Highway 101, just about halfway
between San Franctsco and Los
Angeles, in and around Paso
Robles
Most of the wineries are
small, the kind where there's a
very good chance that the person
behind the tasting room counter is
the winemaker or someone
related to him or her.
That's both good and bad for
wine lovers Small wineries are
great for visiting, but frustrating
when you're trying to find the
wines after you get home .
They're tough on wine writers,
too, who want to review the
wines but know that readers want
to be able to track the wines
down at the corner supermarket.
Since I'm about to mention
several wineries, space won't
permit my usual policy of listing
addresses and phone numbers.
Instead, I'm going to tell you how
to write or call for a free color
brochure called "Wine Tasting in
Paso Robles,'' with complete
tnformatton on more than 25
wtnenes Contact Paso Robles
Vintners, 1225 Park St., Paso
Robles, CA 93446 (805) 2380506.
September and October are
good times to visit, by the way,
because harvest is in full swing.
You can observe the winemaking
and smell fermenting juice

I

everywhere.
Eberle Winery is on Hwy. 46,
just east of the 101 and ts one of
the best known of the smaller
producers
The wines are
available in many states, and
there's a warm and practical
tasting room which permits you
to look into the winery without
getting in the way.
The wines won't be easy to
find, but win lots of awards and
are worth the search. The 1992
Barbera ($18) is one of the
medal-winningest wtnes of the
year. A 1993 Viognier ($16) just
received 96 points and a plalinum
medal at the American Wine
Competition. The Wine Spectator
gave the same wine only 781 Go
figure. I give it 89/82.
Eberle 1990 "Paso Robles"
Caberoet Sauvignoo ($15). The
vartet}, the region, and the
winery are best known for: ripe
cherry, berry and dark chocolate
flavors with a little green olive
background. Pleasant mouthfeel,
combining plenty of spine and
backbone with round velvety
edges. Ratmg: 89/84
Arciero is one of the larger
wineries in the area and it's JUSt
down the road It has one of the
most impressive tasting rooms,
including a deli and outside
picnic benches.
Until now, Arciero has been
best known for Chenin Blanc
($5.50) with its big melon fruit,
the kind of wine that people who
don't like wine like. It wins tons
of medals. The wtnery is also

known for Petite Sirah ($8.49)
with its lush plum and black
cherry fruit. It's a frequent medal
wmner too.
But Arciero has a new
winemaker and a new focus, so
expect classic vaneties like
Chardonnay, Ztnfandel and
Cabernet to start winning
accolades.
Ar·ciero 1990 Cabernet
Sauvignon ($8.69). Bittersweet
chocolate and deep cherry flavors
wtth complex earthy undertones
and a very drinkable style. (The
1989 vintage is in some markets
and is similar but a little lighter
in style.) Great value! Rating:
89/89.
Meridian is another of the
large wineries and probably has
the best national distribution of
any of the Paso Robles-based
wtneries. It is owned by the same
folks who own Bennger, Chateau
Souverain and Napa Ridge.
Winemaker Chuck Ortman
was famous for his North Coast
Chardonnays before coming here,
and now he's famous for
Chardonnay all over again
I'm crazy about a 1990 "Paso
Robles" Zinfandel (92/84), but its
raspberry, plum and pepper spice
goodness can only be purchased
winery-direct. The Pinot Noir and
Syrah are both good but not great,
the Pinot being on the wimpy
side. The Cabernet, like so many
in the region, is exceptional.
There's a really exciting Pi not
Blanc scheduled for spring
release. •

Wine Selections and
•
Best Values

.1

By Bill Anthony

Geyser Peak
1991 • Alexander Valley Reserve
Cabemet Sauvignon ................. $20
Chateau St. Jean
1991 • Sonoma County
Fume Blanc. ... ..

Benziger
1991 • Sonoma County
Cabemet Sauvignon .................. $13

.. ....... $8

Clos DuBois
1992 • Alexander Valley
Chardonnay. ..........
• ..... $12

Wyndham
1992 • South Eastern Australia
Chardonnay.. .. .. .. .............. $8

Meridian
1992 • Santa Barbara County
Chardonnay............................ .... $1 0

Signorello
1992 • Napa Valley
Chardonnay................................$20

Chateau St. Jean
1990 • Sonoma County
Merlot. ........................................$15

Duckhorn
1992 • Napa Valley
Sauvignon Blanc ........................ $15

Dry Creek
1991 • Dry Creek Valley
Merlot. ........................................ $15
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tmMDHiM' Mirage Springs: California's First Casino Hotel M*91Him1
irage Sprtngs Hotel,
Casino & Spa is like
nowhere
else
in
California. Only at Mirage
Springs can you immerse yourself
in therapeutic thermal waters,
bask in the sun under palm trees,
play 18 holes of golf at a top
local golf course, get a Swedish
massage, dine on delectable
California cuisine and then stroll
into the Casino and try your hand
at Californta Black Jack, Texas
Hold 'em and many other games.
Mtrage Spnngs is the first and
only hotel 1n California with a
casino, and it's the Golden State's
one-of-a-kind vacation getaway.
Mirage Springs Hotel, Casino
& Spa 1s located less than 15
miles from downtown Palm
Springs tn the resort town of
Desert Hot Spnngs. Known as
"The Spa Ctty" for its famous
mineral-ncb, healthful waters that
bubble up from underground,
Desert Hot Springs offers many
spa hotels where visitors enjoy
the "miracle water," - but the
premier hotel here is now the new
Mirage Spnngs.
Walk under the porte cochere
at the front door into the lobby
and virtually the entire hotel
opens up before you -- because
of the combination of an
extensive use of glass and the
open and welcoming architectural
layout designed to make
everything easily accessible. To
the left are the Joshua Tree
restaurant, where you can dine on
delightful California cuisine;
Chuckwalla's, the comfortable
lobby bar for favorite beverages
and people watching; and all the
fun and excitement of the 5,000square-foot casino.
Straight
ahead
is
The
Courtyard, the large, beautiful
outdoor plaza area that the hotel
is built around, where you can
splash in the main swimmtng pool
with its cascading waterfalls,
enjoy any of stx thermal spa
pools of varying sizes and water
temperatures, and relax by the
water in a chaise lounge amid the
landscaping of palm trees and
desert fauna . To the right are the
front desk and concierge, and the
dramatic three-story Atrium
where you can hold special
dinners, receptions and other

M

events.
The 110 spacious guest rooms
either encircle The Courtyard and
overlook 11 or have views of the
desert and San Jacinto Mounta1ns.
Guest rooms were designed for
your comfort with beautiful
appOintments, Silting areas and
quality bathroom amenities.
Step from The Courtyard into
the Spa Center and take a Jacuzzt
or sauna and enjoy the type of
massage you like best. With the

hotel's full range of spa facilities,
you can enjoy all the benefits and
pleasures of the famous waters of
Desert Hot Springs.
You can also enjoy world-class
golf of the Palm Spnngs area.
The hotel will make reservations
for you - at priority rates with
guaranteed tee times - at major
courses of this golf mecca.
Enhanctng thts environment of
pleasure and enjoyment is a soft
and natural color scheme

throughout the hotel of dusty
rose, desert greens and pastels that echoes the colors of the
surrounding desert landscape.
Exciting gaming, reJuvenating
spa treatments, relaxing at
poolside, top-notch golf, fine
contemporary dining and more
are all part of the Mirage Spnngs
experience. And at no other hotel
in California can you enjoy it all
as at the Mtrage Springs Hotel,
Casino & Spa. •
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Last month ground was broken
for the new Spotlight 29 Casino
owned by the 29 Palms Band of
Desert Cahuilla Indians.
The new casino, located in the
triangle of Dillon Road, Highway 86
and Interstate 10 near Coachella, is
expected to open in January 1995. It
will feature table games as well as
off-track betting on horse races
from tracks around Southern

California.
The casino will be operated by
the Elsinore corporation, which also
runs the Four Queens hotel in Las
Vegas. It will be a 70,000-squarefoot facility that will employ
approximately 300 people.

Tribute to be Held for
Corky Larson
Riverside County Supervisor
Patricia "Corky" Larson, who
announced her retiremc:nt at the end

of this term, will be the honoree at a
tribute luncheon to be held in
December.
The tribute is to honor her
achievements during her long public
career and is being organized by a
committee
representing the
Coachella Valley Chamber of
Commerce.
"The tribute is a wonderful
opportunity for the fourth district of
the county, including the whole
Coachella Valley, to demonstrate its
appreciation to Corky for her many,

many years of service and invaluable
co ntr ibuti o n she m a de to our
community," said Manny Sanchez of
JMS Engineering and a member of
the committee organizing the event.
The tribute will be he ld on
Monday, Dec. 5, at Marriott's Desert
Springs Resort Hotel. The cost of the
event is $30 per person and
reservations must be made in
advance. For more information call

(619) 771-0104.

U.S. Alter Makes an
Acquisition
Last month, Palm- Desert based
U.S. Filter acqu ired Smogless S.P.A.
of Milan, Italy. This was the closing
o f the previous ly announced deal
with Laidlaw, Inc., w ho had owned
Smogless.
Since 195 4, Smogless has
designed and constructed over 400
plants for the treatment of various
types of pollution, including 20
industrial wastewater treatment
plants for pharmaceutical, yeast and
sugar manufacturers. They are also
involved in the privatization of water
treatment and have built and operate
two large municipal wastewater
treatment plants in Italy.
With this acquisition, U.S. Filter
now has 15 international offices and
10 manufacturing plants.

The High Desert, (a
comprised of Adelanto, FEATURED SPEAKER
Barstow, Hesperia and John E. Brvson
Victorville)
many unique business
Chairman ancrcro
advantages. This area is recognized as a recycling Southem Califomia Edison
m11rlcd zorte and is located in the Mojave Desert Air Quality Management District.
A new lease agreement with the United States Air Force has been signed and development of 11 commen:ud 11ir facility is to begin.
Job E. Bryson, Chairman and CEO of Southern California Edison Corporation, will be
the keynote speaker. The conference will feature over 85 different information booths to
l:a•m your questions on business locations and expansions in the High Desert.
,I ,:Jliftd out lllOI'e about the economic boom happening in the High Desert. $60 admission,inclvdes lunch and afternoon reception.

a.l ((, 19} 245-7600 or wrile toclay lor ticlcets or inlormation.
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Moreno Valley Expo Sidesteps Traditional Trade Show Format

Desert Business Journal
Ground Broken on New
casino

OCTOBER 1994

DAP Announces New
Physician
The Desert Aids Project, Inc., in
Palms Springs announced last month
the hiring of O ayton 0 . Barbour, II,
MD as a primary care physician for
the agency's HIV Health Center

(HHC).
Dr. Barbour came to the valley
from San Francisco, where he
developed a significant HIV practice
and participated in community·
based AIDS organizations and
research endeavors. Prior to that he
was a founding member of
Jacksonville AIDS Coalition in
Florida in 1984, and helped to
develop
the
community

by Dulorc> H.tgcn

ombining a real business
trade show w i 1h community interests may be lhe
w ay to promote business in the
future.
W hen business is intertwined
with the needs of the community, it
provides a convenient place where
families are encouraged to explore
services and products that the
bus iness co mmunity has to offer. It
also provides the opportunity for
business owners to get acquainted
with each other and use the powe r
of networking to su pport each other
in their economic growth.

C

The Moreno Valley
Business & Community

Expo evoked a spirited
response and exceptional
attendance.

The tim e -ho no re d as pects of
business trade shows in s malle r
communities may have to change,
particularl y
in
b edroom
communit ies s uc h as Mo ren o
Valley. Whe n th e r e is no la r ge
industrial ba se a nd res id e nts
depend on services wi th i n t he
community, bus iness an d fa m il y
activities are depe nd ent on each
other. The solution in the case of
Moreno Valley was to expand a
business trade show to include

family-type attractions without
turning it into a carnival·type
event.
This departure from the
traditional business trade show
format presented a marketing
challenge from the M. V. Chamber
Expo Committee. The first
marketing challenge was to
convince business ow ners that they
could benefit from this event by
meeting other business owners and
letting the community explore the
many possibilities availab le
through their businesses. The next
marketing hurdle was to convince
the public that while t his is a
business exposition, it also offers
activities that would be fun, as well
as educational, for the children.
By involving community and
service groups and by adding
entertainment, fun, give-aways and
other attractions for the children,
between 3,000 and 4,000 people
visited the 90 plus exhibits.
Exhibitor participation over
previous business shows tripled
and att endance was seven to eight
times greater.
For the average citize n, this was
their first ti me at a business trade
show. For the s mall fry, this was an
opportunity to get a closer look at
th e busi ness part of thei r
co mmunity.
Whether this is a trend that other
co mmunities will follow remains to
be s ee n . The Moreno Va ll ey
Bus iness & Communi ty Expo
evo ked a s p i ri ted r espo nse and
ex ce pt io na l a ttenda nc e . It also
helped to f oster a future
cooperative spirit among the major
sponso rs. •

Desert

AIDS

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON IS
SELLING 4 VACANT RIGHTS-OF-WAY
CONSISTING OF FEE-OWNED
NON-CONTIGUOUS PARCELS LOCATED
IN SAN BERNARDINO AND
RIVERSIDE COUNTIES.
RIGHT-OF-WAY N0.1
APP. 1,1 00 ACRES
$1 380 ()()()
)'\K'r.t

\.'HI~y

RIGHT-OF-WAY N0.2
APP. 1,050ACRES
$3 798000

/

• Hesperia

--J.

___./

~--~-·-·t.uceme
·---

lWemynlne Palms

....

•Nonh Palm Spmgs

RIGHT-OF-WAY N0.3
APP. 70 ACRES
$1 775 ()()()

\/'alley

RIGHT-OF-WAY N0.4
APP. 600 ACRES

$3 890000

•COrona

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTAC'r.
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and supportive services to the

Soulham C8lfomla Edllon

population of HIV-infected men and
women of the Coachella Valley.

tllrouflh DAP. &

PRICED FOR QUICK SALE

INQUIRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY NO\t 1 1894

provides compreheJISive outpatient

Since its opeaing, nearly 2,000
clients have received services

VACANT PROPERTY

MAPS NOT TO SCALE; APPROXIMATE
LOCATION ONLY; RIGHTS-QF-WAY
WILL BE SOLD AS COMPLETE UNITS.
OFFERS ON INDIVIDUAL PARCELS
WILL NOT BE CONSIDERED.

outreach/education program and the
"Buddy Program" for home care.
The

Tom Herold and Kalhy Day of Safely Compliance Co. allhe M.V. Expo.

lalla a..- of PlltureKida CGmpueerl..an11ng Ccaten opgu. computer- to kldl
youaa llld old at the M.V. I!Kpo.

430 N. Vine~ Avenue, SUite 210,
OntariO, CA 91764-5495
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The Inland Empire's Own Newscast

F

or those of us living in the
Inland Empire, it can get a
little frustrating to get our
news from the Los Angeles-based
stations. We're not concerned
about minor traffic tie-ups in Santa
Monica or the new shopping
center in the San Fernando Valley.
What we want is news that
affects us. And now we've got it.
The Inland Empire Television
News, which has been running on
the Comcast cable system since
February, is now broadcast on
KZKI, Television 30.
What this means is that at 5:30
every night, 1.45 million homes
here in the Inland Empire now
receive the only area newscast, put
on by local residents for local
residents.
"We want to cover the local
news that you can't get from the
Los Angeles' stations," said
IETVN anchor Robert Soto.
"There are so many things that
affect us here that you just can't
get information on anywhere else.

We want to tell the viewers about
what's happening down the street,
not halfway across the globe."

News fo r the
Inland Empire
The Inland Empire TV News'
goal is not only to bring you the
breaking news from around the
area, such as trials and homicides,
but also show the viewer the
political and economic trends of
the area.
Anchors Robert Soto and Joe
Lyons combined have over 30years' experience in broadcast
media. They have both worked in
the lnl;tnd Empire for many years,
and they know the concerns the
people in this area have.
"The people in this area are
concerned about the things people
everywhere are concerned about;
crime, the economy, education.
But what they want to know is
what's being done about it
locally," Soto said. "That's what

we will bring to them."
Also on the newscast, reporter
Lillian Vasquez has a daily
segment titled "Looking Inland"
where she takes an in-depth look
at some of the issues that affect
this area. She will turn her eye
toward everything from ballot
measures to individuals whose
stories affect us.
"There are so many great stories
of courage and heartbreak in the
Inland Empire. And that doesn't
even count all the political and
social trends and events." Vasquez
said. "The hardest part is deciding
\\hat to cover."
The newscast also gives you a
local business roundup from S.
Earl Statler. Once again, the focus
isn't on what's happening in New
York, it's what's happening in
Upland, Redlands or Palm Springs.
You 'II also get the latest local
sports news and an Inland Empire
weather forecast. Plus, every
Thursday, Bill Anthony reviews
the best restaurants in the region

so you know the best spots to go
out to eat on Saturday night.

Where to See the Only
Local News
Television 30, KZKI, is now
carrying the newscast That means
you can see the newscast
anywhere in the Inland Empire.
Channel 30 is a broadcast station
whose signal reaches from the
Coachella Valley all the way into
Los Angeles.
The show is broadcast every
night at 5:30 p.m However, don't
fret. If you live in the Comcast
cable area, the newscast still runs
every night at 6:30 on Channel 3.
Comcast cable covers the Fontana
and San Bernardino areas, as well
as Montclair, Ontario and Upland.
To catch the Inland Empire's
only local television news show,
tune into the Inland Empire
Television News every night. It's
the best way to find out what's
going on in the area . .t.

Ontario Airport Hosts 4th Annual 5K/10K Airport Run

T

h e F r ie n ds of Ontario
Airport will host the 4th
Annual Airport 5K/10K
run on Sunday, Nov. 20th,
according to Friends' president
Joe Formino.
The 5K/IOK run (which also

includes a 5K walk) will start on
the south side of the Ontario
Airport and features a "flat, fast
course and a scenic tour of
Ontario Airport." The course
passes through historic vineyards,
the UPS air freight center, the

Founh Annual

RUNWAY SK/JOK
FRIENDS ol ONT SK IOK Run Walk

•

ONTARIO AIRPORT

November 20, 1994

airport approach pattern and the
picturesque Centrelake office
complex.
"More than 550 runners and
walkers participated in last year's
event and we're preparing for 800
for this year's competition," said
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RUN
WALK
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Event Coordinator Bea Martinez.
Corpo ra te sponsors incl ude
UPS, A l aska Airlines and the
Department of Airports.
Business sponsors include
Host Marriott, Ontario International Airport, Lockheed
Aircraft Service-Ontario, Inland
Empire Magazine, Parking
Company of America, Caterair
International,
Kengraphics
Printing, Dr. James CarterChiropractic Athletic Centers,
Ampco
System
Parki ng,
Pow e rB a r, Inland Va lley Daily
Bulleti n,
M e rcy/M e d ic- I
Ambulance Service, Price Costco,
F r it o L ay, DMJM , Arro whe ad
Mounta in Spring Water, C hino
Va ll ey Ba n k a n d t h e Ontario
Visitors and Convention Bureau.
Regis tra t ion for the e vent
( wh ic h inc ludes a T-s h i rt and
special gift) is $15 by Nov. 12th
and $17 the day of the race.
Following the 5K/10K Awards
Ceremony, the Ontario Air Traffic
Control Towe r will b e hosting a
facility Open House.
For e v e nt informati on and
registration forms, please call

(909) 988-2720. .&

U.S. FamilyCare Opens Its Doors

U

.S FamilyCare Medical
Center, in Montclair, is
the Inland Empne's
newest hospital. It opened Aug. 1,
1994 on the former site of
Doctors Hosp1tal of Montclair.
The 102-bed medical facility is
a ful l-service hospital providing
obstetrics, medrcal and surgical
services,
intensive
care,
emergency, outpatient surgery,
urgent care, radiology, laboratory
and many other ancillary services.
The hospital is part of the
rapidly
expand1ng
US
FamilyC'are phy,1c1an
1nd
medical group network, which
maintains operations 1n three
states and provides care to over
350,000
pat1ents.
US.
FamilyCare Medical Center is
physician-owned and physicianoperated, whrch 1s a pat1ent's
assurance of receiving the h1ghest
standard of quality health care.
Physicians in the Pomona/On tario
basin serve on the Medical
Center's staff.
"Patients and the1r doctors can
look
forward
to
a
physician/ hospital teamwork
approach to high qual1ty,
comprehensive patient care." said
Phil Gutierrez, M.D , D A.B S.,
the Medical Center's chief of
staff.
"We intend to make U.S.
FamilyCare Medical Center a
'Cadillac' facility, \\ith the best
possible facilities, equipment.
staff and serv1ces," said Ronald
W. Porter, admini,trator for the
Medical Center.
U.S Fi!mtlyCarc 1s il div1s1on
of Pacific Phys1cian Services,
Inc, a Redlands, California-based
health care management company
dedicated to high quality, costconscious care.
"It's always been our goal to
make the health care we offer
both efficient and of the highest
quality," said Gary L. Groves,
president and chief executive
officer of Pacific Physician
Services. By owning a hospital,
U.S. FamilyCare physicians "can
remain in total control over the
proper care of their patients,"
added Dr. Groves.
US. 1-amilyCan:'s physicians
and medical groups v.-cn.' rccl!ntly
awarded
the
maximum
accreditation by the Unified
Medical Quality Commission, a
nationwide health care quality

assurance organization which sets
high standards in health care for
its member physicians and
medical groups. This underscores
the company's commllment to
quality service. U.S. FamilyCare
received a ncar-perfect rating,
scoring less than one half of one
percent of 100 percent.
The Medical Center named
several
community-based
physicians to chair various
departments witlun the hospital
Daksha Ja1n, M.D, F.A.A.P.,

chairperson for the Department of
Pediatrics; James Lyster, M.D.,
F.A.C.O.G., chairperson for the
Department of Obstetr1cs and
Gynecology, Keith Kusunis,
M.D., F.AA.F.P, chairperson for
the Department of Family
Practice; Vi nod Garg, M . D .,
F.A .C. S., chairperson for the
Department of Surgery; Gerald
Friedman, M D , A B I.M.,
chairperson for the Department of
Internal Medic1ne; Steven C
Reiner,
M D.,
F.A C.F.P.,

@N§,(·"fil

F.A.A.F.P., is Vice Chief of Staff
and Hospital Medical Director;
and Roger Hall, D 0., C-G/P, is
the Hospital's Associate Medical
Director.
In
addition
to
adding
community programs, U.S.
FamilyCare Medical Center will
continue its relationship with
nearby College of Osteopathic
Medicine of the Pacific in
Pomona, in which graduates
perform their internship or
residency at the Medical Center. .t.
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wo new officers have come
on board at Chino Valley
Bank. David Faulk has
been named vice president/
banking officer at the Riverside
office, and Kenneth C. Clark has
been named vice president and
assistant manager at the Chino
branch.
With a bachelor of arts degree
from California State University.
Fullerton, Faulk brings more than
21 years of banking experience to
the Riverside branch. He had a
strong background in business
development and loan portfolio
management, combined w ith
expertise in the areas of corporate
finance and secured lending. He
most recently worked as vice
president, business banking officer
for Pacific National Bank, and he
currently resides in Yorba Linda.
Clark, who most recently held
a position as senior credit
examiner with The Bank of
California, has also held positions
as commercial lender and branch
manager for other financial
tnstitutions before coming to
CVB. Clark is also a member of
Mensa and the
National
Association of Accountants, and a
former member of the Rotary
International.

T

SBMG Staff Expands

T

here is a new face at San

Bemardino Medical Group.

Magdi S Blsaadi, M.D., a
specaalist m mtemal medicine, is
certafied by the American Board
of Iaternal Medicine and has
adm1ttiag privileges at Loma
Uada Comanmity, St. Bernardiae
t.(edu:al Ceater, aad San
BemanliDo C01JD11111ty Hospital.
After arad. .tiaa from the
medical program .a AiDs Sbmla
UJUVenity aa Caaro, :BJypt, Dr.

flsMili .,. a ildeaa 81 Fraatfort
1Wpital ill Philadelphia.
Dr

Blsaad1 •• active ia

;.bliSbtaJ aad special research
JQ'OJ•cts. His wort lias beea
Pffteated to tbe Americaa
Academy of Cliaical ToDcology,
as wdl as tile America&
Auoe~atiOII of Poasoa Coatrol
Qtatea 1'lllik
raeareb

._&a

Udete1U11,1,

Qr: ............

t1le t~ tftpOUiWlity

that comes from being entrusted
with an individual's life and
health," and believes direct patient
contact is the most rewarding part
of his career.

Further, she is a public affairs
host, field reporter and video
producer for the city of San
Bernardino
Cable
Access
televbion channel, KCSB Channel
3.

New G.M. at Hyatt Resort
new general manager has
been named for the Hyatt
Gr"nd Champions Resort
in
Indian
Wells .
Mark
Heinzelman, an honors graduate
from
Fairleigh
Dickinson
University in New Jersey, will be
in charge of overall management
and operations for the 35-acre
resort.
Formerly the general manager
for the Hyatt Regency St. John in
the Virgin Islands, Heinzelman
has been with the Hyatt Hotels
Corporation for over 14 years.
The Indian Wells Resort
recently reopened after extensive
$2.9 million renovation that began
in June, 1993.

A

1994-1995
Assembly Fellow Named
ia S . Poole of San
Bernardino has been
named by the California
Legislature to one of the nation's
oldest and most prestigious
legislative fellowship programs,
the Jesse M . Unruh Assembly
Fellowship, Class of 1994-1995.
P'oole will attend graduate
courses in California government
and policy through California
State University, Sacramento, and
will gain legislative staff
experience working with a
legislative committee or Member
office in Sacramento. Her
responsibilities will include
developing and researching
legislative proposals, answering
constituent inquiries, analyzing
bills, and writing press releases
ud speeches.
A 13-year employee of San
BernardiDo County, Ms. Poole has
produced and hosted a weekly
public affairs radio show known
as "African-American Awareaess." as well as co-hosting the
~ oa Suday Morning Show"
for the University of Cali:omJa,
Riverside station. KUCR. Poole is
also the Inland Empire
correspondent and community
batsoa for KACB/KAEV, a Los
AaJeles-based radao stalioa.

D
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Law Office in Claremont
Celebrates First
Anniversary
he Claremont branch of the
Law Offices of Thomas E.
Miller is now a year old,
and managing attorney John Chaix
is finding the work rewarding.
C'haix joined the Miller offices in
Palm Desert two years ago and
became managing attorney of the
Claremont office in January. 1994.
Chaix is a long-time resident
of Southern California, having
completed his undergraduate Juris
Doctorate at West ern State
University College of Law in San
Diego . His work with the firm,
which specializes in serving
homeowner associations with
construction defects, gives him a
chance to make a contribution to
the community at large, helping
homeowners preserve their
investments.

T

Fabble Named VP for
Project In Arizona
lthough he is already the
vice president of East
Highlands Ranch, Inc., a
subsidiary of Mobil Land
Development Corporation in
Ontario, Anthony V. Fabbie
apparently has enough room on
his
plate
for
additional
responsibilities. He has now been
named vice president of marketing
for Mobil Land's Red Mountain
Ranch master-planned community
in Mesa, Arizona.
East Highlands Ranch is a
master-planned community which
will consist of approximately
2,700 homes, as well as amenities
such as bicycling and jogging
trails, a lake and a clubhouse
complex.
East Highlands Ranch will
feature some of California's finest
builders, including Centex HoJDes,
Osborne Development Corporation, Randall Properties, and
Cottage Development.
Red Mountain Ranch in
Arizona will include a private 18hole country club, swimming

A

pool, jogging paths and fitness
center.
Mr. Fabbie, an employee of
Mobil since 1973, possesses a
strong background in land
development, administrative
management
and
human
resources.

Farmers Fair and Expo
Coming to Perris
he 48th annual Farmers
Fair and Expo will be held
at the
Lake
Perris
Fairgrounds from Oct. 15-23,
1994.
This year's fair is expected to
he bigger and hetter than ever,
with the addition of a carnival
plus this year's spectacular lineup
of entertainment and activities.
Highlights will include a
safari reptile show, theme-related
contests, motorized events and the
Gail Webb Sports Show.
Musicians performing at the fair
include country stars Me11e
Haggard and Ronnie Millsap, and
the reggae se nsa ti on Wailing
Souls. All this along with the
traditional variety of livestock
shows, arts and crafts and the
Farmers ' Daughters competitions.

T

Harker Named in IFA
Who's Who
velyn Harker, the founding
chairperson and current
board member of the
Balloon and Wine Festival, was
recently listed in the 1994-1995
edition of International Festivals
Association's Who's Who in
Festivals & Special Events.
"It is an honor to be listed in
the I FA's Who's Who," said
Harker, president and owner of
Harker Enterprises in Temecula.
"We strive to keep the quality of
events we produce as high as other
member festivals around the
world."
Harker Enterprises organizes,
promotes and markets events for
business and non-profit orsani·
zations. For instance, Harker
Enterprises is now coordinatinJ
the Murrieta Chamber of
Commerce's street fair (planned
for Nov. 13), and the Old Town
Temecula Mainstreet Association's 9th Annual Temecula
Rod Run on Feb. 18 and 19, 1995,
among other projects. A

E

Home Sales Up
by 20 Percent
ales of new and existing
homes is up 20 percent in
the first eight months of this
year compared to the same period
last year according to TRW RED!
Property Data, a nationwide real
estate information company.
The findings show that the
South ern California housing
mark et is showing signs of a
recovery despite recent increases
in mortgage rates, which still
remain low by historical standards.
Between January and August,
more than 138,000-single-family
homes closed escrow in the sixcounty Southern California region.
The average selling price of these
homes was $210,135.
Sales were even more brisk in
parts of the Inland Empire.
Riverside County showed a 23.5
percent increase in the first eight
months, although the average price
of a home fell almost one percent.
However, in San Bernardino

S

County home sales were up less
than the average, 15.4 percent,
with the average price of a home
down 2.5 percent over last year.
In a separate study, TRW
RED! found that housing
affordability in California 1s at a
higher level than three years ago
in spite of recent increases in
mortgage interest rates.
The report states this is due to
increased income levels in the
state over the past three years
(albeit only marginally) and
interest rates that are low
compared to historical standards.
TRW RED! found, using a new
measure of affordability, that the
average mortgage in 1994 eats up
43.9 percent of an average income;
this is compared to 46.5 percent in
1991.
Locally, San Bernardino
County was the most affordable,
with the average mortgage taking
up 40.3 percent of an average
income. This was compared to
Riverside, which had a 42 .6
percentage.

THE INLAND
EMPIRE'S ONLY
NEWS/TALK RADIO
CNN INTERNATIONAL AND
NATIONAL NEWS EVERY HOUR
LoCAL NEWS EVERY HALF HOUR
LOCAL TRAFFIC EVERY
FIFTEEN MINUTES

he monthly California
Construction
Review
found that the number of
building permits for new homes
in the state did not change in
July 1994 from the number a
year ago; however, total money
being spent on construction was
up 8.4 percent.
The rate of new single-family
homes being built was up 10.2
percent in July of 1994 as
compared with 1993, but this
was offset by a 35.9 percent
reduction
in
multifamily
dwellings. However, this drop
was a bit of a statistical
aberration due to a huge increase
multi-family
permits
in
requested in Orange County in
June 1994, with companies
trying to get permits before an
increase in fees took place. This
led to a decline in requests in
July that is likely to continue in
subsequent months.

T

The dollar amount being
spent on residential building was
up 3.9 percent in July as
compared to a year ago.
However, the biggest financial
jump
came
in
heavy
construction, which was up 36.2
percent over July 1993.

Dunlop Tires Opens
Distribution Center
In Ontario
a tel Ius Development
Corporation is building a
300,000- square -foot
distribution center for Dunlop
tires at the Crossroads Business
Center in Ontario.
Dunlop bas entered into a 10year lease which will enhance
the West Coast customer service
of the automotive, truck and
motorcycle tire manufacturer.
Dunlop said they chose
Ontario because of its access to
an airport, the 1-5 and 1-10
freeways and Sante Fe Rail
service. A

C

/PQININEWSAM 1350
~-KCKC

KCKC AM Radio

1350
Inland Empire's CNN Station
In the CoiiChella V•ller
K·NEWS 1270 All

"Southern California
Business Focus"
From 7:00pm • 7:30pm
Monday thru Friday
Features Discussions on a Variety of Business Issues
Recent Guests Include...

llll1
BRUINS
IF~I NEWSAM 1350

~

Residential Building
Levels Unchanged

rKCK C

• Congressman Dana Rohrbacher • Dr. Laura ScbleiaiD&er •
• Mark Victor Hansen • Darrell Paulk • Blizabeda Caulder •
• John Thorton • Sal Briguglio • Jerry Bavei •
• Senator John Lewis • Mike Scbonter • Stan Statham •
• Mary Ellen Drummond • Seaator lt11bea Ayala •
• Robert Moadavi • Ma.-y Scarpa•
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The Greater Riverside Chambers of Commerce ·
lrd Annual IOK
' "Walk for Education"

Riverside Workshops
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Oct. 15 Hampton Inn
Nov. 5 Mission Inn
Call Life Systems Institute
(909) 780-5110

Sat., November 19, 1994

Call (909) 391-1015
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Archive Fiesta Mixer
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Ribbon Cutting Grand Opening
Tuesday, October 18,1994 • 5:30pm-7:30pm
6455 Box Springs Blvd.
Get there early for your Trivial Pursuit Game Card!

Ask for Art Kemp
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Quaint, cozy cabins and cottages,
nestled among tall trees.

Kitchens • Fireplaces
Cable TV • Heated Pool
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AARP Discounts • Honeymoon Packages
Midweek Bargain Break Rates

LOMA LINDA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
Invites you to take advantage of many
benefits of chamber membership such as:
• New Business Contacts through nelworking al weekly
Breakfasl Club, monlhly mixers, elc.
• Rererrais
• Affordable advertising opportunities for members and
non-members in our new quarterly newsletler thai is mailed
to every Lorna Linda residence and business (8,000 circulalion).
For furlher information, call the chamber orfice at
(909) 799-2828

Montclair Chamber of Commerce

2nd ANNUAL CASINO NIGIIT
Saturday, October 22, 1994 7-12 p.m.
Montclair Community Center
5111 Benito Street
$40 donation for couples, $25 donation for individuals
No~N~

CRAP TABLES • BlACKJACK • ROULEITE
Door prizes, food, no-host bar, and entertainment by
RHYfHM CREW DJ's
Call 624-4569 for tickets

Call for Reservations and Information .. .

(800) 675-5848 ° (714) 338-2418
Moreno Valley Chamber of Commerce
"Good Business Builds a Beller Community"

All the Chambers of the Cities in Coachella Valley

The Moreno Valley Chamber of Commerce M1ssion is to
Promote, Support, and Educate our Business Community.

present

23508 Lake Drive • Box 22 • Crestline, CA 92325

Ad Deadline for
November
is Oct. 20th!
For information on
advertising call
Roger Harvey at:
{909} 391-1015
ext.2B

WISE ABOUT MAIL
We will help you oort throul(h
the maze ofposllllr<f!UtaUon•. tD
save you the m- money ~tblc
We serve buslnes..c;cs that mall
ncwslettcn. magazlna;. promos.
odfmallcrs, catal"'l"o or any other
type of mall. Our custom<nO benefit
from cxpe:rlcncc: we ha,·e obta.Jnnl
from working wtth tht: Post Office
Let our wisdom help yuu \\ork
smart.er not harder

Pl.., ,_n 11110 our mgle ..,...
born Into a slow but elmple postal
SJWtem He learned ways to apeed
up mall, and to cut through postal
~to JIIAR ao dl'ecUw
mailing.
Many poetal chaaga later, our
eagle Ia etlll growing In wtadom.
Often UmeA. smarter than the Post
OIJice.
If,.,.. need hdp wtth • mailIng from 6,000 to 6 million plec:ea.
we can .ave: JOU·

1995 Book of Lists
Reserve your advertising
space NOW!

IJ626.1' Mol\11! Vista Ave., Clllno, CA 91710

•

PAX (714) 628-J987

THE THIRD ANNUAL VALLEY WIDE MIXER
Business in Aclion
Hispanic Business Council
Economic Development

UPlAND CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

Legislalive Aclion
Military Affa~rs
Publicity

Frank Abbott Memorial
Golf Tournament Best Ball Scramble
Mark your calenders now for

Del Webb Sun City, Bermuda Dunes
$10 admission includes 2 tickets to drawing
Call Chamber (619) 346-6111

(909) 697-4404

Redlands Chan1ber of Con1n1erce
lmttn \llll to

\tl'p h.1ck 111

lt tll c

\ "" ll"tonc Rcdl.uHI,

Third Annual

October 13, 1994
5:30p.m.

Monlhly "Outlook" Newsletler Business Expo
Educational Seminars
Health Insurance
Chamber Office:
Opporlunities
22620 Golden Crest Dr., Suit 110
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

(909) 391·1015 ext. 16

Join us for the Inland Empire's most unique and fun golf toumamentl!'

Soallaera Calilonda
Bindery • MaWag. lac.
(714) 67JY1S19

Comins Soon

Committees:
Ambassadors
Education
Finance
Products & Services:
Membership Refferals
Community Maps
New Business Directory
Networking & Markeling
S.C.O.RE. Counseling
MFCU Membership

Srop by the Chamber Office and pick up a

Historic Driving Tour
$13.00
an Audio Tour by Dr. Larry Burgess

TEMECULA VALLEY CHAMBER OF CO MMERCE

The Essential Tool For A Successful Business
The Temecula Valley Chamber of Commerce is dedicated to serving, promotmg and
supporting the local business env1orment with 5 (five) standing commi"ees:
Governmental Affairs, Education, Local Business Promotions, Membership Services,
and Ways and Means.

Get involved with the Largest Business
Network ing Temecula Valley!

Temecula Valley Chamber of Commerce

Call the Upland Chamberr of Commerce for infonnation

The chamber office is located at
t East Redlands Blvd.
the corner of Redlands Blvd. & Orange St.

on how to gel on the list for this "One of A Kind" Tournament!

(909) 793-2546

(714) 676-5090

Wednesday Sept. 21, 1994, at the Upland Hills Counry Club

(909) 931-4108

27450 Ynez Road • Suit 104 • Temecula, CA 92591
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John Doudlas Forsyth, aka J.D.
Forsyth,
Carol
Maureen
Forsyth, J. D. Forsyth and
Associates, 38425 Via Taffia,
Murrieta; debts: $112,199, assets:
$4,785; Chapter 7.

Michael K. Bonnett, dba Inland
Coacrete Cutting (a Sole
Proprietorship), 16321 Valle
Vista Way, Riverside; debts:
$239,132, assets: $226,050;
Chapter 13.

Chong Ho Kim, Jae D. Kim,
Mission Palmetto Liquor, aka
Kim's Market, 939 West Mission
Blvd., Ontario; debts: $746,247,
assets: $10,100; Chapter 7.

Patricia Ann Cameron, Pat's
Tax Accounting and Service,
28543 North Port Lane, Menifee;
debts: $141,631, assets: $129,812;
Chapter 7.

Craig Wetzel, Kelly Wetzel,
fdba Southern California
Lubrication Equipment, 12401
Lorez Drive, Moreno Valley;
debts: $542,166, assets: $116,550;
Chapter 7.

Clennis Gene Pancoast, Becky
Louis Pancoast, fdba Clenny
Pancoast
Trucking,
dba
Pancoast Trucking, 18186 Santa
Ana,
Bloomington;
debts:
$308,779, assets: $164,450;
Chapter 7.
Paul Allred Perea, Karen
Adams Perea, fdba Paul Perea
& Associates, 11160 Pioneer
Ridge Road, Moreno Valley;
debts: $341,772, assets: $246,920;
Chapter 7.
Charles Preston Proctor, AAA
Smog and Auto Repair, 10844
East Ave . , Hesperia; debts:
$625,264, assets: $3,910; Chapter
7.

Kenneth Richard Campbell,
Karen Grace Campbell, dba C.
K.
Horseshoeiog,
12666
Magnolia Ave., Chino; debts:
$137,326, assets: $123,425;
Chapter 7.

Robert Allen Yeager, Maretta
Ann Yeager, fdba Grand
Terrace True Value, Grand
Terrace Hardware, 531 Pioneer,
Blue Jay; debts: $482,506, assets:
$6,450; Chapter 7.

Doaaa Marie Chambers, fdba
Home
Brewery,
2018
Buttonwood St., Colton; debts:
$156,722, assets: $112,843;
Chapter?.

Karl Howard Moreland, dba KClub Wholesale Computors,
8798 Caluma Court, Rancho
Cucamonga; debts: $266,054,
assets: $168,175; Chapter 7.

New Building Permits
$500,000 or Larger
21 SFR'S FROM S74M TO $144. 1M
Owuer: Del Webb CAl. 39755 Washington St., Bermuda Dunes,
CA 92201 (619) 122-5345. CA!ntraclor. Donald V. Mickus, P .0.
Box 29040, Phoenix, AZ 85038 (619)772-5300. Project:
DaociDg Wlfers, Golden Pebble, Gorham, Maranja, Ravencrest,

Dually Days.

WATER IMPROVEMENT FACILITY
Coaanc:tor· Taymecb Corp., P. 0. Box 11546, Santa Ana, CA
92105 (714) 540-6371. Project: 22175 Playground Dr.
10 SFR'S FROM $94.6M TO Sl21.2M; NO 01'HER INFO ON

OWJIII!R

0..: .... OIUIIp, CA. Coalnlcfor: Newcomb Development,
2IIZ5' W . . _ BIYd., Newport Beach, CA 92663 (714) 675'144 Pnlject: 17416-17442 Blue Water, 17326-17358 Dovebill,
mt4-1732Z..., Cr
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Christopher Alaa Bayer, Janet
Elleea Bayer, aka Janet Eileen
Mettetal, ABC Electric, 1023
Hawthorne St., Ontario; debts:
$177,239, assets: $166,490;
Chapter 7.

OCfOBER 1994

Edger Allen Rippe, Linda Sue
Rippe, aka Linda S. Jeffery,
Linda S. Couchman, fdba Eye
for Detail, 3253 Rainforest Drive,
Riverside; debts: $396,773,
assets: $326,360; Chapter 7.
William Alan Scherer, Grace
Isidora Scherer, dba Style with
Grace, 14791 Mockingbird
Canyon Road, Riverside; debts:
$198,745, assets: $282,669;
Chapter 7.
Larry L. Whitcomb, Jeanette
Whitcomb,
dba
Larry's
Automotive Care, 3413 Oak Leaf
Court, Ontario; debts: $211,521,
assets: $182,180; Chapter 7.
Frank Michael Alvarez, aka
Frank M. Alvarez, Frank
Alvarez, fdba Alvarez Backhoe
Service, 2923 Half Moon Court,
Norco; debts: $223,157, assets:
$207,500; Chapter 7.
Gordoa Arnold Berg, Terry
Holt Berg, fdba Eaviroameatal
Remedial Action, Eaviroumeatal Resource Group, 39428
Corte Garhoso, Murrieta; debts:
$189,747, assets: $203,400;
Chapter 13.
Riley Joseph Boatte, Elmer's
E111, Elmer's Raach Ens,
Riley's E111, 11674 California
St., Yucaipa; debts: $450,354,
assets: $9,970; Chapter 7.
James Bill Dauclltry, Dawa
Lolllse Daaptry, aw La Qaiuta
Mortcap Corp., 82335 Cocbrau
Drive, Iudio; debts: $1,001,247,
auets: $107,550; Chapter 7.

Vera Craigmyle, fdba Craigmyle
Manufacturing Company, 3958
Bain St., Mira Lorna ; debts :
$210,400, assets: $58,470; Chapter
7.
Timothy R. Kennedy, Nancy M.
Kennedy,
fdba
Kennedy
Construction, 17769 Hercules,
Hesperia; debts: $211,511, assets:
$99,154; Chapter 7.
John Francis Martin, aka Jack
Martin, dba Martin's General
Store, 37505 East Benton Road,
Temecula; debts: $336,800, assets:
$558,500; Chapter 13.
John Paul McMahan, aka J. P.
McMahan, John McMahan, fdba
Tomac Engineering, 44512 La
Paz, Temecula; debts : $300,792,
assets: $2,975; Chapter 7.
Nicholas Panzarini Jr., Susan
Panzarini, fdba P. S. Acoustic,
PSA Plaster & Drywall, Inc., 725
California Ave., Palm Springs;
debts: $950,583, assets: $142,160;
Chapter 7.
David Anderson Phillips, aka
David A. Phillips, Ingrid Alene
Phillips, aka Ingrid A. Phillips,
fdba Advantage Network,
American Medical Network,
29275 Sypus Court, Quail Valley;
debts: $207,287, assets: $170,222;
Chapter 7.
Juventlno Rodriguez, Yolanda
Rodriguez, dba Tioo's Auto and
Truck Repair, 9583 Derby Drive,
Riverside; debts: $223,258, assets:
$255,250; Chapter 13.
Edward C. Simmel, Dorothea M.
Simmel, dba Edward C. Simmel
Associates, 72607 North Rolling
Knoll Drive, Palm Desert; debts:
$290,671, assets: $158,875;
Chapter 7.
.t\dd W. Smith, Leticia Ireae
Smitb, aka Ireae Smith, dba
Pacesetter Muaidpal Services,
Pacesetter
Goverameatal
Services, Pacesetter BuildiDI
Services, 14322 Main St.,
Hesperia; debts: $3,092,038,
assets: $4,200; Chapter 7.
lloaa Wiacardaer, fdba New
Life Coastradioa, lac., 10712
Eighth Ave., Hesperia; debts:
$1,786,984, assets: $135,330;
Chapter 7.

All About Auto Service & Towing
2550 Rubidoux #A, Riverside, CA
92509 Bruce Gorman

Benoco 5322 Sunnyside Dr.,
Riverside, CA 92504 Diane
Rado

Charitable Cherubs 3575 Merrill
Avenue, Riverside, CA 92506 Inland
Empire Angels Inc.

Dem Rock Comedy Undergrouad
3824 University Ave., Riverside, CA
92501 Sylvia Williams

Alternate Delivery Service 3512
14th St., Riverside, CA 92501 Press
Enterprise Co., The

Black Hills Country Feed Store
8897 Mission Blvd., Riverside, CA
92509 Virginia Hill

Cheral Specialties 6248 Mead
Court, Riverside, CA 92504 Chester
Brindle

Dematteo's Pizzarla
7030
Magnolia Ave., Riverside, CA
92506 Christopher Sims

America Inti. 4655 Minnier Ave.,
#SOb, Riverside, CA 92505
Karamokotie Toure

Blitz Mfg. Co. 3357 Chicago
Ave., Riverside, CA 92517 Blitz
Mfg. Co.

Cinderalla's Cleaning 2073 7th
St., Riverside, CA 92507 Gloria
Lopez

Diamond Nails & Tanuiag 4014
Chicago Ave., Riverside, CA 92507
Cathy Phan

American Builders Mortgage 2020
Iowa Ave., #101, Riverside, CA 92507
American Builders Mortgage

Bright Expections Inc. 6000
Camino Real, Riverside, CA 92509
Bright Expections Inc.

Coastline Industries 11750
Sterling #D, Riverside, CA 92503
Joseph Me Laughlin

Dick's Signs 6388 Estes Court,
Riverside, CA 92506 Richard C.
Meckes

Apple Medical Center 10220
Indiana, Riverside, CA 92503
Donald Johnson, D.O.

Building Busters 2332 Engel
Drive, Riverside, CA 92506 Robert
Cluff

Cofko Electronics 5517 Riverview
Drive, Riverside, CA 92509
Michael Coffman

Dirks Jean Maries 6625 Tyler St.
#104, Riverside, CA 92503 Dirk
Ooninger

Arlington
Flowers 11657
Carmine , Riverside, CA 92505
Cindy Barton

Business Computer Systems 9980
Indiana Ave. #10, Riverside, CA
92503 Albert Lizee

Compusquares Bulletin Board
Service 6816 Lomita St., Riverside,
CA 92504 Jerry Spencer

Downtown Jazz Club Partaen
3853 Brockton Ave., Riverside, CA
92501 La Mont Johnson

Associated Students Univ. 213
Commons, Riverside, CA 92521
Associated Students Univ.

C & F Tire 2220 Eastridge,
Riverside, CA 92507 Clifford
Perkins

Computer Engineering Tech 6441
Little Brook Tr., Riverside, CA
92509 Marvin Kossky

Dutchman Elec:tric:a1 Coastrudioa
6921 Darlene Lane, Riverside, CA
92509 Walliam Hulst

Aurora Digital Imaging Studio
2900 Adams St. Bl. #C, Riverside,
CA 92504 Vincent Morales

C D Leasing 6080 Windemere,
Riverside, CA 92506 Gregory
Cuskelly

Cmsaml!r OHitm For Far Credit~
I.itulile Ave.IIG314, RiveJsid; CA CJN»
NCCA~Cmsumer

E M C 12271 Wildflower Lane,
Riverside, CA 92503 Brian
Whiteside

Auto Graphics 6101 Quail Valley
Court #D, Riverside, CA 92507
Steven Teal

Cl\iun Delight Inc. 6061 Magnolia
Ave., Riverside, CA 92504 Kedric
Wells

Continental Moving 4180 Tuscola
Pl., Riverside, CA 92505 Dean
Richens

Ear Managemeat Eavlro11111eatal
ABs 11!m WDer Sun~ RiYalide,
CA915m RaYixb Pm1btbi

Aztec Firearms 6101 Quail Valley
Court #114D, Riverside, CA 92507
Michael Hernandez

Cal Bowling Supply 9860 Indiana
Ave. #14, Riverside, CA 92503
Linda Hatten

Cortez Jewelry 3900 Tyler St.
#E5, Riverside, CA 92503 Jae
Kang

Easy Comm 4800 Harwood Ct.,
Riverside, CA 92509 Bdwia
Mendoza

B & J Sports Card Exchange 5200
Chicago Ave. #Cl6, Riverside, CA
92507 Brian Cherney

Cal Solar 5687 Golden West
Ave., Riverside, CA 92509 Carl
Adams

Creola's Restaurant
1015
Alessandro Blvd., Riverside, CA
92508 Creola Riley

Edward Bi Deziae 6862 Studio
Place, Riverside, CA 92509 Barry
Edminster

B E Dairy Supplies 2832 Westridge
Rd., Riverside, CA 92506 Matthew
Bradley

California Motors Inc. 6111 Quail
Valley Ct., Riverside, CA 92507
California Motors Inc.

Custom Wood Desigu 6515 Clay
St., Riverside, CA 92509 Scott
Ell ion

Electro nc Elec CoatrlldiDr 1221
Dodson Way, Riverside, CA 92517
FJearo Tee FJec Coulmct.

B J Euterprises 6353 Edison
Court, Riverside, CA 92504
Brandon Ward

CampbeiiDI Aslloc:IIIB ne,e~opn~em
11221 Wayfield Rd., Riverside, CA
92505 Daniel fasoalacx:pta

D C Coust. 8901 Boldruler
Lane, Riverside, CA 92509
David Child

Emery & Soa .......... 2437 . . .
St., Riverside, CA 92501 HomlliaFamily Trust, 1be

B S M Maaagemeot Co. 5600 Van
Buren Blvd., Riverside, CA 92503
Robert Brown

Canyon Foam Design 2110 Me
Allister St., Riverside, CA 92503
Dennis Me Kee

D'arezzo Cable Coastructioa
12831 June Bug Court, Riverside,
CA 92503 Tony D'arezzo

E•plre

B·N-W Hoof Trimmiug 2830
HeUer Drive, Riverside, CA 92509
Bob Weststeyn

Carpet Tecla 7585 Magnolia
Ave., Riverside, CA 92504 Karla
Hills

Dus A 1 Vacuum 5330 Artingtoa
Ave., Riverside, CA 92504 Danny
Davis

E:.:cel Appnllal

Bal Coms Doauts and Burger

Cedar Valley Brewiag 1114 Los
Altos Court, Riverside, CA 92507
BryanChun

Darlene Susu Muir 11227 \'Uc:ca

Ceatral Coauaerdal Ditdrlc:t 2560

Delta Marketiag Co. 1110 W.
Blaiue St. 1202, Riverside, CA
92507 Zak Syed

2190 14th Sl, Riverside, CA 92507

JouugLee
BaDard'a Service Esperta 9313
Nemia Drive, Riverside, CA 92503

MltyAuoa

North Bend St., Riverside, CA
92501 Gleun Pratt

Dr., Riverside, CA 92505 Darleue
Muir

V••••• lac.

2284

BusiDess Way, Rivalide, CA.-EmpiJe VeadiD& lac.
~lwe.IJ,RMI_ ,_.

BDIP&

~
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F P C Graphics :!682 Market St ,
Riverside , CA 9:!501 F P C
Graphics Inc.

Gsp. Co. del Taco 4740 La S1erra
Ave., Riverside, CA 92503 Seyed
Hossem1

Inland Empire Gas & Smog 2994
Rubidoux, Rivers1de, CA 92509
Samer Masher

Ken's Lock & Key 3790 Van
Buren Blvd., Riverside, CA 92503
Chnstopher Anderson

M D J\.1 S ( Maximum of Myself)
112 J 5 (;ramcrc) Place, Riverside,
CA 92505 Gabriel Gil

P P S Partner.. 3660 Arlington Ave ..
R1vcr~iuc, CA 92506 AcqUisition
and ~anagcmcn

Piua Exchange 16960 Van Buren
Blvd. #D, R1verside, CA 92504
Checker Board Piua Corp.

Po~er of Creation, The 5200
Canyon Crest Dnve #67, Rivers1de,
CA 92507 Keith Witzel

Floorshine 7115 Arlington Ave .,
Riverside. CA 92503 Sonshine
Bmlding Maint

H D R Leasing Co. 5954 Republic
St Rl\ erside, CA 92504 Herb's
Concrete & Asphalt

Inland Observer 955 Via Zapata
#46,
Riverside, CA 92507
Ampersand Communities Inc.

Kent H . Landsberg Co. llSO
Spring St, Riverside, CA 92507
Sunclipse Inc

Mackert's Herbs & Prod. 1X661
Kross Rd Riverside. C A 9250X
Mary Mackert

Pacific & Atlantic 6~61 Brockton
Ave., Rivers1dc, CA 92506 Merrill
Tew

Plansaver 5403 Noble St.,
R1vers1de, CA 92503 James
Schanafelt

Progresshe Entrp. 2957 Oakbrook
Dr. #A, Rivers1de, CA 92503
Jacquchne Schmidt

G & J Properties 8151 Auto
Dnve , R1vers1de, CA 9:!504
Glenn :-.toss

Happ} Family Chinese Restaurant
4557 I .a S1erra Ave., R1vers~de. CA
92505 )ueh ru

lnsta Thne & Lube 4399 Main
St, Riverside, CA
92501
Vinatune Inc.

King Care Auto 333~ Arlington
Ave., Riverside, CA 92506 King
One Inc.

Mail Boxes Etc. 6185 MagnoiJa
Ave., Rivers1de, CA 92506 Larry
PalaciOs

Pacific Shores Construction 10263
Campbell Ave., Riverside, CA
92503 David Cue

Plaza Auto Body Supply 4130
Garner Road, Riverside, CA 92501
Pabs Inc.

Quilt Shoppe, The 3690 Neva
Ct., R1vers1de, CA 92506 Rosahe
Jacobs

German Shepherd Time~, The
6162 Avenida Juan Diaz, Riverside,
CA 92509 Kristine Hille

Hensen Consulting 15646 Rancho
Viejo, Riverside, CA 92506 David
Hansen

Institute for Professional Staff
8561 Cory Court, R1vers1de, CA
9250S Mary Brown

Kleenflo Env. Prod. 3769 Tibbetts
St. #C, Riverside, CA 92506
K.lecnflo Env. Prod.

Martinez Fabrics 62S I Brockton
Ave. #1, Riverside, CA 92503 Jose
Martinez

Paintball Orlyssey 2050 38X2 Taft
St , R1vers1de, CA 92503 Tnad
Promotions Inc.

Poetic Perspectives 4622 Merrill
Ave., Riverside. CA 92506 Martina
Schrader

R & J Cleaning Services 1274 7
Tehama C~rcle, R1verside, CA
92503 Raynato Permo

Gero Psych Centers 3S70 Las S1crra

Herrera Janitorial Senices 9747
52nd St, Riverside, CA 92502
Ja.., ier Herrera

Italiano Productions 3919
Roblyn. R iverside, CA 92504
Michael Falls

Kwy Computer & Network Consult.
4846 Ainsworth PI , Riverside, CA
92504 Khen Wong

Master Touch Dental Laboratories
11126 P1erce St. #B, Riverside, CA
92505 Charles Petteng1ll

Glen~ood

Surgical Center 8945
!'vtlgmia Ave lf.ro, Rivc!NO!, 0\ 92.'i03
Swgical Partrers ofAmerica

Holy land
Wholesale
3S24
Univcrsit} Ave. #221, Riverside, CA
92501 Abdel Sarayrith

J & B Lawn Service and Maintenance
3615 Hoover St., Riverside, CA 92504
John Zamora

L J 0 Tile & Marble 10575
Robmson Ave , Riverside, CA 92505
Larry Ochampaugh

Matrix Systems Installation 6137
Nogales St , Riverside, CA 92506
James Wright

Granado lnHstigations 5198
Arhngton A\ e. #169, Riverside, CA
92..'i04 ~fichael Granado

Home Inventory Systems 3410 La
Sierra Ave. #F 150, Riverside, CA
92503 Thoma> Murphy

J & M Auto Sales 14729 Van
Buren Blvd., R1verside, CA 92504
Michael Stangeland

L P Transportation 9142
Shaddock Circle, Riverside, CA
92508 Larry Hopkins

Mega Foods 3900 Chicago Ave ,
Riverside, CA 92507 Megafoods
Stores

Great Way P ets Control 6619
Rexford Drive, Riverside, CA
92504 Charles Johnson

In-N-Out Bail Bonds 3930 Market
St , #530. Riverside, CA 92501
Michael E.sparza

J Don Plastics Co. 9365 Narnia
Dr. , Riverside, CA 9250 Barbara
Scheller

Lake Hills Nursery 2292 La Sierra
Ave., Riverside, CA 92503 Robert
Vigil

Michael Baird 44X3 Mulberry St.
#B, Riverside, CA 92501 M1chael
Band

J and D E lectronic Services 6635
Evelyn Place, Riverside, CA 92504
David Wood

Lakeside Business Forms 7670
Lakeside Drive, Riverside, C A
92509 Anthony l.aurito

J acuz Me 4360 Tenth St. # 1,
Riverside. CA 92501 William
McGinley

Larry Dean Wilson 55XO Mission
Blvd., Riverside, C A 92509 Larry
Wilson

Jazz'z 6276 Rivercrest Drive,
Riv erside, CA 92507 Kathleen
Peterson

Lipsitz Media Sys. 34X5 University
Ave., Riverside, CA 92501 Jamie
D. Lipsitz

Jean Marie's New & Used 6625
Tyler St. #105, Riverside, CA 92503
Jean Cloninger

Little Diamonds Auto Sales 22X4
Busmess Way, Riverside, CA 92501
John Livanos

Jeff Smith Builders 10450
Stover, R1vcrside , CA 92505
Jeffrey Smith

Ljo Tile & Marble 10575 Rohmson
Ave. , Riverside, CA 92504 Larry

K-9 Property Protection 12SO
Highridge St., Riverside, CA 92506
Robert Martinez

Loper, Skeen & Assoc. 11185
Magnolia Ave. #14, Riverside, CA

A\·e. #325, Riverside, CA 92.'i05
Diane Dunne, Ph.D.

I

~

I

w
en
-..I
I

0

Kam's Courier & Small Package
Deliv. 3904 DougliL-;s Ave., Riverside,
CA 92507 Luani 1lmai
I

Ochampaugh

92505 Chris Loper
Lube N Thne Express Plus 11850
Magnolia Ave ., Riversid e, CA
92503 Sandra Muir

Kern & G Inc 3630 Park Sierra
Dr., Riverside, CA 92505 Kern &
G Inc.

M & M Computer Publishing
3941 Dalley Way, Riverside, CA
92509 Marion Turner

Keller Peak Repeater Assoc. 4350
Milan Court, Riverside, CA 92505
Frederick Finke

M & M Kustom Auto Upholstery
9306 Douglas Drive, Riverside, CA
92503 Joe Macias

Micro Eng 5714 Skyloft Dr.,
R1versidc, CA 92509 David
Bless urn
Moreno Valle)" Moving & Storage
236'i llall Ave, Riverside, CA
92509 Kathy Kleine
Mortgage Office & The Realty Office
7006 Magnolia Ave. # 17X, R1verside,
CA 92506 Fir.>t Broker Services Cor.
Motus 3630 University Ave
Ri verside, CA 92501 Chad
Easton
N A C Construction 10718
Broderick, Riverside, C A 92505
Charles Ebenhack
Nadig Auto Sales 5846 Jasmine
St., Riverside , C A 92504 Brent
Nadig
New Horizon's Ministries 7087
Manhattan Drive, Riverside, CA
92506 Harmon Roberts
Nikko 's Burgers 9295 MagnoiJa
Ave, R1vers•de, CA 92503 Suh
Jong Jm
On Line Fabrication 7109
Arlington Ave. #I~ Riverside, CA
92532 Javier Valenzuela

How to Get More Office For Less Money?
What you really need i-, a great place to
conduct your busmc". To meet and entertain ) our
clients. Have your phone answered .md mes-,age~
taken b) a real person. Receive your mail and make
your telephone cal b. Send and receive your faxes.
deliverie-,, and have someone reliable locate you
when you're needed.
In other words. a home base when you
need it. or a place that takes care of you when
you're away on business. A prestige address to
reflect your company's image.
What you don't need is a big, fixed,
overhead. You pay for only what you need.
We realize that your needs can change.
We're flexible. We offer several plans rangmg from
basic telephone and mailing serv1ce, to completely
staffed private office.
Safari Executive Offices were created to
offer busy executives and professionals an environment conducive to business. It is an 1deal setting
for someone who need plush. professiOnal environment, available 24-hours, seven days a week.
Located next to Ontario lntcmauonal Airport.
across the street from Hilton Hotel
Scf\ ICC'> prm ided b) Safan Executive
Offices mclude:
• 46 Furmshed ground floor offices. v.ith \ie\~s.
Attractive lounge and court yard
• 2 Conference rooms w uh bar-,. large scrCL'n TV's.
overhead projectors and aud1o \ 1\ual equipment
• Compkte secretanal servIces. telephone. voiCe

mail. fax, anu copu:r
• Word proce"ing and pnnung
• Free park 111 g
• Deh\er) sef\ices. CPS. 1-'ederal E:-.press. etc
• Concierge for travel and entertainment arrange
mcnts
To learn more about our facliues and sef\lccs.
please come over and d1scuss your bus mess needs.
We'll be glad to show you around, and explain the
vanous sef\ices and options available at Safari
Executive Offices.
When you see what we have to offer, you'll understand why it makes good business sense to have
your office here.
T
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~
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SAFARI EXECUTIVE OFFICES

3535 Inland Empire 81\d ..
Ontario, Caliform.t 9176-1
Telephone (909)941
FAX (909) 941 2547
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September6gJVen to a new baseball

t~. The green light was

stadium to be built m San
Bernardino. The stadtum
will be the home of the
Spirit (who also picked up a
Dodger affiliation m
September) starting in the
1995 season . The City
Council set aside up to $1::!.8
million for purchasmg 14
acres of land from Southern
Pacific Railroad, m addition
to getting the building
designs done and the project
started.

th .
Dunlop
Tire
Company announced it
was building a 300,000square-foot distribution
facility in Ontario. Catellus
Development Corporation
agreed to build the facility at
the Crossroads Business
Center. Construction is

9

onth in Review

scheduled
November.

13

to

begin

m

th. The ctty of
Desert Hot Spnngs

voted to recall all five
members of the city council,
mcludtng mayor Mike
Segrist The recall process
was started when the counctl
pa-;.sed a three-percent utility
tax desptte a petition with
1,500 signatures from
residents asking them not to
implement the tax.

the same way you choose a
regular
long-distance
company.

th .

19

The
San
Bernardino City
Counctl put a moratorium on
its two-month old smoking
han due to public outcry. On
that same day, two council
members, Fredrick Curlin
and Edward Negrete, were
served with recall notices
over that same tssue.
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Advanced Business Machines will be offering
photocopier equipment at absolutely no charge!

1,500,000

500,000

2o

th. First Interstate

15

th. The California

Public Utilities
Commission orders the
deregulation of local long
distance calls within the
state beginning Jan. 1, 1995.
Thts will allow you to
choose a company to carry
your calls between 12 and
75 miles from your business

Bank Corporation
announced that it would cut
3,000 jobs from its offices in
the 13 western United States
over the next year. This was
to be accomplished through
consolidation, attrition and
layoffs. Many of these job
losses are expected to be in
Caltfomta. •
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From small table tops...

R

to mid-sized units...

esidential building has started to rebound in Riverside

this year, following the rebound In sales that began In
the third quarter 1993 (Chart #1). Building is up there

even for apartment building and condos, activity levels of which

had all but disappeared in the early 1990s.
Meanwhile, however, residential construction activity

OCTOBER CALENDAR

shows no sign of rebound 1n San Bernardino County. Homebuilding there is down this year across the board: that is, for
single-family, multi-family, and even remodeling construction.

3

rd. Building Owners & Managers

Association/National Association of
Industrial Office Properties 1994 Go! f
and Tennis Tournament. This tournament,
to be held at Canyon Crest Country Club
1n Riverside, w !II heneftt the Mary S
Roberts Foundation for abused and
neglected children. For details, call
Maggi Stamm at 909/989-7298.

tb-12th. California-Nevada Indian
Gaming
Association
Annual
Conference. To be held at the Spa Hotel
Resort in Palm Springs. For information,
call 213/665-2894.

9

t h -1 4th . The

Elements of
Management Workshop. To be
held at the Ontario Airport Hilton, this
workshop covers such topics as
organizing and motivating staff and
distributing work. Call 909!784-9430.

12

th. How to Create Outstanding
Organizational Newsletters.
Location-the
Employers
Group
Regional Office, 3600 Lime St , Ste
421, Riverside An ideal seminar for
part-time editors and staff who want to
1mprove writmg skills and design Call

13

9430.

In non-residential construction, San Bernardino County has
seen the beginnings of a rebound in 1994, while Riverside
continues to decline (Chart #2). Activity has increased in San
Bernardmo County in most areas of non-residential
construction In contrast, Riverside County's non-residential

th. Pri nctpl es of workers'
compensatiOn. Location-the
Employers Group Regional Office,
3600 Lime St , Ste 421, Riverside.
Emphasis
placed
on
problem
identification and how to minimize
potential financial exposure. For
further information, call 909!784-9430.

18

st. Managing Unemployment
Insurance Costs - to be held
at the Employers Group Regional
Office, 3600 Lime St., Ste. 421,
Riverside. The objective of this
seminar is to help attendees achieve the
lowest possible UI tax rate for their
companies. Call 909/784-9430.

21

26

th. The California Manufacturers Associattnn's 1994

th. Alternative/Compressed

Manufacturer of the Year luncheon.
This year's luncheon honors Gordon E
Moore Pl.tnncd keynote speaker is
President Bill Cltnton. To be held at
the Westin Hotel in Santa Clara.
Contact Dinah Zehnder at H00/6552640 or 916/441-5420 to reserve a

Workweek Schedules. Held at

space

909/784-9430.

14

the Employers Group Regional Office,
3600 Lime St., Ste. 421, Riverside .
Explore different approaches to the
standard workweek. Call 9091784-

•

and large duplicators.

activity is down across the board, except for the area of
commercial remodeling.

ARM will place a unit in your office
FREE OF CHARGE.
Customers will only pay lor the
copies they produce,
at a savings of 30% to 50%

Chart #2
Total Non-Residential Construction,
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BEFORE YOU BUY OR LEASE ANOTHER COPIER, CAll US ARST
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Ma ter Your Fu

America's Most Prestigious
Life and Business
Improving Event is Returning
to the Inland Empire!
RIVERSIDE CONVENTION CENTER
DECEMBER 9, 1994

REGISTER EARLY AND SAVE SAVE SAVE
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